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Classroom Management 
 
First Things First 
Establish expectations. The beginning of the semester is the ideal time to outline the objectives 
and goals of the class, explain the style of instruction that will happen, and your personal 
expectations out of the class. At this point, you can also take in their input into making the class a 
worthwhile experience for all those involved. 
LEARN YOUR STUDENTS' NAMES!! It will show that you care and want to create a community. It 
will also help the students feel more included in the class leading to an overall better classroom 
environment.  
A good way to learn names is by doing the roll call. My TA partner and I gave out cards so that 
the students could write their high/lows* of the week and collected them at the end of each 
class. It really helped me to learn everyone's name just by simply passing out these cards.  
*The high/low activity is where you go around the room and everyone (students and TAs!) 
names a "high" (positive event) and a "low" (negative event) from their week (or previous week if 
you have a Mon/Tue class, etc.)  
You can also play a name game the first day of class. That way, everyone can learn each other's 
names and have a bit of fun at the same time. Don't be afraid to get their names wrong the first 
couple days of class. It will be better to get it wrong a bit in the beginning than to not know their 
names towards the end of the semester. 
remember that they might be tired of " icebreaker games" right after frog week!  
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One example given to me by an honors professor I once had: before anyone in the class speaks, 
they say their name first. Do this for the first couple of weeks and not only will you and your TA 
partner remember everyone's name, but all of your students will also know each other's names.  
Another idea too (as awkward as it is) is ask if any of them can go around and name everyone in 
the class! Bonus points for them and it'll help everyone else too learn  
You could have them make name tags to put in front of them on the table for the first two 
weeks, that way they all learn each other's names, too.  
Encourage your students to get to know others in the class. It makes it so much easier to have an 
open discussion when you know the people you are talking to and feel more comfortable. 
This can be accomplished in several ways, one of which is separating students into groups for 
activities and discussions. If you find that your students are grouping up with the same people, 
then you can randomly choose the groups for them.  
During the first few class meetings, you may want to consider doing activities that involves 
partner discussion.  This will allow everyone to meet each other on a 1 on 1 basis.  Encourage 
them to trade partners every class so they meet everyone.  This will also make shy students 
more comfortable to begin talking in small groups and eventually leading into the large group 
discussion. 
Another thing you can do is get students to talk about each topic within small groups before 
discussing topics with the whole class, especially the first few class periods. That way, they can 
get to know each other, get more comfortable with one another, and have more to say during 
the class discussions.  
Be aware of the conversations that are going on and how much time to dedicate to small group 
discussions because once people are more comfortable with each other conversations can 
quickly get off topic. Not inherently bad, just something to be aware of.  
You are their peer/fellow student, but with a leadership role. Really try your best to establish this 
right away because it'll make your class so much more comfortable participating. My partner and 
I did this and every single person in our class voluntarily participates every class.  
Do not be afraid to call on students if participation is limited. If students know that you will call 
on them if they do not participate, they will be better prepared for class and more ready to 
participate voluntarily instead of waiting for you to have to start calling on them. 
I recommend taking role at the beginning of every class, even if you think you know everyone 
enough to notice when someone is missing. Especially with larger classes, it can be easy to 
overlook if only one student is missing which can cause you problems later. 
Try to do something different in class each week: start with a unique activity/discussion, sit in a 
location you've never sat in before, maybe even meet in a different classroom. Mixing things up 
will keep everyone engaged in the class and prevent conversation from getting stale.  
MAKE SURE YOU AND YOUR TA PARTNER ARE ALWAYS ON THE SAME PAGE!!! A bad relationship 
with a TA partner is never a good way to run a class. Become friends with your TA partner an get 
to know them so that you work better together in the classroom.  It's necessary to meet with 
your TA partner at least once every week so that you are on the same page, plus it helps you 
build a relationship. 
Remember not to answer your own questions and let "awkward" silence work in your favor. If no 
one is talking, I wait 5 full seconds before I ask another discussion question or call on a student 
to see if anyone will speak up.  
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Ask the students to write down one thing that they would want to do to make the class fun (ex: 
have class outside, start with highs and lows, do an optional fun activity outside of class)  
  
Helpful Tips to Keep in Touch Outside Class 
Make a GroupMe for your class. This is an easy way to send announcements and if students have 
questions they can either ask in the group or message you individually. 
Making the GroupMe allows for your students to have access to you without the possibility of 
inappropriate contact (drunk texting, asking for a sober...)  
Unfortunately, since you are also an undergraduate, some students will view you as a peer. You 
will notice this quickly. No need to prove them otherwise, but remain professional and always be 
prepared in order to gain the trust and respect as a mentor (not an expert).  
Don't be condescending in the GroupMe. If someone forgets to do an assignment on time, it's 
okay. People make mistakes. Remember that you were a first year once, too, so there's not really 
a need to be condescending to your first years, especially since you were once in their shoes. 
Also- this may be obvious, but don't share private information about a student through the 
GroupMe. For example, if they email you something about a personal issue, don't respond to it 
in the GroupMe because you might not know what they're going through and they probably 
don't want to share it with the rest of the group if they reached out to you personally.  
The GroupMe is a great way to send out reminders about assignments that are due.  You can do 
it the first few weeks and then encourage other students to step up and take over the roll.    
Make it fun! Post selfies of you meeting with your TA partner, share links to cool videos outside 
of class, etc.  
Post in the GroupMe whenever you are doing something which may be beneficial or fun for the 
students to join. For example, post that you're at student org night, or are going to another 
student's dance concert later, or are eating lunch at ehall and would love company; this shows 
the students that you are involved and encourages them to continue to build relationships 
outside of class.  
If you would rather NOT make a GroupMe (some TAs feel it is TOO much access to their personal 
lives): 
You will have a list of your students emails, it would be wise to email them and let them know 
about deadlines, reminders for class, etc. 
Tell students in class to check their emails and send emails with a subject line that is recognizable 
so they don't think your email is another JMU Informational email 
Don't rely on emails as the main way to communicate info, not everyone checks email all the 
time, try to only use it for reminders 
Be prepared for people not to read your emails (it happens) and don't get too upset if not 
everyone got the memo! 
Do not feel obligated to share your social media.  
If you need to send urgent messages, Canvas messenger worked well for one section. Students 
were able to receive the messages and be prepared for class. 
  
Structure 
If the weather is nice, holding class outside can be a good way of changing our perceptions about 
the topic, because we're not in the classroom having a discussion.  If you choose to do this make 
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sure you go to an area where students will not be easily distracted, you still want to be able to 
facilitate good conversation.  We chose to go to the grass right next to the Music Building at the 
end of the Quad.  There was not much traffic there and it worked out well. 
We found it to be much more difficult to manage our time when we were outside, and it can be 
difficult to stay on track. Maybe choose to go outside when there is not a ton of information you 
need to get through, or on the day when you discuss stress because it can be more relaxing.  
If the weather is nice, the week of Spring Registration is a good one to have class outside 
because it tends to be an inherently stressful topic for the students but the goal of the class isn't 
to hammer in lots of information to the students.  
Also make sure the actual setup of the location is productive to conversation, e.g. if the benches 
are too far apart it is hard to hear each other.  
The "circle time" set up: In the beginning it may help to go around and have everyone share. 
Encourage the students to comment whenever they feel comfortable. This will allow everyone to 
contribute and get them comfortable participating in class discussions.  Once the students get 
more comfortable, you can employ a less structured discussion.  Sometimes you may just have 
to wait students out for a while and someone will most likely eventually talk. 
Another tip to help get students willing to talk is to start every class with high/lows or other 
topics that focuses on them- people are more willing to talk about themselves and this should 
hopefully make them more comfortable when it comes to talking about the weekly topics  
We also found that highs/lows are helpful in fostering conversation.  In the beginning, they were 
hesitant to share about themselves, but now that it is November our class is very open and no 
one feels awkward sharing about their life.  I think this fostered relationships because it caused 
them to relate to each other (in that they had similar lows).  All of our kids have become really 
close friends and that is an awesome thing to see! 
The high/low activity is so popular because it really does help everyone in the room feel more 
connected. We all experience "mini" successes and failures every week and it's a nice reminder 
that you're not alone. The more comfortable and connected students feel in the classroom, the 
more they will speak up!  
Sometimes the high/low activity can take up over half the 50 minutes of class. This doesn't have 
to be bad; one of the goals of HON 100 is to build a sense of community, and this activity 
certainly helps. If it becomes a time problem, though, consider just saying "highs," putting a 30-
second time limit on each person's stories, or having the students share highs/lows in small-
group discussions. 
Change it up! Don't always do the same routine every class. Maybe have them work in partners 
for one activity, have them get in groups and write on the board, write their highs and lows on 
an index card and share them with the class...  
An example of this would be to have students draw a picture of their highs and lows instead of 
merely going around the room and saying them out loud.  
One day, to have them really discuss the reading, rather than us ask them questions, we asked 
them to come prepared to ask each other questions and facilitate discussion about the reading. 
We told them this in the beginning of the class and we stayed quiet for the next 15 minutes and 
let them take over.  
It's also helpful if the TAs set a good example of what kind of questions to ask. Questions can 
start specific and get broader (or vice versa). It's good if the questions give the students a chance 
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to relate the topic to their own life experiences. Questions can be somewhat controversial and 
offer counterpoints.  
Sometimes standing up at the podium makes students feel uncomfortable especially because 
this is a seminar class. It is best to sit with your students. You are supposed to be a mentor and 
not a strict authority figure. If you feel your class is getting out of control you can try standing at 
the podium as they may show more respect to you when you are standing in front of them. Do 
not be afraid to speak up and call their attention. While you are a peer there to help, you are in 
charge of leading and it is ok to nicely take control of that role.  
This includes mixing yourselves in with the students; in other words, you and your TA partner 
should try sitting in between students rather than the two of you sitting together at the front of 
the class. Try to sit somewhere new each class!  
I've learned in trainings before that sitting across from the quietest person (farthest away) and 
directly next to the loudest person is best. This is because the more you make eye contact with 
somebody, the more likely they are to speak. If someone is next to you then you make eye 
contact with them less often. 
Some sections of HON100 are particularly small, so feel free to rearranged the room to make 
you and the students more comfortable. You don’t want everyone spread out all across the 
room. You want the environment to feel like a seminar class where everyone is close enough to 
hear each other talk   
Not every class has to be the same. We took our students to SSC one day to show them all the 
resources there (Counseling Center, Tutoring/Learning Center, OSARP, Card Services, Business 
Office, Registrar, CAP, Oasis...) 
Remember, class is only 50 minutes. You will love all of your first years and want to continue 
discussion all day, but really try hard to get in everything that needs to be said for the week. 
Some of the topics covered in this class may be of particular interest to you. That said, you have 
to be careful not to dominate the conversation, which may become easier to do than in a regular 
class due to the students' deference to you.  
If there are some topics you are more passionate about use that energy to share your experience 
and inspire students.    
Repeat, repeat, repeat. Don't be afraid to regularly offer reminders about upcoming assignments 
throughout class. Just think of the times when you tuned out during the one time your professor 
announced an assignment in class. 
Try to prioritize the most important classroom activities earlier so that you make sure they are 
covered, especially in case one of your students has to regularly leave early in order to make 
their next class on time.  
Encourage students to change up their seating arrangement each class so they can meet 
someone new!  
This is also fun to do by rearranging the chairs before the students get to class - the students 
naturally mix themselves up and it's less awkward.  
Don't sit next to your TA partner. It helps build a sense of community and participation if you two 
sit opposite of each other  
It might even help if you and your TA partner do different things during class. While one leads in 
the discussion in the beginning of class, the other could be prepping for the next segment of 
class by writing on the board or loading up media to display.  
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Starting Class 
Emotional check-in: Doing highs, lows and buffaloes, or introducing some kind of brief 
conversation at the beginning of the class can be helpful to keeping them focused on actual 
material for the rest of class. It's nice for them to be able to say a little something about their 
week so they can get it off of their mind before jumping into relevant discussions.  
Use the six-word-memoir as a format for the emotional check-in. Students must be creative and 
to the point when thinking about how they are doing. Log six words each week and see the 
progress they have made. http://www.sixwordmemoirs.com/   
Current events can be a good discussion catalyst. Asking them to think about how governments, 
culture, religion, etc. influence their daily experiences may also promote good discussion.  
Be careful with political discussions, during the Trump vs. Hillary election there was definitely 
some tension in the room during discussions. If you bring up current events related to politics or 
any other emotionally charged topic, have some methods in mind to get the ball rolling in class 
again so you don't end up spending 50 minutes debating who should be the next president.  
We found that in the beginning especially, that having candy or a reward actually really worked 
at getting people to participate.  We didn't intentionally bring food for that purpose, but it ended 
up getting even the quietest people to want to share. After a while, they were so used to 
speaking up in discussion that it flowed with ease even if we did not bring "reinforcements" or 
students would bring something themselves to share. 
This is especially helpful in small classes.  
Always open up to students about your experiences and be honest when answering questions - 
this creates a reciprocal relationship and sometimes will lead to better discussions. 
For the first month or so of class, my TA partner and I found it useful to play music at the 
beginning of class as the students were coming in.  We did this so it wasn't dead silent and it 
actually fostered conversation because there was background noise!  
Figure out a diverse variety of "icebreakers." Take time before the semester begins to learn what 
elicits the best response out of a small, unfamiliar group of people. If the first five minutes of 
class go well, the rest of the class has a much better chance at being successful. The opposite 
holds true. 
One TA class brought an Expo marker and wrote on the white board before every class. Although 
this make bring back HS memories, it's really helpful for them to get ready for the day as well as 
look ahead. Seeing things visually also may inspire them to take our their planners and write 
down that's due the next week, versus hearing it and possibly forgetting. We had the following 
sections: 
Today (date) 
Agenda (what we were doing that day and the order) 
Coming up (assignments for the next week that were due, other important dates)  
Keep in mind (any other useful information)  
  
Keeping Focused 
Sometimes discussions get out of hand or off track, and you may want them to all focus again. 
Letting the discussion go where it leads can be very interesting.  It can also be educational to 
follow the rabbit hole for a little while, then to bring the students back by revisiting how we got 

http://www.sixwordmemoirs.com/
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to this point in the discussion. Tracing back their discussion and thought process is a great way to 
make them realize how deep in discussion they got and relate where they ended back to the 
articles or original conversation. It creates a learning web in their minds. 
Cell Phones: 
Make sure to address the use of electronics early on in the semester (that means the first 
day!). If you don't address this within the first couple of class periods it makes it that much 
harder to control cell phone use in the future. You want your students to feel relaxed in this 
class, but not so relaxed that they are typing away on their cell phone or laptop the entire class. 
Cell phones should preferably be placed out of sight for the 50 minute class. This goes for TAs as 
well. You are a model for your students so they will follow your actions. There will be times when 
laptops or cell phones will be used in the class such as taking a survey or quiz, and in those 
instances they should be permitted. 
If this starts to be a problem in the class, a good time to remind the students that they are not 
permitted is during the Faculty and Mentors discussion. Remind the students at that time that 
this is still a class, and the TAs are still mentors that should be shown respect. This can be easy to 
forget because of how close in age we all are.   
Honestly, don't feel bad reminding students to put them away. We found that students would 
take them out if they got to class 5-10 minutes early, which we found to be fine. Maybe they are 
just sending an email or checking something. But, as soon as class starts, say something like 
"Okay, laptops away" which is an easy way to get them to put them away.  
Try to convey a positive attitude and the students will follow. However, becoming too lax will 
result in students not taking the class seriously. 
It's important to note that students will generally mirror TAs' attitudes and mindsets. If you come 
to class excited about a topic and assignment, it can help shape their attitude.  
I really valued the personalized feedback I got from my TAs on every writing assignment I turned 
in. It made me remember that busy students were taking time out of their lives to read what I 
wrote, so I should put some time into it. I also really valued their feedback. I was much more 
personal/deep in writing than words, so it was my true self and they were able to get to know 
me well. This year we were not able to see their writings, but if I were to do it again, I would 
from the beginning really try to respond personally to each student. The first assignment we 
printed out individual responses for them all and gave them out after class, so that is an option.  
Some weeks the students simply do not feel like discussing, no matter how interesting the topic 
is or how many prompts you give. Have a backup plan such as a relevant activity you can do so 
that they are forced to move or write something down instead of just sitting and staring blankly. 
PLAN, PLAN, PLAN. Sometimes the backup activity can prompt them to be more engaged in the 
conversation, especially if they are just plain tired. 
Consider doing some of the assignments the students are required to do. Obviously you will read 
the articles and watch the videos for upcoming weeks, but for extra assignments such as the 
scavenger hunt, learning portfolio, or creativity assignment, consider doing them too so that you 
can discuss them more in depth and also lead by example.   
  
Housekeeping 
Make sure to LOCK the classroom door when you leave, turn off all lights and air conditioning 
units, and be sure to put the classroom back in the condition in which it initially was!!  If there is 
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another class right after you in the same room it is a good idea to pass off the key to the next TA. 
This will save you both a trip back to Hillcrest! 
During class time, keep the classroom door closed. When the door is open, others can be walking 
outside and talking, and this can distract the students.   
Don't. Lose. The. Keys. (!!!) They belong to Jared and Dr. Frana so it's our responsibility to take 
care of them. We shouldn't take advantage of the fact that they're trusting us with them. 
Make sure you are clear about how to take attendance, you might not be able to have that 
capability on canvas. 
If you want to see your students' work, you might have to ask them to email it separately since 
canvas won't allow TAs to see submissions.  
Before class when students were starting to come in, my TA partner and I ask them 
conversational questions about their week/weekend or events that happened around campus to 
help create a stronger bond with our students and to avoid awkward silences before class began. 
The most beneficial part of this class for many freshmen is the mentor relationship they have 
with the TA's. Being more than a formal professor to them helps create this personal 
connection!  
My TA partner and I would meet after our TA class on Fridays to discuss our plan for the next 
week that way we were both prepared and didn't have to meet up outside of that. 
This is good. Finding a time, even if it was only for fifteen minutes over text or on the phone, to 
discuss the upcoming week really helped my partner and I with discussion/time management. 
Meeting before every lesson helps so that you and your partner stay on the same page 
concerning what you will go over in class and how long you will spend on each topic. Although, 
this in addition to the planning day. Make sure you have a separate day to plan to have the best 
class possible each week. 
If a student decides to drop Honors or to withdraw from JMU altogether, do not feel personally 
responsible for their decision. When a student in my class withdrew from JMU, I really 
questioned myself at what my partner and I could have done differently to help ease the 
transition from high school to college, but I realized that it was the student's choice and there 
was nothing I could have done.  
Meet with your TA partner and get to know them! The better you know and can work with your 
partner, the more smoothly classes will go and the students will have a better experience if they 
are learning from a cohesive unit. 
  
 

The Purpose of College 
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Beginning of Class: 
Begin class by asking, "Did you like orientation week or the 1st week of classes better?" --
This generally opens up discussion and worked better than just saying "How was your week?" 
Another easy conversation is "what's your favorite place to eat so far" this helps to quickly 
develop commonality between the students.  
As a reminder, check the time on your phone then turn your volume off and put it away in your 
backpack. The students will notice you respectfully putting it away and will hopefully follow by 
example. If not, you can ask the class to turn off devices. Honors 100 is a class taken for credit 
and the typical classroom guidelines should apply.   
Before the discussion begins, remind your class to be respectful of the opinions and thoughts of 
their classmates, and give their full attention to whoever is speaking at the time.  
Start your discussion this week with the coffee dates 
Note for setting up this assignment in the previous class, it is helpful to ask if any of the students 
live on the same hall or know each other from outside of class. This can help you pair them up 
with someone they don't know from the class.  
Remember that this is the first time that students in your class have really gotten to know 
another member of the class 
Ask each student to introduce their partner with facts like their hometown, major, fun fact, and 
where they went for their date 
Then ask each group to discuss their opinions on what they believe the purpose of college is. 
Some sections might want to do a short writing assignment, maybe a notecard, and then collect 
them and find some common themes. Because it is the beginning of the semester, this may 
make it easier to share ideas because there is a degree of anonymity.  
If discussion seems slow, remind your students that this is a discussion based class and it is 
totally normal for this level of participation to feel uncomfortable. Remind them this is a safe 
zone for them as they transition into their first semester and that everyone should participate in 
the discussion at least twice. 
 
Ask students why they chose to go to college. What influenced their decision to come to JMU?  
There will be various responses. Try to relate their experience to your own or to other students 
in the class. It's important to remember there are lots of reasons why students chose JMU 
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(sports teams, they didn't get in to their first choice school, scholarships, etc.) and not everyone 
might be as in love with JMU their first week as you are as an upperclassman.  
If you had a hard time adjusting your first couple of weeks freshman year, be sure to share that 
experience to help your students feel safe opening up. 
Go on a coffee date with your TA partner prior to class! Not only will this give you a chance to 
get to know your TA partner better, but it will also show your students that you are just as 
engaged in the class as they are.  
Try to do a simple ice breaker even if it's for nothing more than making sure that your students 
start learning each others' names!! Classroom Management 
Also to help everyone remember names, during the first few classes when you go to address a 
student use their name and if you don't know it off-hand, ask them to state their name, it seems 
silly but is super useful.   
Introduce something about your partner from your coffee date due today (have them say 
something about their partner other than their major, it's interesting to see what kinds of 
information they hold onto.) As they introduced their partner, we took notes on what each 
student thought the purpose of college was. These notes came in handy to encourage discussion 
by comparing what people said and either having them explain it or ask why 2 specific people 
had differing views if the discussion during class ever lulled.  
See if they have any questions about college and JMU in general (i.e. how the bus works, where 
the best places to study are, difference between flex and dining dollars) and ask them their 
favorite things about JMU so far (i.e. the best dining hall, a new place they have seen).  
This can be like a "clear and muddy" activity, where you ask what is "clear" about JMU (what 
they have learned and understand so far) and what is still "muddy" (and they still have questions 
about in order to fully figure out).  
What things do you not like about JMU? 
Make sure to acknowledge that these things will exist. You shouldn't get upset or worked up 
about things not being perfect. It may even be helpful to talk about some things you don't like 
yourself about it. 
Being open and showing your first years that your JMU experience is not perfect either will allow 
them to relate to you more and it will establish your leadership persona more. Remember you 
are a mentor!  
A common thought for freshman is "Oh gosh did I choose the wrong school? Is it worth all the 
money I'm paying? Is college even the right thing for me?" Talk about how there will be some 
not-so-awesome things and THAT'S OKAY! There are ALWAYS ways to change it. Just like our 
slogan BE THE CHANGE! This is one of the most important things you learn in college. Even more 
than classes! 
Talk about things you don't like and how you have tried to change them. Brainstorm how to 
change some of the things they said they didn't like. Tell them you are a resource to find the 
people they need to contact in order to change things, but that they ultimately have to take 
initiative to act.  
I learned this tip from the counseling center: A really good strategy for dealing with hardships 
can be to change inner dialog to "I am struggling AND that's okay." or "I am unhappy AND this is 
what I am going to do to fix it". Obviously, the AND is the key here. While something may be 

http://jmuhon100.pbworks.com/w/page/112226755/Classroom%20Management
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causing unhappiness/ discomfort, this is a healthier, more proactive way to manage it! 
 
Remind them to relax and just enjoy the semester. Many students overthink this and make 
themselves believe that they chose the wrong school. If they are forcing themselves to like JMU, 
they will never truly love it here. 
Let them know that you didn't love JMU from the first moment you stepped on campus. Give 
personal examples of tough times adjusting and when you finally realized you chose the right 
school.  
Emphasize that it takes time for a new and unfamiliar place to feel like home. Most JMU 
students feel as if they didn't truly "find their place" at JMU until the end of their first year, 
maybe not even until later years. Tell them that it is normal if they aren't settling in at first, they 
just need to have patience.  
It may take awhile, but there is usually a moment when you start referring to the dorms and JMU 
in general as "home".  
 
MAKE SURE TO ENCOURAGE THAT STUDENTS GO TO STUDENT ORG NIGHT! 
Send reminder email and text message the day before the event. 
Encourage them to sign up for literally ANYTHING that interests them - that way, at minimum, 
they'll receive an interest email which they could simply choose not to respond to, but the 
opportunity will still be there.  
Share your own experience with student org night and how joining student organizations has 
played a role in your college experience. It is always easiest to share advice when you also share 
a personal story or experience to go along with it.  
One section of TAs even went and gave the students a shout out if they saw them there!  
Maybe suggest to go as a group, student org night can be overwhelming and it would be helpful 
to have someone to ask questions to while they are there. 
If you can't go with your students, make sure they are prepared for what it will be like because it 
can be so overwhelming!  
Explain right off the bat the importance of introducing yourself to your teacher in the first week 
of classes. Explain how office hours are not only for struggling students. Professors can be there 
as friends too. If you go in and see a team banner hanging up, go in and talk about that! 
Explain the significance of being friends with a professor down the road in your college career. 
Give an example of a fruitful relationship that you've had with a professor. Students love to hear 
about your experiences.  
Remind them about the connections they have had with high school teachers.  They can have 
these same great relationships (sometimes even better!) with college professors! 
Speak about the necessity of letters of recommendation during college, and highlight the benefit 
of getting to know a professor outside of the classroom for this reason.   
Remind them that this takes time too.  You won't be friends with every professor and you might 
not meet one you really click with this semester.  
  
Tips for Class Discussion: 
Having the students pair off and go over the articles outside of class made for a great discussion. 
It seemed easier for the student to share someone else's opinion than their own. 
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One TA thinks it would be a good idea to require or recommend students do this for the other 
discussions as well. It may be helpful for the Values discussion because it can be easier to discuss 
your experiences with one person versus an entire class. 
If possible, try to have 2 students in each group. This will encourage both students to be 
speaking, rather than having an odd number.   
Another section found that, while they encourage open discussion, asking an initial question with 
two options like "raise your hand if you agree with _____, raise your hand if you disagree with 
____" was a good conversation starter. 
This technique allows for everyone to see how the class is divided and be motivated to defend 
their point of view. It also means that everyone is engaged right off the bat. 
If there is a student who you are trying to get to talk more, you can say, "so Bob you think this, 
but Suzy thinks this... Why do you think that is?" And get them to start off the conversation.   
You can also just encourage a student by saying "Johnny, I would really like to know your 
thoughts on this." It is a warm way to welcome their thoughts.  
Some of your students may still be uncomfortable with speaking in front of the class, so the 
extroverted people may dominate the discussion this week. Try to create an atmosphere that 
makes everyone, even the quiet ones, comfortable with sharing their opinion so everyone can 
contribute to discussions.  
If you're having an issue in which only a few students are speaking, use a technique called "Pair 
and Share". Ask an open-ended discussion question, then pair off your students and let them 
discuss together. This will help quieter students feel more comfortable in a big discussion 
because they've already discussed the material.  
This is especially good in these first classes because it will help them form more personal 
connections with their fellow students. The more community you can build, the better.  
For the first few classes, you may want to just go around the room and have everyone say one 
thing about the article.  This forces everyone to be involved.  
Tell the students that they can say something as simple as "I thought the article was thought-
provoking".  It doesn't have to be super deep, it's just to get everyone talking at first. 
You can also ask each student a different question as you go around. This avoids people just 
echoing others' opinions.  
Close the gap...limit the physical size if the classroom, sitting closer together helps limit 
distractions and increases participation.  
  
Discussion Questions: 
Talk about all the different reasons for going to college or not going to college. Discuss the 
sacrifices many people make in order to go to college. Do you think it's fair that college is needed 
more now than in the past? Do you think it should be as needed?  
Does the price of college influence the current generation's perspective on education? Is 
education something that is directed towards upper-class individuals? Does every student have 
the opportunity to spend time in college "finding themselves", or is this a luxury that students 
who do not struggle financially can afford? If so, what can we do to change that? 
This started an interesting discussion on how the college experience differs for students from 
different socioeconomic backgrounds, but make sure this conversation does not get too dark by 
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focusing on solutions and trying to understand different perspectives rather than dwelling on 
societal problems.  
Do you need college to be successful? 
University vs. Community College? 
What about the students who graduate high school and begin working immediately?  What 
about trade schools? 
Have a discussion about General Education requirements. Do students think that there is value 
to Gen Ed courses or would they prefer to only take major classes? Are JMU students required to 
take too many or too few Gen Ed classes? 
CAUTION: This is a very early topic in the semester. Some students may feel very strongly about 
this, others may not care. Try to make it clear that everyone's opinion matters and that everyone 
can and should speak out and not feel discouraged if they feel differently than someone else.  
Take a poll of how many students already have a chosen major. 
Of these people, how many are in a pre-professional program?   
When having students answer questions during class think about how this affects their 
answers.  Does it seem like students who know exactly what they want to do seem to have very 
different thoughts as opposed to those who are still trying to figure out what they want to do? 
What influenced them to choose said major? Parents? High school classes? General 
interests/passions?  
Make to sure to reassure individuals who have not chosen a major that that's ok- it is no rush. 
They should enjoy exploring topics in the GenEd program.  
Allow time for those in the same major to share contact information so later in college they can 
be a resource for each other.   
Take a poll of the student's main reason for going to college. 
Do more students believe that college is to prepare them for a specific career, or to further their 
life-long education in general? Then have a class discussion about why students think that way, 
or have an in-class debate as to which reason is the best. Debating can spur a great discussion, 
but make sure that it stays academic and doesn't get personal.  
If your students have been quiet during class discussions last week, assigning students a position 
to defend may be a good idea to get them talking. Telling students which side they will defend 
takes away the pressure of having to come up with your own opinion, and this may be enough to 
get the discussion rolling.  
I know a lot of students go to college because their parents encouraged them to, but college isn't 
for everyone. When making decisions like that it's important to recognize the decision is yours 
and everyone's experiences in college are different including their reasons for being there in the 
first place.  
Have students already seen a change in themselves since coming to college? It may be a bit early 
for this, but the students' answers may spur some interesting discussion. Is personal growth one 
of the purposes for coming to college? Do you think that you would grow the same way if you 
hadn't gone to college?  
What is the purpose of high school? What is the purpose of college? Are they the 
same/different? Note: this question is not open-ended; it is yes or no. Follow up with, why do 
you think yes/no? 
Or you could see who was in the minority and have them play devil's advocate 
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Ask students what they think about what is expected of students in high school vs. college. Do 
they think the expectations are fair? Are expectations too high? Is there 1 answer to the above 
questions? Can the purpose change? 
Pull out quotes from the reading and ask what they mean. This keeps you from giving your 
opinion, and just asks for theirs. Example: "It doesn't matter what you take in college, it matters 
what you do." What kinds of thing to "do" is he talking about? 
How do parents' expectations change how you think of college/ school? 
How about society's expectations? 
Do they vary culturally? 
This was a HUGE talking point for our class because we realized half our class had international 
roots so talking about the purpose in different countries and for their parents/friends who were 
educated in other countries was really enlightening. It also helped us see that those were major 
differences and we could talk about those more in depth later in other discussions. 
How about your expectations of college? Does it matter when in your life (age) you go to 
college? 
What does "higher education" mean? 
What do you think is the most important thing you are going to learn in college? 
Give them options/examples like anatomy, laundry, roommates. 
What do you think they meant by "in high school you were forced to learn. In college you are 
free to learn."? 
Are any of these ideas new to you? 
Good Transition: These are differences between high school and college. Are there differences 
between college and the honors college? 
Why did you apply to the honors college? 
Are you in a JMU Honors class? Can you tell if it will be different/harder/easier? 
Challenges you have already faced in college/think you will face/how they differ from challenges 
in high school  
**Introduce Jared here.  
We showed our class pictures of Jared and Phil so they could match a face to a name. (We just 
googled their names and browsed through what came up; this was entertaining and lightened 
the atmosphere).  
Why are you at college? Continue life-long learning, go to grad school, think it's the only way to 
get a job, family/society pressures?  
Difference between learning in high school and learning in college. In college learning HOW to 
learn really is a key part of moving from a freshman to a senior. Seeking out information rather 
than simply doing what you are told is what college is all about.  
JMU is often billed as a great "return on investment" school. Is this phrasing putting an 
inappropriate emphasis on financial matters, or is that an important trait?  
Is education worth debt?  
Would you be inclined to continue your education (multiple majors, taking classes that don't 
apply to your degree but they interest you, etc) if college was not so expensive?  
  
Things to Mention/Remember for this Class: 
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Emphasize the positives of college, but also stress if students need a gap year for financial or 
personal reasons that is perfectly fine.  
Share your experiences with alternatives to college. 
One TA says, "I shared the fact that my brother decided to take a few classes at NOVA and then 
opened his own auto-mechanic business which is now very successful and is expanding to Florida 
(he is younger than me too!). Everyone must choose their own path." 
Mention friends that went to school, decided it wasn't for them and made a switch, or who took 
a gap year.  
Mention the military.  You would be surprised how many people relate to wanting to have 
college paid for and the military does that if you offer a few years of your time beforehand!  
But maybe do not greatly stress taking a gap year since they are first semester freshmen? It is 
not something they should do lightly if they are already here. 
I would not even mention gap years unless someone brings it up. You want to keep the class 
relevant to the students, and first years usually aren't thinking about gap years in the first two 
weeks of school. Instead, focus on developing their long term goals for why they are at college!  
Maybe mention, however, that if they are having trouble adjusting and are unhappy, that is an 
option, but to talk to someone first.  
Mention that college is not just an education for your intelligence, but also for your socialization 
and becoming an adult.  
Figure out a way to change the way your students think about education. 
Think about a professor who has changed your perspective on a subject or on life itself. Try to 
emulate the way that person spoke, demonstrated, or however they were able to effectively 
alter your existing mindset. 
Encourage students that learning does not just take place in college and school 
Link this discussion to life-long learning, community, and knowing thyself to aid in the transition 
to future topics in the semester. 
Have students already seen a change in themselves since coming to college?  
Revisit this question later in the semester, it may be too early for them to be able to see changes 
in themselves yet. Especially after Thanksgiving break, after they have interacted with their 
families as a college student, they may start seeing differences in themselves.  
65% of today’s freshman will be employed in jobs that don’t exist yet. 
(http://reports.weforum.org/future-of-jobs-2016/chapter-1-the-future-of-jobs-and-skills/) 
This can be very comforting to students that are currently unsure about what major to pick or 
even what jobs are out there associated with different majors. 
One section liked the idea that it is okay to be unsure about a major because maybe their future 
job does not even exist yet. 
It is important to remember that these students are freshmen, who have just graduated high 
school a few months ago and they may not be worried about future jobs just yet, but rather 
getting their laundry done for the week or getting a good grade on their first college level test. 
Therefore, it is important to tell them they still have time to declare a major. It may be beneficial 
for some students to just take GenEds all of freshman year to explore the different majors and 
options at JMU.  

http://reports.weforum.org/future-of-jobs-2016/chapter-1-the-future-of-jobs-and-skills/
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On this note, stress to them how easy it is to change their major. I changed mine three times in a 
semester and a half, and it was no hassle. They don't have to have any idea what they want to do 
now, and it'll be easy to declare once they have.  
Next week the first Portfolio assignment is due. One section's students asked that the TAs to 
explain from the get-go the significance and end goal of the portfolio so that they could 
understand the purpose of writing it. 
Remind students about the attendance policy. Explain what to do if they miss/skip a different 
class. Explain the assignment policy, that it is important to turn in every single assignment 
because otherwise they will not receive credit and move on in Honors. The goal isn't to scare 
them, but to set the expectations for the course, since a credit/no-credit course is different from 
the rest of their classes. 
JMU's primary value is intellectual pursuit. However, the true value of college exists within the 
overall transformative experience.  
College is not one straight-lined path that looks the same for everyone!! There are so many ways 
to go about it and have different experiences. No one's experience will look the same. 
This is also a great opportunity to help the students get to know one another. It's the beginning 
of the year and everything about JMU is new to them. Really encourage them to reach out to 
one another. As honors students they will be taking classes together for the next 4 years, so this 
is a crucial time for them to build lasting relationships. 
The weather this time of the year is really nice, and you may feel eager to spend class outside on 
the Quad, however, you may want to wait a few weeks just so the students can get more familiar 
with the locations of all their classes. 
If you do want to have class outside, the best way to do so early in the semester would be to 
meet up at the normal class location and then transition outside together. You can use this time 
to answer any questions or just start talking to your students, especially since transitioning is a 
relaxed, informal environment to be in.  
Remember to let the class conversation flow naturally as much as possible. Questions prepared 
ahead of time are a great starting place, but if students really want to discuss things that are still 
relevant to the topic but not necessarily a written part of the class curriculum, allow them to do 
so. It is also useful to come up with questions during the discussion if the conversation is headed 
in a direction you did not expect.    
Also remember that this is the first real class meeting, so how your students act may be different 
than their real personalities. If you have a quiet class, keeping plugging and coming up with 
activities to make them feel comfortable! It may take a while, but it is okay to have a slow start.   
  
Helpful Hints: 
The scavenger hunt should be introduced at the end of this class. 
Many students wait until the last minute to complete this assignment, which is NOT a good idea 
because it is a group assignment and all group members must be present in each picture. 
Stress the importance that TAs don't want to be getting emails two nights before the assignment 
is due, saying Sally is busy the next two nights and we cannot complete our assignment. Since 
many students in a group have very different schedules, introducing the assignment early can 
ensure that the group members find a time to complete the entire assignment. 
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Make sure students know that part of the scavenger hunt is going to an off-campus place and 
will most likely require the most time in the whole assignment. Stress to them the importance of 
completing this assignment sooner rather than later. Also, to make it more interesting maybe 
offer a prize to the group that goes to the most interesting locations or takes the best photos! 
Also encourage students to upload their photos to the Honors Twitter! It makes Jared and Phil 
very happy when students do.   
Tell students about the bus system and how close downtown is. I know as a freshman I took a 
cab downtown and wasted money because I could have just walked if I knew it was that close 
and accessible.   
Think about assigning these groups strategically instead of randomly. For example, our class only 
had three boys, so we made sure we split them all up in different groups, or we know these two 
people are good friends, so we make sure to separate them. This allows people in the class to go 
outside their comfort zone and meet new people.   
Try to put them into groups with students they do not know yet! This will help the dynamics 
between your students improve and be more positive in the weeks that follow. 
You can also separate groups to spread out the majors and living areas on campus. For example, 
we had a few science majors and about half that class that lived in Shenandoah; we interspersed 
each of these cohorts among the groups. 
After dividing students up into groups, it may be a good idea to give them a few minutes to 
exchange numbers so that they can easily get in touch with each other to plan when they want 
to do the scavenger hunt. This can easily be done during the last couple minutes of class.    
If you have a small class and it is feasible for you, offer to drive or walk with the students to their 
downtown destination. This is not always possible with everyone's schedules, but it can be a 
good way to bond with your students outside of the classroom and let them know that you care! 
It will also make them feel more comfortable to go to an unfamiliar place with someone they 
know. 
Example: offer to take a class trip to Klines or to trivia night at Clementine's! 
Leave five minutes at the end of class so that students can get in their groups and make a group 
chat for their scavenger hunt. 
The students in one class took those last five minutes to exchange phone numbers, and find two 
times they could meet in the next two weeks to finish their scavenger hunt. 
One section made the scavenger hunt groups for them. No more that 4 people per group 
because it's impossible to work with schedules. They asked who knew each other on the first day 
of class, then noted who talked to each other or sat together. That way, when making teams, 
they could mix quiet and loud people and not 4 people who already knew each other. 
One class had the students break up into 4 groups of 3. This strategy worked well because the 
places the students visited were more varied and it was easier for the students to align their 
schedules.  
Encourage your students to go to places they normally wouldn't visit on the scavenger hunt so 
they learn more about JMU and Harrisonburg.  
If they go to the Virginia Quilt Museum downtown, have them actually go inside and see it rather 
than just taking a picture outside so the experience has more value for them!  
Introduce them to Group Me app 
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Several sections made a Group Me of their entire class and TAs to easily communicate outside of 
class time  
The TA's don't have to necessarily be in the GroupMe, it might just be nice for the students to 
have an avenue to get to know each other better and become better friends as the semester 
progresses.  
This may be the first real discussion with the students. They may not yet be comfortable enough 
to speak up. It might be a good idea to tell the class to come prepared to answer a select set of 
discussion questions (which you may write yourself), thereby facilitating discussion early in the 
semester. 
This is a lot of material to cover, and so do not feel inadequate if you are unable to incorporate 
all of it into your class! Remember, this is probably your first class as a TA and it will not be 
perfect, but you will learn a lot from it! As the semester progresses, you both will get into your 
own groove and decide how you and your partner TA will run the class. Never be afraid to ask 
your fellow TAs or the directors of the program for help, as they are always there for you.   
  
Resources 
"Lifetime Earnings Soar with 
Education" http://usgovinfo.about.com/od/moneymatters/a/edandearnings.htm  
"The college debt crisis is even worse than you 
think" https://www.bostonglobe.com/magazine/2016/05/18/hopes-dreams-
debt/fR60cKakwUlGok0jTlONTN/story.html 
"15 Inspiring TED Talks for Freshman Year" http://mashable.com/2013/08/21/inspiring-ted-talks-
freshman/#MvdeOYzHZkq7  
  

Community 
 

 
At the Beginning of Class:  
During this week, if you have not started doing so already, begin an activity at the beginning of 
class that serves as an emotional check-in. It is a great way to bond with your students and also 
show them that you have struggles and triumphs in your life too.  
This can be really helpful at the beginning of every class but is extremely beneficial for this 
specific class topic. 

http://usgovinfo.about.com/od/moneymatters/a/edandearnings.htm
https://www.bostonglobe.com/magazine/2016/05/18/hopes-dreams-debt/fR60cKakwUlGok0jTlONTN/story.html
https://www.bostonglobe.com/magazine/2016/05/18/hopes-dreams-debt/fR60cKakwUlGok0jTlONTN/story.html
http://mashable.com/2013/08/21/inspiring-ted-talks-freshman/#MvdeOYzHZkq7
http://mashable.com/2013/08/21/inspiring-ted-talks-freshman/#MvdeOYzHZkq7
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Examples: Highs and lows; Roses, buds, and thorns; M&M roll call; Highs, lows, and buffaloes 
(buffalo is something random about their week); "Dopest" to "nopest," or "bothest;" Etc. (make 
sure you and your TA partner share as well, and be honest, if you're stressed you're stressed, if 
you're happy you're happy, you are real people and you students should see you as such, this will 
help them feel more comfortable.) 
Something else you can try is to have them list two good things that have happened to them or 
that they have done for others over the past week. This keeps the environment of the classroom 
positive and it encourages them to think more positively! 
One class used inspiration from the 6-Word-Memoir (http://www.sixwordmemoirs.com/): First 
hand out index cards. Then have each student write only six words to describe how they are 
currently feeling or whatever is on their mind. Finally, collect the cards and review to check up 
on students. Limiting students to six words becomes a creative challenge and students gave 
positive feedback on this activity.   
Some activities don't necessarily have to be shared. One TA group had their students draw a 
picture about how the first week of classes had gone and collected them anonymously. They 
then reviewed them privately with each other to get a feel for how their class was feeling. Kind 
of like an anonymous survey!  
This class is usually an introductory class, as the students are still getting to know each other, so 
get-to-know-you activities are helpful here to get everyone comfortable. This also 
builds COMMUNITY within the class. 
Example: question ball. (steal one from a FROG or make your own) 
Here is a link to some questions: http://www.coloradoedinitiative.org/wp-
content/uploads/2014/04/SMS-Week-1.pdf 
Note that some students, especially introverts, may be tired of playing introductory games and 
icebreakers since they just came from orientation with their FROGS. A good way to combat this is 
to make introductory games informative and to make sure they don't last too long.   
Ask students about the clubs/organizations they talked to at Student Org Night. See if they 
followed up with any of the clubs by attending a meeting or an event. 
It is also helpful to talk about the organizations you are involved in. This can allow your students 
to hear about what your interests are, as well as hear about clubs they may have never heard 
about. 
It may also be useful to walk them through a typical week in that org. How much time do you 
spend on it each week? Money? How many meetings and how long are they? Many of the 
students are just starting to manage time on their own and worry that they "don't have time" for 
a club. Make sure they understand the variety of organizations available to them.  
Stress that joining clubs on campus is important for freshmen so that they can explore their 
various interests, meet people that have similar interests to them and become a part of the JMU 
community in different ways outside of their major.  
 
Mention things you wish you had done sooner in terms of getting involved, and let them grow 
from what you have learned.  
It's also important to say how you may have done 20 different clubs over your course at JMU but 
you only stuck with 5 of them. You have to experiment at first to figure out which ones fit. And 
point out how you can't fully commit to 20 like you may have in high school. It's better to be 

http://www.sixwordmemoirs.com/)
http://www.coloradoedinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/SMS-Week-1.pdf
http://www.coloradoedinitiative.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/SMS-Week-1.pdf
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deep in a few clubs that really matter to you than to have surface level involvement in a bunch 
that don't mean very much. Share how you decided which ones to put your time into.  Remind 
them that clubs in college are not just to put on an application, these are people who are really 
passionate about their interests and are great resources. 
Remind them that going to organization meetings shouldn't feel like a burden or something they 
dread. There are plenty of things we are "forced" to do in life, being a part of an organization 
shouldn't be one of them. Use trial and error to find the type of people you like being in an 
organization with.  
Make sure you also use this opportunity to discuss the importance of balance in your schedule in 
college, because after student org night it is easy to sign up for way too many things that all 
sound exciting, but that you don't have the time for. IT'S OKAY TO SAY NO THANK YOU.  
One section talked about how it's okay to try new things in college even if you didn't do them in 
high school; one TA gave an example of accidentally walking into the wrong meeting and then 
joining the team and loving it!  
This can be a great introductory conversation to parlay directly into the week's topic: 
community. Clubs and organizations are excellent ways to get involved at JMU and the 
Harrisonburg community. Continue encouraging your students to try new things.  (This is a great 
time to mention the JMU International festival!) 
Talk about how it is okay to not want to do the same things you did in high school (i.e. if you 
played softball all through high school and want to try club rowing instead of sticking with 
softball). 
If you've noticed something a student seems to be interested in and know of a club or org that 
fits the bill, mention it to them! "You said you liked snowboarding last week, did you know 
there's a club called Borderline? I have a few friends in it and..." This shows that you're 
interested in their lives and makes the atmosphere a bit more intimate.  
One TA group decided to start off circle question with an activity each person participated in at 
home/ how they filled their time in high school. Then they could change how they led the class 
based on the group's responses/ interests. They also tried to connect the students to people 
they knew in whichever clubs the student mentioned by giving out phone numbers/Facebook 
names... (because beinvolved.com is not always up to date) 
One TA group did a "walk to the line if..." exercise. This involved drawing a line with tape across 
the ground. The TA leader would read a sentence, such as "I am an out of state student" or "I 
love EHall". Students that agreed with the statement would then walk to the line together and 
step on it. They would then see who else shared that interest or situation. It was a great way to 
bring the class together and make them realize that they are not alone, no matter their 
circumstances.   
  
Discussion Ideas: 
Has anyone read the original book? Have they noticed the trend Putnam spoke of in his update?  
How has technology influenced our concept of community? What are some positive ways 
technology and social media have influenced your life? What are some negative effects of social 
media (ex. FOMO)? Does social media help or hinder civic engagement? 

https://www.amazon.com/Bowling-Alone-Collapse-American-Community/dp/0743203046
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When discussing technology, you can use the online resource http://socrative.com/. This website 
is a great tool for discussion and a positive example of technology. Create a teacher account for 
free and use it throughout this class and others to get honest responses and take polls. 
Ask students if they have personally experienced an example of technology hindering the ability 
to communicate or their concept of community.   
Go around the room and ask students for their definition of community. 
By proceeding student to student, it helps every student become involved, especially those that 
are too shy to raise their hand or speak up on their own. This is the most effective way to engage 
a small class because breaking students off into groups can be too difficult if you can only get a 
maximum of three groups. 
You can also make wooden Popsicle sticks with their names on it and pull from there. It makes 
them think on their feet but still gets everyone's opinion (or just a few people if you only want to 
do some). 
 It is important to start understanding what does and does not work for your class. Some tactics 
may encourage some classes to be involved and it may not for others. 
Ask them what they thought of the JMU/JMU Honors community when they toured or were 
looking at JMU/Honors College. What do they think of the community now? How do they plan to 
engage in the community? 
Encourage them to take the time to try different things and become engaged. 
The best advice ever given to one TA, something that they always pass onto their students: 
"Don't be afraid to put yourself out there, try something new, say hi to a stranger, break the ice, 
etc., because not only will you be glad you did, but 100% of the time someone else will be happy 
you did too." 
This is especially true in the dorms. Encourage them to strike up a conversation with someone on 
their hall they haven't talked to yet. 
Enlighten them on some ways to get involved in the JMU Honors community: service events, 
etc.  
Inform students about getting involved in the Madison Honors Leadership Council: a group of 
students that plan events and discuss ideas with the honors faculty in an effort to enhance the 
community and quality of the Honors College. Applications for this organization come out in 
October-November.  
Ask students what organizations they are interested in at JMU. 
This can help students hear about organizations from other students that they perhaps didn’t 
know existed. 
This also helps you as a TA to get to know your students because you get to hear about what 
they like to do/what their interests are outside of school.  
Inform students of some organizations you've interacted with and had good experiences.  
Point out that there are tons of organizations within the Harrisonburg community too; becoming 
involved with these organizations can help break the JMU bubble.  
How do you balance communities at home and communities at JMU? 
Talk about how you might lose some communities at home and how that might be necessary 
to make time for new ones here. 

http://socrative.com/
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Talk about how their communities at home may be different compared to the JMU "bubble" and 
how it will affect them getting involved.  Some students may fear the difference because it is not 
what they are used to.  
Balancing these communities may be especially difficult for certain classes. You may want to 
reach out to students after class if they are struggling with this.  
Talk about what communities or things you, as a TA, are involved in. What have you tried that 
worked/didn't work? 
Stress that they don't need to instantly find their "place" right away! Building community takes 
time... but definitely encourage them to get as involved as possible 
If you have a particularly shy class, encouraging them to attend some club meetings that their 
friends or hall mates are involved in can be a great way to give them the confidence to try 
something new. 
What is a community? Give ideas/examples if needed like: people who know your name, 
facebook friends, classmates, same school, same country, etc. 
This can change a ton depending on what country your students are from! 
What communities were you a part of in high school? 
One section asked this as a question to go around the entire class. That way, they could hear 
from every student and the students could see if they had anything in common with each other. 
You can talk about the fact that it's okay to keep these communities while also forming new 
ones. It's also okay to want to competently break out of these communities and "reinvent 
yourself" in college with new opportunities and activities. 
How do you think those communities (in high school) will compare to college communities? 
What communities do you want to be part of in college? 
How do you choose what/how many communities to be involved in?  
How do you balance home/family communities with friend communities? 
Why is it important for JMU students to get involved in the Harrisonburg community rather than 
just doing things with other JMU students and organizations?  
Talk about the importance of local community (JMU "bubble")  
Even just going to the farmer's market or downtown businesses shows support and healthy 
integration of JMU students and the greater community.  
Emphasize the bus system and that it is a short walk downtown from Main Campus. 
What are the differences, if any, to an "in-person" community versus an "online" one? Positives 
and negatives of each?   
Honors Community: 
Why did you choose to join the Honors community? 
It is what you expected so far? 
Do you feel connected to the community so far? (Those that don't live in Shenandoah are 
especially prone to this)  
How can you become more a part of the community? 
Answers will likely be about Shenandoah or studying at Hillcrest. 
One TA mentioned that their Honors community is expanded through Honors classes - they meet 
and bond with Honors students that they never saw at Shenandoah or Hillcrest. 
Going to Jared's office hours can help you feel more immersed in Honors 
"Seriously, once Jared knew my name I felt like I had finally made it." - Honors TA   
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"I myself sometimes forget that I am a part of the Honors College, but then when I get engaged 
in an activity or event Honors is holding, I remember what a great community Honors offers. The 
best way to make sure your students understand the community of the Honors College is to 
bring up some of the different activities that the Honors College offers like MadTalks, special fun 
events held in the Shenandoah dorms, and volunteering at the arboretum, SPCA, or Second 
Home. These are just a few examples of the ways your students can get involved with Honors 
outside the classroom and make friends in Honors as well as get involved in the Harrisonburg 
community." - Honors TA 
Connecting with Jared and sharing your interests and dreams allows him to understand who you 
are as an individual and what you want to do with your life, which he can then help you to 
achieve in so many different ways (connecting with faculty, organizations on and off campus, 
etc.)! 
Have each TA share their Honors experience so far. What is the Honors community like to you? 
How has it changed since you were in HON100?  
Discuss whether the clubs they are considering are interesting to them or whether they are only 
interested in them for academic or career reasons. For example, is the motivation for joining a 
professional fraternity just to get a good internship or job, or do you have genuine interest in the 
social/service aspects?  
Some of your students will be joining sororities and fraternities soon, ask those who are 
interested in Greek life what kind of community they are expecting from these organizations. 
Talk about the importance of joining clubs for numerous reasons and having a variety   
What is their ideal community? What would this ideal community comprise of? Then to follow 
up, are the communities they have been involved in in the past shared characteristics with their 
ideal community? Are the communities that they are becoming a part of similar to their ideal 
community (are there many similar characteristics)? 
This could be a good class to being discussing balancing academics with their social lives. This is 
always a tricky line to walk and depends on the students' priorities. This discussion can last all 
semester, but it could be a good time to start talking with them about how their social lives are 
important and educational and can be balanced with their academics and other commitments.  
  
Discussion Questions from the Reading: 
Do you think that social isolation is a problem? Are people over-reacting? 
How are things different in terms of socialization between generations? How is socialization the 
same? Compare parents/ professors to us.  
Is social media social? 
Really a good way to get students to think. Who would have thought something called "social" 
media might be less social then we think. 
How has technology and social media changed our communities?  
Does social isolation relate to depression?  
Isolation is not the same as needing time alone, alone time is good- people need time to 
themselves to reflect, but doing so by scrolling through your Facebook news feed is 
counterproductive. 
Even people who are very introverted still need a strong support system. 
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Do some function better without a community? Or are we social creatures who rely on 
communication for good health?   
Do you notice the generational differences that are reported in Still Bowling Alone?  
What do you think of JMU's community so far? How does it differ from your high school 
community? 
Do you think that a club is a community? What about a sports team?  
  
Activities: 
One section had the students break up into groups (again with different people) and define 
"community" on the board. Then, they had them write down positives and negatives of these 
definitions. When the students sat down again, they had every group share what they put (with a 
different person talking). If there were similarities or differences, they talked about those. It was 
good to get them on their feet and actually working together in a community to talk about 
community!  
One section played a true or false guessing game about Harrisonburg. It was a way to make it 
interactive. We also told them it was sort of a quiz to see if they did their homework of reading 
the Harrisonburg wiki page.  
Example questions: 
Harrisonburg had documented English settlers before Jamestown (F- Harrisonburg 1716, 
Jamestown 1607). 
Harrisonburg used to be called "Rocktown" (T). 
Harrisonburg is the bike capital of VA (T). 
Harrisonburg has the 2nd largest Amish population in VA (F- But the Mennonite population 
is very prominent). 
There are over 50 languages spoken in Harrisonburg city public schools (T) (1. Spanish 2. Arabic 
3. Kurdish 4. Tigrinya 5. Russian 6. Otomi 7 Turkish). 
Over 40% of students in Harrisonburg city public schools were born outside of the US (T) (US 
58% Iraq 11%). 
The Harrisonburg International Festival draws 4,000 people every year (F- 8,000!!!). 
Harrisonburg smells like wet dog food right before and while it's raining (T) (lol). 
Which of these was Harrisonburg NOT awarded within the last year: #10 fastest growing city in 
VA, #16 safest city in VA, #3 happiest mountain town, Top 13 best playgrounds, Most dog-
friendly town in VA. 
Talk about Mennonites, their culture, how they play an important role in our community in 
Harrisonburg (population, farmers market, refugees, agriculture...) and how to respect them in 
terms of differences (pictures, clothing, language, religion...)   
Mention social media accounts in class - It is the best way to stay connected and find 
communities in college. Internships, club announcements, etc. happen through 
Facebook/Twitter (or have them follow JMU specific accounts on their existing social media 
outlets.) 
Show students important resources such as where on the map the post office is on and off 
campus, where they go to court, where police stations are, where good restaurants are, etc.   
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Have each student go through the JMU BeInvolved page and find some organizations (3 or so) 
that they want to join or get involved with. Then, have them see who they can contact to get 
involved! 
You can discuss how the unique qualities of the JMU, Harrisonburg, and Rockingham 
communities compare with the communities where the students went to grade school. 
Especially for people who are from more rural places, it can be overwhelming to figure out how 
to meet new people and get involved. Discuss these challenges that can be specific to each 
student's past experiences.  
  
Things to Mention/Remember for This Class: 
Encourage your students to find at least one friend in every class. It's so easy to turn to the 
person next to you in class and say something random about the professor, the weather, or how 
hard that last test was. This person could become a great friend, be someone to study and do 
homework with, or just someone to sit next to regularly. 
These people also increase the number of friendly faces you'll run into around campus which 
helps create a stronger sense of community. Tell students to get into pairs (or groups of 3) and 
exchange numbers or make a GroupMe with each other. Now they automatically have 1 or 2 
Honors friends. 
They can also be useful if you ever have to miss class for some reason!  
It also could be helpful to create a class Groupme with everyone's phone numbers. In one TA 
class, having a groupme enhanced the sense of community in the class and also made it helpful 
for the TAs to send out class reminders, or students to communicate when they were running 
late.  
See Classroom Management for more info about this.  
Although this class is all about encouraging students to get involved, it is important to remind 
them that this is a HUGE transition and it is okay if they need to take it slow and only join 1 or 2 
clubs this semester.  When they get the hang of college in future semesters, they can continue 
to add clubs and get more involved!  
The dorm they are living in offers numerous opportunities to build and develop community, so 
that is an excellent start. Students can run to represent their dorm and often times there are 
community events that students can go to and build friendships with other students. In the 
second semester, they can use this as a base to branch out into other organizations, having 
already found a comfortable spot they can call home.  
Give feedback on writing portfolio essays! 
One section read, wrote up, and printed out comments for all of our students. A lot of the 
students talked about stuff they like to do and hobbies. The TAs tried to connect these hobbies 
with clubs/orgs on campus that did similar things. This also led really well into the community 
theme for the day. 
You might want to ask for the students' permissions before you read their responses.  
Bring up the Facebook communities to help each other out like ride share/free and for sale. 
Remind about the scavenger hunt, talk about how this should be a fun way to get to know each 
other AND the JMU/Harrisonburg community. 
Offer to do some of their scavenger hunt activities with them.  The scavenger hunt is a great way 
for students to explore campus but also a great way for students to bond with their TAs.  For the 

http://jmuhon100.pbworks.com/w/page/112226755/Classroom%20Management
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downtown locations, you could go out to ice cream with them or just walk around downtown.  It 
is at the beginning of the semester so it's a great way to break the ice and develop a sense of 
warmth and security in the classroom and outside of the classroom.  
Emphasize that the goal is to actually experience the places you visit rather than simply seeing 
them (one group went to Kline's, but didn't get ice cream!)  
Introduce to them that they have to go to an interest meeting for a student organization 
because sometimes those take a couple weeks to plan. (We obviously let Greek recruitment 
count as their "meeting" attended if they chose to participate)  
This is generally around Rush week which ties in perfectly with community. However, it is also a 
very stressful week and exhausting. Ask how that is going and give positive encouragement!  
Keep in mind that many of them do not have a community at JMU yet other than their hall 
mates. They are still so new to JMU that asking them questions about their JMU communities 
might stress them out; they may feel like should already have other communities. Emphasize 
that it takes time to develop strong communities. I reiterated that I, as a senior, am still finding 
myself involved in new communities each semester.  
Have your students write down some of the communities they are a part of/joined at the 
beginning of the year. Then towards the end of the semester you can discuss with your students 
how their communities have changed or grown over the first half of their freshman year.  
It should be noted that some individuals prefer to refrain from community, whether you agree 
with their position or not. Be prepared to have one or more student(s) have this type of mindset, 
whether it be a transient or permanent trait. 
It is also possible to be more of an independent person and still be a part of a community. 
Maybe that person is a part of the UREC community but they tend to go by themselves a lot to 
the classes offered - having a community and being sociable are two different things. 
Try to create an understanding that you and your TA partner are students, too. We're not 
perfect. We don't know everything. We were just once in their shoes and are trying to help them 
out based on our personal experiences with transitioning to college.  
Talk about building the JMU community in general - we pride ourselves on being a welcoming, 
kind university. Put your phone down when you're walking to class and smile at people, make a 
point to say hello to others around you, hold the doors, etc. These little gestures don't take 
much time, but can really make a big difference (and create lifelong friendships as well)!  
Our TA group created a list of all of us and what organizations we're involved in. This is a great 
resource for students if they want to reach out to someone for more information without it 
being a complete stranger.  
Note when discussing the Honors Community that students who are living in Shenandoah Hall 
and students who are not may have very different experiences and perceptions of the honors 
community. Most students stated they felt that they needed more time to get situated in the 
honors community. Let them know that people may have different experiences and that there is 
no right or wrong answer during class discussions.   
Perhaps you can try to address how the students not living in the honors dorm can still feel like 
they are a part of the Honors community. Does sharing a living space make a community? What 
more is needed?  
Always try to leave a bit of room to ask them if they have any general questions. For example, 
many students during this time don't quite understand the bus system yet. When a logistical 
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question is asked, feel free to open up the floor for other students to answer the question before 
chiming in yourself. This can encourage students to help each other out outside of class, it can 
foster the sense of community within the class, and it can get everyone talking. This way, 
students who do not have that question can still feel included and be a part of the discussion. It 
also helps reduce the amount of time students are getting "talked at" by the TAs.  
  
Ways to Encourage Students to Become More Involved at and Around JMU: 
Encourage students to attend the Student Org Fair and get involved in clubs.   
The class following student org night ask them what clubs they think they would like to join and 
share with them what you are involved in.  
Consider going to Student Org Night as a class!  It obviously cannot be mandatory, but it 
may make some students feel more comfortable.  
After Student Org Night, talk about which clubs everyone was interested in so that if students 
have similar interests, they can attend together.  
Share what places you enjoy visiting in Harrisonburg.  Do you have a favorite restaurant, park, or 
local store? 
Offer to organize a trip to one of these locations, especially if it is a short walk from the Quad. 
There are many restaurants on South Main St that are worth checking out and students might 
even have a favorite place of their own after the Block Party.  
Encourage your students to try to volunteer during their time at JMU.                      
This may be hard to do freshman year because they don't have a car, but it is possible. 
The Madison Honors Leadership Council runs semester long and one-time volunteer events for 
Honors students. Rides for freshmen are provided if the event isn't within walking distance, and 
it's a great way to get to know fellow Honors students while giving back. Try keeping a look out 
for Jared's emails describing Honors service events and encourage your kids to go to them! 
Examples of past events include volunteering at the SPCA, running a grilled cheese fundraiser, 
and throwing a senior citizens prom at a local nursing home.  
Inform them about the Community Service Learning (CSL) office on the second floor of SSC if 
they need help finding somewhere to volunteer. CSL will make sure the placements for service 
are within walking distance or that there is a bus stop by the placement. Service learning is an 
ideal way to break out of the "JMU bubble" and being to get connected with the greater 
Harrisonburg community, encourage students to engage in service learning together with other 
students or their hall-mates. 
Also stress that students might not feel community right away and that this is normal. 
Sometimes it takes time to find your place at such a big university, and hearing fellow students 
talk about how they feel so at home right away can be discouraging if you don't feel that way 
yet. I always encourage my students to try a bunch of different things and to give it time.   
One TA group shared all of the communities they have been involved in here at JMU so students 
could ask if they were interested in a similar one. They also explained that they tried a bunch and 
then dropped some. 
One TA group asked if the students had any questions and a lot of them had questions about if 
____ club existed. They were able to give out names to find on Facebook or phone number to 
get in touch with club members they knew. And now there is also a list of all the activities Honors 
TAs are involved in!   
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PUSH GOING TO THE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL- many TAs went and gave their students a shout 
out if they saw them there! 
Offer to help with transportation/buses/navigation 
REGISTER TO VOTE 
This as a way to be an engaged citizen of not only your community, but also your country. 
Go to https://jmu.turbovote.org/register to register quickly and easily. Consider taking a few 
minutes in class to do this. 
More relevant for national elections, but make sure the students know that they can register to 
vote in Virginia even if they are from out of state.  
You can be involved in the Harrisonburg community instead of/in addition to JMU organizations. 
There are many churches in the area that are extremely active, different advocacy organizations 
to volunteer with, etc. Lots of opportunities exist!  
There are some great people out in the Harrisonburg community to work for if they need some 
money in addition to building their sense of community.  
  
Additional Resources: 
"How extreme isolation wraps the mind" http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140514-how-
extreme-isolation-warps-minds (Not meant to scare people into finding social connections, only 
to stress the fact that community is often an essential part of our overall good health). 
Here's a great resource JMU has to offer about getting involved in the community- Harrisonburg 
has a lot more to offer than you think! 
https://www.jmu.edu/csl/community-agency-partner-directory.shtml  
"Technology is Destroying the Quality of Human Interaction" Cool video about technology and 
social interactions! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2V9-3ZwnIU 
Great source to find  a full time/part time job at JMU or in Harrisonubrg 
https://joblink.jmu.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/frameset/Frameset.jsp?time=1480282536893   
 

Know Thyself 
 

 
Things to Mention/Remember for This Class:  

https://jmu.turbovote.org/register
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140514-how-extreme-isolation-warps-minds
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140514-how-extreme-isolation-warps-minds
https://www.jmu.edu/csl/community-agency-partner-directory.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2V9-3ZwnIU
https://joblink.jmu.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/frameset/Frameset.jsp?time=1480282536893
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This is the week that many students may begin to feel homesick. It is important to check in and 
begin class with an activity like high/low. You are their mentor, so try to comfort them in any way 
possible. 
Tell them stories about when you got homesick as a freshman and how you overcame that 
feeling. 
Let them know it's okay to miss home and offer your support if they need it.  
Normalize how they are feeling - help them realize that it happens to a majority of students.  
Also encourage your students to take some time to call their family or friends who are important 
to them from home to help alleviate some of their homesickness.  
It is also the THE FIRST WEEK OF EXAMS for many students, which, as a freshman, can be very 
overwhelming. 
Try going over some study habits that you have found useful in college and share places you like 
to study! 
Check and see how their stress levels are and give tips for relieving some of that stress.  
Use the Calm website!  
Ask them if they have found a "special" place to study yet.  
Inform them about alternative study spots to the libraries (Hillcrest lounge, SSC, academic 
buildings, coffee shops downtown)   
Remind them that if they do badly, it is just one test out of the 100+ they will end up taking. 
Encourage them to try a different study technique, go to the professor, ask questions in class, 
etc.   
This is a great time to introduce Pass sessions, learning centers, tutoring, and the use of office 
hours.  
Introduce Learning Services Initiatives in SSC. This is an office specifically for helping students 
schedule and manage their time better. They will make you a schedule for the entire semester 
broken down into half an hour segments with all of your classes, org meetings, study time and 
meals included if you want; they'll also help with goal setting and everything in between.   
Remind students that they cannot treat college like high school. 
College is all about finding yourself! You are going to change and grow in so many ways! 
Ask: How many of you feel as if you have already changed in some way? HOW have you 
changed? If it gets too deep, maybe switch over to physical differences, have you gained the 
freshman 15 yet? Make a joke! 
If they don't feel like they have changed in college yet, ask them how they have changed since 
freshman year of high school!  
 
Talk to your students about how you have grown. 
Share with them how your plans may have changed since you first started college and that it is 
okay because they will be growing and discovering who they are. Nothing is set in stone at this 
point & that is OKAY. 
To counter the above, it is also okay to have a well-defined idea of what you want to do and a 
pretty set plan of how to get what you want. You can start out knowing exactly what you want to 
do.   
Also, college academics should not be treated the same way as high school academics 
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Many students may not have ever learned how to properly study in high school (remember, 
these are Honors students, and many of them got by on sheer intellect) 
Point them towards resources that will develop their study skills before they get in too deep and 
find themselves in harder courses struggling not knowing how to properly study. LSI in the 
Student Success Center, mentioned earlier, is a great place and has helped me get started.  
Keep in mind that because these are Honors students, they will typically hold themselves to very 
high standards.  Do what you can to always be there with reassurance and support when they 
need it. Keep in mind that some students may be struggling in a class for the first time in their 
entire lives.  
If students are feeling like their classes and tests are "just as easy as high school," remind them 
that this is the beginning their very first semester of their first year, and while they can enjoy the 
lower level of difficulty in classes now, they may encounter much more difficult classes in future 
semesters and it's best to get in good study habits NOW! 
This can be great time for them to establish a strong foundation for their GPA so that struggling 
in later courses does not dramatically affect their GPA. Putting in the work while it is easy can 
make the rest of their time in college that much more rewarding, allowing for more 
opportunities in the future.  
Ask them how (or if) they used to study in high school; have they tried to continue in this manner 
in college? Is it working (hint: probably not)? 
Remind them to bring their laptops to class for the personality test. It is possible to take it on a 
phone, but it's a lot easier on a computer.  
There is a ton to do/ talk about this week. It's important to put time limits on every section 
before you start so that you can fit it all in! 
HARRISONBURG INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL THIS WEEK- Go together! Meet a TA there! Awesome 
food, get off campus, see some great running trails, see people who aren't 18-24 years old for 
once... 
Honors study abroad deadline is soon. Talk about experiences with study abroad/ application 
process. Go to study abroad fair. Many TAs have study abroad experiences within and outside of 
honors, offer your personal stories!  
Also take a few minutes in class to look through the study abroad website and honors study 
abroad web pages.  
In my class last year we had to write a class purpose of life statement. One for the whole class. 
Clearly, not everyone agrees on the purpose of life, but having to support/ debate was a good 
exercise on backing up why you believed what you believed. We did this instead of the 
reading discussion. Then our homework was to write our own (if it was different/ same as class 
one). You could also make this homework due this class, and start class by sharing it.  
What is the purpose of life? What is a human being? What is a human being for? - This will 
probably bring up religious views which are always super fun and exciting to talk about. Also cool 
because it's time for these students to make their religion their own and not their parents. 
Have campus religious organizations on hand to point them to (CCM, Intervarsity, CRU, 
Younglife, etc)  
  
Techniques for Addressing the Reading: 
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They may be reluctant to talk about this reading because they realize that it is a fictional piece of 
work and it is very abstract. Ask them to think beyond the story plot and question why he chose 
to write this piece of literature and what point(s) he may be trying to make. 
One section used the technique of going around the circle and asking everyone what they 
thought the main point was of the article 
Each student seemed to have taken away vastly different point. 
As a TA, it is important to guide the conversation and not to interject your own points if there is 
good dialogue happening without you and your partner. Rather, think of yourself as a tool that 
will teach your students how to hold civil discourse. This reading will, most likely, yield different 
thoughts for different individuals!  
Consider giving a summary out loud of the plot points of the reading so that everyone is on the 
same page for further discussion. You could ask your students to do this as well.  
Send out a link to the YouTube video for those who prefer having a visual aid. The dialogue is 
almost verbatim to the actual reading. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KP7rTp2vwTs 
The reading is a complex way of elucidating the turmoil we may face when we are unsure of who 
we are. Achieving a state of self-understanding, even though a test that cannot define your one-
of-a-kind personality, can relieve some of this tension. 
  
Discussion Questions for the Article:  
Start with people trying to give summaries. I was confused, they probably are too. Some of them 
didn't read it I almost guarantee. And it empowers them to have them explain something to you 
to help you understand.   
If people aren't reading, that ISN'T okay. They should be reading and putting in full effort. If you 
see students are not prepared for class, maybe have the class bring in a question and a comment 
about the reading to the next class so that you know who is reading and who is not. Don't be 
afraid to send students to Jared if they are not cooperating. Remember that some students are 
probably not in Honors for the right reasons in this first semester, and having an honest 
conversation about their role in the Honors College might benefit them.  
If you notice that the majority of your class is not doing the readings, it might be a good idea 
to backtrack and re-explain the purpose of the class.  This will hopefully entice them to put in 
more effort! 
You can also present the information from the readings in another way, such as bullets or 
shortened statements.  
Things as simple as putting reminders to do the reading a few days in advance in your class 
Groupme/group chat can be really effective.  
 
A good way to have them gather and organize their thoughts while coming up with a summary is 
to divide them up into groups of 3 or 4. Then, assign each group a section of the reading to 
summarize. Have one person in the group tell the class what their group felt was a good 
summary of the section. Then, open it up for other students from other groups to add their 
ideas. Afterward, move on to the next question with the group that was assigned to summarize 
that section and repeat.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KP7rTp2vwTs
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What was your original impression of this reading? Did it make you think differently than you 
would in any other reading? 
What different people was the man (Yorkic and Hamlet)? 
Does changing your physical body change your sense of self? 
Be careful with this one, in one TA's class the class discussion became heavily focused on how 
our physical appearance represents who we are. PLEASE be conscientious if this is making some 
of your students uncomfortable. Encourage body-positivity and remind students this is only one 
outlook on the question. 
Would you want to have a new body, but keep your same personality?     
A movie that most people have seen that deals with this in a comical way is Freaky Friday. You 
can bring this up and discuss the ethical questions in relation to the movie if you feel the 
students cannot relate to the theoretical concepts the paper brings up.   
Where was the man, really (with body and with brain)? 
Are we what makes up our minds or our physical bodies? How can our physical bodies from 
other's preconceptions of us?  
Are there any other components that make us who we are besides our bodies and minds?  
Ask the students if they have a personal example of a time when they felt their bodies and minds 
were separate or isolated.  
If you want to get super educational about it, this idea of a mind/body split is called the Cartesian 
binary - some cultures don't have it at all, but it is a VERY prevalent way of thinking in the US. 
This could spark a discussion - why is it a big thing here but not elsewhere? Maybe it's because 
we rely heavily on medicine to fix us physically but not mentally, maybe it's because we weigh 
issues of the mind and body differently, maybe it's because we value intelligence more than 
physicality, etc. 
Link this article to the ideas of who the students are within communities 
Have you felt like sometimes you are caught between two homes: your familial home and JMU 
home? Do you feel torn between the two places? Do you feel like one person at home and one 
person here at JMU? Do you ever find yourself acting differently among different groups of 
people? Do you still have a core personality?  
Bring up Nature v. Nurture controversy. 
Ask what "nurturing" (socializing) entities or institutions or specific people they feel have most 
influenced who they are. Is this different than the socializing forces that will continue to 
influence them in the future?  
If you were given the opportunity to have this surgery done to you, would you do it? 
Why did Jared have us read this? (This is a good question because it is not a right/wrong answer; 
I don't know the right answer so it puts you more on the same level playing field of a discussion 
v. a quiz-like scenario)  
How would you define "living" in 2 words? (Good circle question to start class with - note 
differences and ask why people don't agree with each other. Putting people "against" each other 
like that allows for more discussion and you talk LESS! Even if you have an opinion/disagree, try 
not to talk because this is for them, not you. Don't ever force a right/ wrong way to live life.) 
If I went to jail, would my brain or my body be at fault? 
You could bring up how the students feel about the concept of mind-body dualism. How much 
are our mind and our body separated in our daily lives?  
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Use quotes so even if students didn't do the reading they can still contribute and get something 
from the discussion. Ex: "My point of view has lagged somewhat behind, but I had already noted 
the indirect bearing of point of view on personal location." How has your point of view changed 
since being at college if it has at all? What did you take for granted? 
When you get some knee surgeries, they will replace some tissue in your knee with other 
artificial material. Are you okay with this? Is this material still part of yourself? If you continued 
doing this through the entire body, at what point do you lose who you are?  
You could also tie this into the book "Unwind" if any of the students have read it (It is a fictional 
young adult novel that primarily deals with transplants of organs/body parts to the extreme that 
raises similar ethical questions)  
  
The Personality Test Activity:  
In order to help your students get to know themselves better, they will be required to take a 
personality test. Yes, many will say they have already taken one, but it can be interesting for 
students to take a personality test multiple times from different sources to see if they 
consistently get the same results. If students happen to get a different set of results, that can 
lead to a very interesting discussion as to whether that student thinks they are on the fence 
between let’s say extrovert and introvert or if they disagree completely with their results this 
time. The majority of students often agree with the results they received and think that the 
results accurately represent them. However, make it clear to your students that they can be 
critical of their results. Make sure that they also understand what their results mean, otherwise 
it will not help them much. Results of personality tests are often presented in percentages 
because people are not completely "extroverted" or whatever adjective that specific test is 
using. We are a mixture of different traits and these percentages can change over time and 
throughout different contexts within the same time period. 
Emphasize that these results do not define them. These results are only supposed to give them 
insight on their tendencies/preferences so that they may understand themselves on a deeper 
level. What matters most is what they personally think about themselves, this test is just a tool 
to help along the way. 
If they don't agree with their results, encourage your students to really reflect on why they 
disagree and to encourage self-reflection from this angle. 
The results of these tests can also change if taken again in a different time or circumstance, so 
while it is a good start to trying to understand oneself better, it definitely is not the end-all, be-
all. An interesting follow-up activity would be for them to take the personality test a week or two 
from class and compare it to the result they got the first time around. If they have taken the test 
in the past, ask if their results are the same.  
Try to encourage your students to control their urges to answer questions how they think 
they should respond, but rather to be honest with themselves about their tendencies. 
Sometimes it can help to challenge them to consider past real life situations that parallel these 
questions and how they acted then. That way, they have an answer based on evidence from past 
experiences instead of answers from an idealized version of themselves. This can also allow them 
to think about their own negative behaviors that they would like to change about themselves, or 
appreciate their own positive qualities. 
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Before they complete the personality test ask them what they thought about themselves. Have 
them write on index cards maybe three words that would describe them and have them reflect 
on that after the test.  
Have them guess the letters that they think they will be before taking the test.  Then let them 
compare after to see if anyone is different than they thought. 
I don't suggest having them guess the letters they think they will be because it sort of primes 
them to answer the questions in a manner that will output the letters they want.  
If students have previously taken the test, ask them if their results have changed since they have 
come to college.  Are they happy with these changes?  Had they noticed these changes by 
themselves?  
One of my favorite things was to get them to ask their best friend from high school what they 
were like then and then get someone here that they are close with and compare the answers. 
The difference between the two answers can be really eye opening.   
This is a really neat idea because it involves a perspective that isn't just self-reporting. Our self-
reported personality and the personality others say we have can be different, and reflection on 
these differences is important.  
It would be interesting if they did this personality test and possibly the OCEAN Big 5 Personality 
Test as well in order for them to have an even better general understanding of their personality 
and who they are. 
link to the BIG 5 Personality Test (online, free):  http://www.outofservice.com/bigfive/  
This may be a good week to introduce growth mindset v. fixed mindset, if feasible. They could 
also take a mindset quiz to see how fixed v. growth-minded they are to see results for this area. 
Getting to know your thought process and how you see the world is something that can help you 
immensely moving forward throughout life!  
We wrote the letters for each student's personality on the board after the test of completed 
(including the TAs). This started the discussion to see who was similar to whom and if we found 
this accurate. This encouraged students to start seeing similarities and differences between 
peers and TAs.  
One section discussed whether honors students are more inclined to have certain combinations 
or not. Our class was an extremely mixed bag - we only had two students with the same 
personality type - so it was interesting to debate what kinds of advantages certain traits had in 
an honors setting.  
If they enjoyed this quiz, the DUX center offers a conference every semester on the Gallup 
Strengths Finder test. Gives an in depth analysis on individual strengths and personality! Here is 
the info link: https://info.jmu.edu/dux/uu_programs/strengthsfinderconference/. 
Especially helpful for people in leadership roles, I highly encourage all TA's to take it! 

http://www.outofservice.com/bigfive/
https://info.jmu.edu/dux/uu_programs/strengthsfinderconference/
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Discussion Questions for the Personality Test Assignment: 
Have you taken a similar MBTI test before? If so, did you receive the same designation as last 
time? If not, do you think that you have changed since you've last taken the exam, and how?  
Read the description about your personality type. On a scale of 1-10, how well do you think the 
description fits you (10 is best)? 
This is a good way to read how receptive your students might be to the test. If most of the room 
is under a 5, they'll probably be pretty pessimistic about the test, and you might get some push 
back during the class discussion that you should prepare yourself for. However, if everyone is a 7 
or up, they are usually more receptive to examining their results further. Always take advantage 
of questions that can key you into how your students are feeling about assignments early on.  
Look closely at the strengths and weaknesses listed about your personality type. Had you already 
identified some of these strengths and weaknesses as characteristics you portray before taking 
the test? If not, do you think that having them pointed out to you is helpful? Why or why not?    
Do you strongly disagree with any description about your personality type? Why?   
If your students seem know each other well, another way to frame this part of the discussion is 
to ask if they think their classmates' results are accurate or not. 
This can be interesting because sometimes the way we perceive ourselves differs greatly from 
how others see us. 
Ask them about what their mindset was when taking the test/if there were any biases. Example: 
did they take it as who they wish they were or who they actually are?  
Consider starting a discussion of how honest we are when filling out MBTIs and similar inventory 
surveys.   
Did their assessment yield results similar to what they are planning on doing with their life/did it 
make them question any aspects? 
If they are questioning, is that helpful, or is it scary to think about?  
Do you think taking a personality test like this is accurate? Or is it similar to reading a horoscope 
where the descriptions are generally things that could apply to anyone?  
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Do you think your friends/family would agree with the descriptions of you given by the test 
results?  You could even take it a step further and have them ask a friend or family member 
to take the test as if they were the students to see what others think of them. 
If you scroll down far enough on the results page, you'll see celebrities with similar personalities 
are you, and that is a really good/funny way to start a conversation. 
Do the results you received please you? Is this personality who you want to be? If yes, great! If 
no, why? Do you want to change them? Are you comfortable with who you are? Is your 
discomfort with your personality holding you back from living a better and happier life? 
Using the results from the personality test, one section looked at some of the different articles 
describing what worked best for each personality type (i.e. jobs, relationships, etc.). Have your 
students explore these pages and see if they agree/disagree with what the articles say. 
This can be helpful for students who are undecided or students who want to work on their 
relationship-building skills. But, remind your students to take these results with a grain of salt. 
They will not completely describe who they are with 100% accuracy.  
  
Remind your students to use the results from the personality test to complete the next section 
of the learning portfolio. They can use the things that were talked about in class as a starting 
point for completing the learning portfolio assignment. However, remind them not to "place 
themselves in a box" after the test, their personality is much more complex than any test can 
define. This assignment is a great place for students to reflect on the results of their personality 
test. By doing so, they will be about to track their growth from the start of the semester to the 
end.  
  
Scavenger Hunt Assignment 
This assignment is due this week but also ties into community.  
Students may talk about the favorite place they visited.  This can be a great way to start off the 
class. You know that your students had to go to a certain number of places, so they should have 
a favorite to talk about.    
You can also have them share the photos they took while there; it's fun for the whole class to see 
what other groups did.  
Encourage them to physically go to the places and learn about them/spend time with their 
fellow classmates that are in their group. 
My class really enjoyed this activity because they got to know more about campus and got to go 
to a really cool restaurant downtown! 
If your students are hesitant to go off campus encourage them to go get dinner somewhere 
downtown with their group or go check out a museum.   
Perhaps suggest your favorite off-campus coffee shop or pizza place! I told my students how 
much I love Heritage Bakery.  
This experience is really what they make out of it!  
Discuss current events that they might be passionate about. If they're not passionate about 
current events or struggles, discuss ways they could get involved with local, regional, or global 
issues. It's important to be part of the JMU community, but also encourage them to explore 
events and issues outside the JMU bubble.   
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Resources 
Feel free to point them to other resources on campus to help them discover more about 
themselves as well. This could include CAP, the Counseling Center, the Dux Leadership Center, 
etc.  
  

Academic Success 
 

 
Preparing for the Class:  
Bring different examples of how you study for different classes: note cards, practice tests, 
graphic organizers, examples of comprehensive reading techniques.  
One section showed their class personal study guides for upcoming tests. We also emphasized 
that the way that one person learns or studies may not work for someone else and that it may 
take time to really find how to study. Let your students know they should keep at it because they 
will eventually figure out what works best for them. 
One section shows students their favorite places to study on campus. 
At the beginning of class, we shared our study tips and asked our students if they did similar 
things or if they had helpful study habits of their own. 
It may be helpful to ask if anyone has already changed their study habits from high school. Thus 
is a great time for students to see if they share classes with each other. They may be able to help 
one another. 
It may also be helpful to explain how your own study habits may or may not have changed since 
high school or while in college.  
We started off by going around the room and had everyone share what study habits they are 
currently using and how effective they are for them. 
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We showed the Ted Talk "Grit" at the beginning of class so that it was fresh in our students' 
minds and we discussed some of the points that were brought up in the clip. 
Many students didn't like this video. They felt they didn't learn anything new from it. It was 
almost redundant. The woman in this video also just kept building up to a point, but once she got 
there she said, "I don't know."   
Angela Duckworth published her first book, which is titled Grit. It may be a useful resource for 
this week if there are sections of the book that the students could read this week. Also, 
segments from Carol Dweck's book Mindset could be used for this week. In this book, there is a 
specific section about academic success   
In contrast, some students enjoyed the video. The speaker was very passionate about the 
subject matter and was a great public speaker as she did not continuously speak in a monotone 
manner. In some classes, the video catalyzed a great discussion about grit and the concept of 
flexible versus fixed learning, especially since many students disagreed with one another.   
There are a number of other TED Talks related to academic success and perseverance, 
searchable on ted.com 
Quick word of warning, though, TED Talks are becoming frequently used and you should ask your 
students if they want to watch TED talks, as they might already be sick of them. 
  
One group of TA's took their class to SSC and toured around there to the oasis, study rooms, 
counseling center, tech help desk, writing center, other tutor centers, and so on. Then, they 
sat at the outside tables for discussion. The tables weren't big enough, so they were forced to 
split into 2 groups. This actually turned out to be a great decision because the usually quiet 
people talked up a storm! The TAs were mind-blown! So maybe try it out. 
If you don't want to take your class to SSC (it can be sort of distracting), show them the different 
sites for the resources in the SSC or even make a short slide show with the different services 
available and send it out to students so they have one place where they can go and see where all 
the different resources are.   
Another great way to change up the classroom dynamic is by moving around and changing the 
location of your class.  TDU, the Honors Lounge, the Hillcrest Sun room, SSC, outside, and 
different environments always helped change up the mood and discussions in our classes.   
Important SSC resources to discuss, whether you physically go there or just mention in class: 
learning centers, office of disability services, learning service initiatives, health center (tell them 
how to make appts), career and academic planning  
Another group also did an experiment where the students were split into 2 groups. One 
group memorized a grocery list in a verbal story. The other group looked at a grocery list for 30 
seconds. Then at the end of class both groups wrote out the grocery list to see who got the 
most. The students guessed which would get the most/ if different people would be different 
based off of the idea of visual learning. There are lots of discussion possibilities that can stem 
from this activity.  
The more you can bring in experiential learning activities like this, the better! This will help your 
students enjoy class, and they will be more inclined to remember what they learned. For 
example, when learning about personality types you can split your students up into a few groups 
and ask them to plan a vacation for their group, discussing the results of the planning to see the 
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influence of the different aspects of the MBTI inventory (such as an extremely detailed itinerary 
vs a go-with-the-flow style plan). 
  
During the Discussion:  
After highs and lows (or whatever your introduction is) (a "topical" introduction could be asking 
your students where their favorite place to study is) have everyone pair up and discuss their best 
mode of studying. Then go around the room and have each person share for their partner.  
Demonstrate how we as TAs are life-long learners by asking for 3 positives and 3 things to 
change in terms of how we teach the class written anonymously on index cards. Emphasize how 
you can't get better unless you ask for constructive criticism.  
Possible idea for next year: Have them take a personality test like Myers-Briggs or the  that gives 
them study tips based on their personality. 
Do the results fit how you already study? Are their study suggestions worth trying?  
Students found taking a learning style quiz that tells them if they are a visual, auditory or tactile 
learner to be a fun and interesting activity: http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-
assessments/learning-styles-
quiz.shtml or https://www.monmouth.edu/tutoring/vark/default.asp. The majority of the 
students may get the same results (visual), so have the students share their studying habits as 
that certain type of learner 
Do all the students share the same studying habits since they are the same learner or do they 
differ?  
Have students brainstorm effective studying habits for the other types of learners  
Types of learners can be visual, auditory, kinesthetic, etc. 
If students do not know what type of learners they are, encourage them to try different 
techniques to determine how they learn best. Encourage them that it can be helpful to know 
how you learn best early on in your college career.   
Most students and people and general are not just one learning style or another, they are a mix, 
so make sure that the students are aware of this before taking the quiz.  
Play relaxing music in the background that demonstrates the best music to listen to in order to 
stimulate your brain during studying.  
Relaxing music example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=724l1vJ14bQ 
Cafe background noise example: https://coffitivity.com/ 
If students are always listening to music with a lot of lyrics while they are reading or studying, let 
them know that this can be distracting because it utilizes the same processing part of their 
brains(temporal lobe). Try to find music that does not compete with reading and writing. 
In a similar way, music with words may be fine when doing calculations or math based work 
because they require different areas of the brain. 
Bringing up how students utilize social media to supplement their studying might spark an 
interesting conversation. 
Do students find social media to be a help or a hindrance?   
Students mentioned using Pinterest as a way to organize study tips and inspiration online. 
One TA suggests browsing the studyblr section of Tumblr when they need a bit of study 
inspiration 

http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles-quiz.shtml
http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles-quiz.shtml
http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles-quiz.shtml
http://www.educationplanner.org/students/self-assessments/learning-styles-quiz.shtml
https://www.monmouth.edu/tutoring/vark/default.asp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=724l1vJ14bQ
https://coffitivity.com/
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especially the blogs run by current med 
students: https://www.tumblr.com/search/studyblr, https://www.tumblr.com/search/medblr.  
A website that will show you a new picture of a cat for every 100 words you 
write: http://writtenkitten.net/ 
This is amazing. Wow thank you for sharing 
Some students mentioned using quizlets made by past students. It helps them save time on 
writing the cards and can get right to studying terms & ideas.  
WARN STUDENTS that old quizlets are NOT ALWAYS CORRECT. They should rely on their own 
notes and memory more than another person's quizlet, don't be complacent in studying!  
StudyBlue is another great resource for making flashcards, etc.  
Ask your students if they have any tips or tricks about studying. 
You can format this portion of class by having them each share with a partner about this study 
habit, then have their partner share the study habit with the class. Gets everyone involved, and 
lots of great ideas are brought forth!  
You can use this time to learn from your students, letting them become the teacher and you the 
student. One TA said that their students taught them and their partner about an awesome tool 
called Microsoft OneNote that is very helpful for taking notes in class. 
It is really important to let students know that while it can be tempting to save all their studying 
for when an exam is in sight, they will find much more success by studying and practicing as they 
go in the class. If they save some time daily and build a habit of going over newly learned 
information (especially difficult concepts), then their future studying will be much more effective 
and less stressful. 
Remind them that studying for a college exam might be completely different than how they 
studied for a high school test.   
Helpful study techniques (remember that these are general tips, which does not mean that they 
work for everyone, encourage students to try different methods until something works) 
testing yourself with note cards or using the Cornell method 
writing in blue ink is said to help you retain information more 
rewriting notes 
color coding notes to align with different topics  
Studying in different locations actually makes it easier to retrieve material during a test  
"teaching" other students or even a stuffed animal will help you retain information! If you can 
teach you, then you know that you understand it.  
taking breaks during studying to keep the information fresh and energy up  
relating terms/concepts to experiences in your life will make the information easier to recall 
later  
spacing out studying over the course of 1+ week as opposed to cramming 2 days before  
Study techniques that are allegedly counterproductive/don't help at all 
underlining/highlighting 
rereading  
Ask your students if they use any of these. Do they seem useful? Will you continue to use them 
after this discussion? Why or why not?  
Success is college is not the same as success in high school 

https://www.tumblr.com/search/studyblr
https://www.tumblr.com/search/medblr
http://writtenkitten.net/
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Students are coming from high school where the entire focus was placed on courses, so remind 
them that that is simply one aspect of the college experience. 
Grades are very important, but students should learn to balance academics with growing 
themselves as people. 
JMU HONORS CLASSES AREN'T LIKE HIGH SCHOOL HONORS CLASSES!! In high school, honors kids 
were the smartest and the brightest. At JMU, Honors students are those students that harbor a 
deep passion for lifelong learning and discovery. Remind your students that this is the mindset 
with which they should approach both JMU and the Honors College.  
Remind remind remind them it is more than OK to seek HELP with the understanding of college 
material...many students will have never needed to do this before!  
Use personal anecdotes about a time you sought help and it improved your learning! 
Offer (if you have time and feel confident) to help develop personal study plans for your 
students.  
Growth vs fixed mindset themes 
It would be interesting to see if this could become a theme of the class as something to strongly 
suggest the students. It is such an interesting concept and the positive results and benefits that it 
provides are an incredible tool to live and perform better. 
Discuss cheating, and whether cheaters get the most out of their education in the end. 
If you feel like playing devil's advocate, make the case for someone who cheated their way to 
good grades in high school and acceptance at a prestigious college.   
Emphasize that a holistic view of studying and success is super helpful. Sometimes you have to 
zoom out and see if you're getting enough sleep, eating well, getting enough social interaction, 
laughing enough. Study habits are important, but they can be useless if something else in your 
life is "off."  
  
Discussion Questions: 
Did any of these methods surprise you? 
Do you use the studying habits that they said not to? 
What do you hope to learn this semester both from your classes and from "the college 
experience" in general? 
Which study habit do you relate to the most? Have you found a study habit that works best for 
you yet?  
Do you feel you study best in your dorm room or in a different environment? 
Does it depend on what you are studying? 
If you can not study in your dorm room but you want to, why do you think that is? 
If students can not study in their room due to a roommate issue, it is best to communicate with 
their roommate about it early on so that the problem does not build up and explode.   
Where on campus do you like to study? Places to check out- 
Hillcrest 
Carrier/ECL 
Quad 
Festival nap nook  
Student Success Center 
TDU   
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Study rooms in HBS  
Study lounges in the dorms  
Have you developed new study habits since coming to college? 
homework after classes verses between classes verses before classes  
location of studying: room? study lounge? outside? library? which floor in the library?  
what have you found difficult about studying since coming to college?  
In addition to discussing study strategies, one class also discussed how important it is to be self-
aware when it comes to how you study best. 
"I know that I focus better in the mornings, but many students study better in the evening." 
Other factors to think about could include whether students prefer absolute quiet or light 
background noise, and group or individual studying. Students might not have thought of these 
different factors before and you could spark some new thoughts!  
Have you found strategies so far that haven't worked for you, and if so, how did you make 
changes and did it improve your grades/overall goals? 
How does academic success in high school differ from in college? Have you had to change how 
you study, study more, etc?  
How do you define success? (I don't like using this word at all when it comes to school because 
it implies you can fail at school and I think that is impossible to fail at school. Failure is a mindset/ 
label you have to give yourself.) But anyway, why do they call it the Student Success Center?  
Is there a difference between learning and getting an A? This usually has strong opinions behind 
it. Once you ask question, try not to talk, just have them talk. Plays devil's advocate if you have 
to, or even better yet, ask someone why some people may disagree to have them play devil's 
advocate with each other. 
If you have had a college test yet (note some of them haven't and we aren't trying to scare 
them), was it different from high school? [act surprised at their answer] and ask how?   
Do you study differently for different classes?  
Now that you're decently into your classes, would you say high school prepared you well for 
them?  
You can also ask broader questions like: What is success to you? What are times in your life you 
have felt successful? What motivates you to be successful? (this can be a good time to explain 
extrinsic vs. intrinsic motivation) 
  
Things to Mention/Remember for this Class:  
During this week, it can be very helpful to show students how to calculate their GPA. 
Here is the link to show your students the 
guidelines: https://www.jmu.edu/cap/students/freshman/gpa.shtml 
"I respectfully disagree with the statement above. I feel as though any student can figure out 
their GPA at any point; plus, it's listed on their transcript. Most importantly, freshmen don't even 
have GPAs yet, so should not worry about some quantitative measure of competence so early in 
the game. However, that decision should be left to the Teaching Assistant." 
In addition, college is not all about the actual grades you are getting. A huge part of HON 100 is 
teaching the students the value of education aside from grades. Highlighting GPAs might be a 
conflicting message and might unintentionally hype up grades in the minds of the students. 

https://www.jmu.edu/cap/students/freshman/gpa.shtml
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However, if your student brings it up, address it; any concern that your students stress should be 
something that you take the time to talk about in class.  
The sad reality is that many opportunities such as scholarships, internships and semester-long 
study abroad trips may require certain GPA's. If your students are interested in these types of 
wonderful opportunities they can be an incentive for students to want to do well, especially 
because most students are taking gen-eds they are not interested in. 
It is okay to bring up GPA because it may be integral to some students' current definitions of 
success in their lives. You could talk about how much GPA actually matters, meaning bringing up 
who will and won't end up caring about it in the future. This can help alleviate stress over having 
the perfect GPA.  
Remind students that college is not the same as high school. If they put in the same amount of 
effort, they are NOT going to get the same results. If they ARE getting the same results, it's 
because of the lower level classes they are taking, and that it's not going to stay that way. Better 
to start building up your study habits now, before the going gets tough.  
Many students said their studying methods were not listed as one of the top methods, but 
argued that they still do well in class. 
The biggest debate in one section was definitely on highlighting and students brought up the fact 
that the article was saying that highlighting information and never going back to it is not an 
effective way to study. However, many students said they don't just merely highlight information 
and then forget about it. At the end of their reading they go back and study the highlighted 
information multiple times over or make flashcards out of the highlighted information. This is an 
important distinction to make.  
Also remind students that the studies were based on the average students, and honors students 
are not average. They are more likely to go back and review what they highlighted (as stated 
above), as well as pay attention more in class, attend more classes, etc.  
Remind them that the best place to start studying is by going to classes and actually doing their 
assigned readings! They are honor students so this should not be a problem, but this could be 
their first time managing their time and skipping class can cross their minds. 
Mention that textbooks are not novels and should not be read as such. If you have a textbook 
reading for a class, sometimes skimming it can be better than reading every single sentence in 
depth.  
Remind students of the importance of going to office hours for help. You can also use this to 
then talk about the upcoming interview a professor assignment.   
Another huge study skill and asset that will take time to learn is the importance 
of SLEEPING! Knowing when it is time to close the textbook and get some rest is invaluable to 
succeeding in college.  
Though sleep is important and healthy, some people's schedules are too busy to get a lot of 
sleep with, so it is sometimes necessary to sacrifice some hours of sleep to get work done. That's 
just how it is sometimes, and I feel like people should be more open-minded about that. 
^ I disagree with this statement. Although there are many nights where sacrificing sleep may 
result in finishing more of a project or studying an extra hour for an exam the next day, it should 
be emphasized to students that they need to prioritize sleep in their daily schedules. It has been 
scientifically proven that at least 7 hours of sleep a night is essential to brain activity and overall 
productivity, and will improve memory retention. It may be helpful to bring up the idea that it is 
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completely possible to never have to pull an all-nighter in college, and in order to do so this may 
mean sacrificing time with friends or time spent on social media so that more work can be 
completed during the day, and a good night's sleep can be attained.  
Tell them to understand their bodies. Some people do well with one night of little sleep, others 
do not. Students will learn what does and does not work with them - it'll probably take some trial 
and error. While I personally believe that sometimes sleep is the best form of studying after 
you've hit a certain point, that isn't always the same for everyone. There is no right or wrong way 
to do this. Just stress that sleep is important, but knowing how much you need is just as vital to 
your success as actually doing it. 
Different classes may require different methods of study. For example, note cards may be 
tremendously helpful in Anatomy (language/terminology-based), but the same study method 
may not work in Physiology (dynamic/conceptual-based). 
In classes that are conceptually based, try to explain to students that memorizing the 
information will not take them nearly as far as understanding it. If they spend time trying to build 
an in-depth understanding for the content and being able to explain it to their peers, they will 
find it is much easier to remember and apply when it comes to being tested.  
Tell students to ask professors if recording lectures is acceptable. If not, fine. If so, then the 
student can fully engage with the teacher while only writing minimal notes. This method of study 
only works if A) the professor complies, and B) the student is willing to re-listen to the lecture, 
rewind, and write extensive notes after-the-fact. If done properly, study time efficiency will 
actually improve. 
One of the best ways of long term retention of knowledge is by teaching someone else. 
Encourage forming study groups or even just teaching your roommate what you learned can be 
helpful. 
Make sure when/if they form study groups that they are productive groups and not social 
groups. 
They probably would have figured it out by now, but it is worth asking students if they share 
classes with anyone in the Honors class. Instant study buddy right there! 
Becoming a note taker for the class is also a good way to study. You now have a responsibility to 
keep well-organized notes and attend every class, which could benefit those people who might 
be more inclined to skip a class.   
You may start to see two groups of students arise: the "pre-professional" type who has their 
whole life figured out and scheduled (as of right now) and those students who aren't really sure 
what they want to know. Acknowledge this and try to ensure that the pre-professional students 
aren't too stressed about de-railing their 10-year plan because of an upcoming test or a bad 
grade and that the students who don't know what they want to do aren't feeling overwhelmed 
by everyone else that seems to have everything in order. This can be very tricky and you will 
likely see this in many weeks to come. 
  
Introduce interview a professor assignment: Can't be for an honors class; Could be for a major 
class/ an interesting person with cool hobbies. Google them. Ask at least a week in advance for 
a meeting time.  
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 For many classes, the grit Ted Talk did not go over too well; some students found it unhelpful 
and commented that it only pointed out the obvious. Others found it motivating to hear that 
success is achievable for everyone. 
This was actually a good discussion topic in one TA's class. No one really liked the video, but they 
had a good time critiquing it and it branched off to other good discussions.  
Tell them about your relationships with professors and why getting to know one early is 
beneficial.  
  
  
Resources  
Freshman (and students in general) can be unaware of all the opportunities and resources 
offered to them on campus, so either in class or in an email, show the students this 
webpage: http://www.jmu.edu/cap/students/freshman/academic.shtml which contains:  
Links to all the learning centers on campus (math, science, writing, communications, etc. )  
Peer assisted study sessions 
General study/learning tips and strategies 
(http://www.jmu.edu/lsi/resources/strategies/index.shtml) 
College of Education Learning toolbox 
(http://coe.jmu.edu/LearningToolbox/studentstart.htm?_ga=1.109017218.1238504297.137522
1472) 
and so much more!   
LSI- Learning Strategies Instruction located within the Office of Disability Services in the Student 
Success Center https://www.jmu.edu/lsi/index.shtml 
Students do not have to be registered with ODS to make an LSI appointment. They focus on 
helping you manage your time in very concrete ways.  
Other resources for this week that could be more positively viewed than the TED Talk could be 
some sections from the book Mindset by Carol Dweck or Duckworth's new book Grit.  
Another possible resource for the week could be this TED Talk. It's a little different but I think it 
would be useful and fun for the students to watch. It is very positive, eye-opening, and 
inspirational: 
http://www.ted.com/playlists/171/the_most_popular_talks_of_all  
The article "12 Habits of Successful Students" might be an interesting read for students who 
need a step by step outline for healthy student habits in college http://campusgrotto.com/12-
habits-of-successful-
students.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Camp
usGrotto+%28CampusGrotto+College+Blog%29   
  

Faculty and Mentors 
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Things to Mention/Remember for this Class: 
 Housing for next year is starting to be super stressful! Talk about options, cost, importance of 
early signing, on campus, buses, pull up a map... OCL in festival has tons of helpful information 
for first years, mention the housing fair as well! Share you experiences in you housing 
arrangements. Be real! Direct them to Off Campus Living in Festival for help if they need an 
unbiased source. 
This could also be a good time to start class off by asking how living in a dorm is going. You could 
mention struggles that you faced while essentially being in the public eye 24/7 because of the 
dynamics of living in a dorm.  
Spend time discussing taking time for yourself...express that all the new friends they made will 
understand if you can't attend dinner with them every night of the week.  
Do make sure they know that they will still be able to find a place to live even if they don't sign a 
lease by October. Many of them seem to think this is their only chance and it is a huge source of 
stress.  
YES! I think this is highly important to stress to students. Sure, some of the more popular housing 
complexes might get filled but that is not the case for all the locations. During this time of year, 
most students have barely figured who they even want to live with, so it is worth advising them 
to wait a little more and figure things out. Other options, such as being an RA, don't open up 
until later anyway so that is also something worth sharing.  
Professors are people, too! They have personalities, idiosyncrasies, and preferences just like the 
rest of us. Learn about what it is professors really do. What are their research, teaching, and 
service demands? What motivates them? And most importantly, why are they the key to your 
success, and how can you get to know them? 
A lot of adjunct professors are really, really interesting. They usually come to JMU to teach one 
or two classes for the semester in addition to their normal job. Sometimes these professors are 
better to get to know because if they're going out of their way to teach a class it usually means 
they're very passionate about the topic. Often, they also have great stories to tell! Get to know 
them! 
As a senior, I have learned how important it is to begin meeting and building relationships with 
your professors early. Towards the end of your college career, these will be the people you need 
to rely on to write letters of recommendation and the people you can go to for advice or 
instruction after graduation. They are amazing resources who know a lot about the field and can 
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usually point you in the right direction. The stronger relationships you build with them early on, 
the better off you will be. 
Each experience is different, so don't be afraid to share your own! 
If you did have a bad experience (or a great one), I would just try to emphasize that this is not 
always the case. I like to start sentences with "from my perspective" and then add in that you 
had a friend who... and so on. It's always beneficial for students to see both sides!  
It can be helpful to approach a professor that you're close with and discuss their opinions on 
student interaction. How do they like being emailed, or do they like being emailed at all? What 
do they use their office hours for, and do they want you to come prepared with particular 
questions? An example like this is great to provide to your students. 
It may be useful to go over the roles and seniority of different professor titles (i.e. adjunct, 
assistant, associate). What does that mean about how long they've been teaching and their 
course load?  
  
At the Beginning of Class: 
A good starting circle question is to share about a past teacher/ mentor that made a difference 
and why (this discussion can become very personal). Then, talk about how you can be that 
person for someone else, even as a student. Also, note that everyone needs mentoring in a 
different way. For some it is very intentional with coaching meetings regularly. For others, it is 
a role model from a distance who never actually speaks in person but both can make a huge 
impact. Discuss how can we thank these mentors, no matter what their role or method is. 
Ask your students if any of them have actually been to office hours before this. If so, ask: How 
did you feel walking in? How did you feel walking out? What did you think of the experience? 
What benefits came out of it? Would you recommend office hours to a friend? 
You can kind of joke about the fact that these questions are kind of like a satisfaction survey for a 
hotel! "Did you enjoy your stay?" 
Treat it like a conversation with a friend, with a little more formality. There's no reason to be 
nervous.  
A great thing you can do is to ask who has been to office hours already and who has not. Then, 
you can have the students who have not been to office hours share why they have not been to 
office hours yet. Do they feel they are already very prepared? Are they intimidated by their 
professors? After they share their thoughts, have the students who have been to office hours 
share their experiences. Many may say they felt the same way before going in but now they feel 
differently.  
Several of our students told us that they felt intimidated to talk with their professors.  Emphasize 
that they can be intimidating, but once you break the ice, (and show you have interest in their 
subject) it gets a lot easier.  
Keep in mind that some of their first experiences may have been negative. But that doesn't 
mean they should have a stigma toward teachers or give up. People have bad days. A lot of 
advisers focus their time on upperclassmen in the major and not on underclassmen doing Gen 
Eds, which may leave these students with an unsatisfactory experience. Stress that this kind of 
experience should not discourage students from using this valuable resource, and encourage 
them to try talking to their advisers again in the following semester or at any other time they 
may have questions (hopefully this followup visit will prove to run more smoothly for them). 
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If a student had a bad experience with a professor, have them reflect on how they approached 
the situation and if there was anything they could have done to make it go smoother. Some of 
our students didn't have good experiences... but they also waited until the last minute. 
Also mention to them that not all professors are the same. Some professors get straight to the 
point during office hours so you must go in with specific questions. Other professors won't mind 
generic concept based questions. Some professors may spend an eternity answering one 
question while others may be efficient about it. Let them know that a lot of times, the "scariest" 
professors are the best during office hours.   
One section started class by asking students to imagine that they are professors, and to describe 
their "perfect student," then took turns sharing qualities they would like to see in their 
hypothetical students, and whether or not being this "ideal student" is attainable for everyone. 
This is a great way to begin the discussion and encourage deeper thinking about professors and 
their perspectives of the students they teach. 
Another section began by asking students how much they thought professors made (average 
$58,000, lowest 10% $28,000). then comparing this to other doctorate level jobs. This helped to 
point out that professors do this for more than the money: they do it for the students. They 
don't really owe it to anyone to go above and beyond to help you, so when you go into office 
hours, go in appreciative and value their time, too. This level of mutual respect builds 
relationships and will probably get you farther not only in working with professors right now, but 
also in building relationships with co-workers and mentors in the future. 
You could pull up the Breeze's salary database to show actual numbers for how much their 
professors make: http://www.breezejmu.org/salary_database/   
Especially so for JMU, this can be a great opportunity to compare and contrast JMU with other 
universities, especially those that focus on research and have TAs teach courses, whereas at 
JMU, you'll find that that is a rare occurrence. This can be used to explain the valuable resource 
we have available to us in the form of professors and to make the most of it. 
Another section started off by asking students what they expected out of their professors. We 
went around in a circle and talked about favorite professors and worst professors this semester 
so far and what made them their favorite or worst. We then flipped that and asked what 
professor expect out of their students and talked about what makes a good and bad student. A 
lot of students realized they were doing things that were rude and did not even know it. Very 
productive conversation!  
Another section took this opportunity to have class outside.  It was a nice change of pace - sitting 
next to different people in a different place can get some new ideas flowing.  
changing class location to not only outside, but other important locations on campus will help 
familiarize your students with JMU.  
Also, if you are going to have class outside make sure you choose an area quiet enough to talk; 
while the quad is super cool, I encourage the Hillcrest lawn for a better discussion volume 
locale.  
One of my Honors professors once made me aware that a vast majority of professors on the JMU 
campus are actually introverts with a deep passion for sharing knowledge and teaching.  Many 
Honors students may actually be able to connect to this on a real level and see professors as 
people instead of some intimidating figure that determines your fate in college. 

http://www.breezejmu.org/salary_database/
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 To bring it closer to home, the Honors College has faculty that have a wealth of knowledge that 
they are willing to share and it might even be a great idea to interview one of them in addition to 
a faculty member from their (interested) major. Developing a professional relationship with the 
faculty you interact with often is a great starting point.  
Let them know that relationships with professors can eventually go beyond just 
academics.  Professors want to know about your life and interests too.  
NEVER hesitate to provide examples from your own personal experience with professors. 
Students will feel comforted by realizing that many of us have had fruitful and prosperous 
relationships with our professors.  
Talk about the differences they experienced between high school and college professors.  
Do this assignment yourself and bring your results back to the class! This will help show that you 
are learning right along with them.  
This is also a good time to bring up Honors Options. Tell them that these are a good way to get 
to know professors in upper level classes (NOT gen eds and intro courses!) and spend more time 
on a topic you enjoy. Emphasize that they need not worry about these yet, but it's still important 
that they know what an honors option is really for and that connects nicely with the topic of 
mentors. 
  
Discussion Questions from the Reading: 
"Have you tried contacting your professor out of class yet?" All professors post office hours and 
should respond to emails within 1-2 days. 
"Have you found things that professors love and hate so far in their college experience that were 
not listed in the articles?" 
Have you done some of the things that professors love and hate? For example, do your students 
pack up before the class time is actually over (something professors and many students cannot 
stand), or do they make eye contact with professors often (something that professors love!)? 
One section gave the students an opportunity for a rebuttal - "What do you hate that professors 
do?" Make sure to make the students think in terms of what they need in order to learn, more 
than just taking a whack at their professors. One section posed it more as "What do you wish 
your professors did more of?" 
"How did the opposing viewpoints of the two articles alter your attitudes toward the topic?" 
"Did you find it easier to connect to the article with the more positive tone? Or did you like the 
direct nature of the other article?"   
Consider asking how, you, as a TA could be a better teacher/what they want out of the class. You 
could talk about how the experience has given you a different perspective on teaching.   
  
Discussion Ideas: 
It is important to establish good relationships with your professors early. I recommend going and 
introducing yourself on the first day of class, and then it is easier to continue to develop that 
relationship as the semester goes on. This way it does not seem like you are only going to your 
professor for letters of recommendation or trying to get extra credit; if you treat them like 
people they will treat you like a person too.  
Try to sit in one of the first three rows in huge lecture halls (if you can get there early enough) 
because it makes it much easier for a professor to recognize you. Sitting up close encourages you 
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to participate more in class and gives extra incentive to pay attention in class since the professor 
can see you much better! 
It may also be helpful to note that sitting in the front can help keep you accountable when it 
comes to class attendance. When you sit in the front it is easier for the professor to tell if you are 
absent!     
Stress to students that office hours are for more than just homework help - I told my kids that I 
will go to some of my professors' office hours to discuss ideas I have, or ask them about their 
research; anything really!  I think this makes it seem less scary for the students. 
Make sure you always check the syllabus before emailing a professor! If a professor has written 
something on the syllabus already, they will most likely be less willing to help; they created the 
syllabus as a tool for you, so utilize it!  
Professors are vital in finding opportunities such as attending conferences and professional 
networking.   
Ask professors about groups/clubs that they are involved in on campus.  Every club has to have a 
faculty or staff adviser, so they may be surprised what they have in common with their 
professors.  
You might not click with every single one of your professors. That's fine! There are so many here 
at JMU. There's bound to be plenty of professors you can build a relationship with that will 
provide support and networking. 
Professors of General Education courses are important to get to know, but professors in your 
major are ESSENTIAL to build relationships with. Even if you just visit their office hours a few 
times, making sure your major professors know your name is very helpful down the road.  
Emphasize appropriate timing when e-mailing a professor.  If you e-mail a professor late at 
night or on a weekend, do not expect a quick response. And ALWAYS be respectful.  Also be 
aware of what they have listed in the syllabus - things like "I will not answer any emails starting 
48 hours before the test."  
Make sure you emphasize how professors are people with lives and families and interests just 
like them! 
As stated in the article, professors love it when students care enough to come to office hours. 
They love it even more if you go for reasons beyond to "improve your grade."  
Talk to them about their lives and interests too! It can help in getting to know them better, as 
that often leads to them getting to know you even better beyond the academic level, which can 
help in so many ways! 
 As another option for a discussion, ask the students who their favorite professor is so far and 
why. 
This stimulates what makes a good professor, and leads perfectly into the assignment where 
students have to choose a professor to interview! 
Another good point here too may be to discuss professors they do not like. See why and what 
they can potentially do to make the most of the class or improve their relationship with the 
professor, especially if it's in a major class or a class that really interests you.      
You can share your experiences and discuss how you established relationships with your 
professors. One TA mentioned how one of the professors ended up being their mentor for their 
senior honors project. (Note that you don't want to stress them out about the senior honors 
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project. You just want to emphasize the importance of establishing relationships with your 
professors early on.)  
Proper faculty communication, emailing: 
One section showed a sample email (below) to their students to show them how they should 
communicate with faculty. Most of them were more interested in how to create an email 
signature than the actual contents of the email, but both are valuable tools! 
It may also be helpful to actually have your students write a sample email, whether it be as a 
whole class or split up into groups of two or three. You could even have some students write a 
good email example and some write a bad email example so that they know what each would 
look like. 
Make sure your students stay on track if you choose to do this activity. Once they get off topic it 
is often much harder to get them focused in and back on topic.  
Nota bene: Students may not think about including what section of class they are in when e-
mailing instructors. Since high school classes are usually smaller and teachers know who you are, 
the kids might not be in the mind set of having to identify which section they are in. Making a 
point to mention it during your email etiquette discussion might be a good idea. But also stress 
to include all this information, but keep it to the point as well. They don't want to make a busy 
professor wade through a drawn out email.   
One section listed Do's and Don't's when emailing professors, which their students found 
beneficial since many of them did not need to email their high school teachers. 
Keep in mind that some of these tips are obvious but it is still important to emphasize the correct 
way to address a professor. 
Encourage students to ALWAYS check a professor's title before beginning an e-mail or addressing 
them in person.  Some professors are very offended if they are addressed by the wrong title.  
Also emphasize the importance of adding a professional e-mail signature (see below). Note that 
not all signatures need to be in the exact same format, but tend to have the same general 
information (major, graduation year, leadership positions, organizations).   
Professional signatures can even open up new opportunities! One TA has had people 
recommend applying for specific scholarships because the faculty could clearly see the students 
academic interests (major/minor/ area of emphasis). 
Explaining the different names of professors may be helpful. 
Public Universities: VA State, governor, board of visitors  
Admin: President Alger, vice president, program directors, executive secretaries, office staff, 
custodial staff 
Academics: head president provost, assistant vice provost, full provost, assistant provost, full 
dean, associate dean, assistant dean, full professor, associate professor, adjunct professor (9 
classes/yr) 
Department Head, Faculty Adviser in a club 
Encourage students to find out who their faculty advisers are for clubs they are involved in, and 
to get to know them!  
Talk about Rate My Professor - Is it accurate? See how many people have commented and for 
what specific courses (and check the dates they were posted!). Make sure to pay it back by 
leaving your feedback too. Good AND Bad (not only extreme opinions). 
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http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/ is a tool that should not control student future schedules. 
The posts on this website can be helpful but do not avoid taking a class that interests you just 
because a teacher has bad reviews. Different students can have different experiences with a 
professor.  Talk about your experiences with this website/  
Take note of which class individual reviewers said they took with a professor. One of the primary 
reasons some professors appear to get polarizing reviews is that they are generally regarded well 
in higher level major classes they teach, but in the gen ed classes they teach students who are 
not interested in that field may feel overwhelmed by the subject.   
Talk about the different "types" and "levels" of professors: associate, assistant, lecturer, 
instructor... 
You could also bring up what tenure is and how professors achieve it.  
You can get lunch with your professor! They have JAC-Cards too!  
If all else fails, and students seem reluctant to go to office hours, remind them that they can stay 
for a minute at the end of class to ask a quick question or make a comment on how they found 
that lecture interesting! 
   
Introduce the Assignment “Interview a Professor”: 
You want to give your students enough time to think about who they want to interview and what 
questions they want to ask. 
Many of them will come up with a comprehensive list of questions they want to ask. While this is 
a great start, make sure they know that it's 100% okay (and maybe even better) to stray from the 
script and forge a more personal conversation.  
Remind them that this conversation could be the foundation of a relationship with a professor in 
your department.  
Some students were interested in interviewing professors they have heard interesting things 
about or were going to have in higher level major classes, which one TA thought was a good idea 
because a lot of the current professors that these students have are for their GenEd classes that 
may have nothing to do with their major. 
If they are a science student considering research, you can suggest that they look up a professor 
doing research in an area they think is interesting. This is a fantastic opportunity to get your foot 
in the door and learn more about what research at a university is really like!  
Encourage your students to ask their professors about their research or what their favorite 
subject is to teach. Professors love talking about what they are working on and it can help 
students to build stronger connections with them by being interested in what their professor 
does. It may also help down the road when students are looking for professors to do research 
with.   
Offer functional help/advice: 
One section's students acted as if they already knew how to properly email a professor. There 
was little discussion about the topic because they were almost offended that we were having 
such a "simplistic" conversation about how to form an email. However, we asked them for 
examples of when they have emailed their professors before and most of them had not yet done 
so. We then decided to ask them if they need to send an email to a professor soon and the 
purpose behind it, which suddenly sparked a lot of questions. Everyone started asking about the 
specific email they needed to send and whether or not it was appropriate to say certain things or 

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/
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to address them less formally than the articles recommended. It seems like actually applying the 
information in this lesson is important for them to learn it. 
Based off of the assumption that actually writing the email is more helpful than discussing it 
hypothetically, perhaps an in-class writing activity can be done. The "Interview A Professor" 
assignment is typically introduced in this class period, but perhaps it can be briefly mentioned a 
week before and they can be asked to think about who they would like to interview. During class, 
it might be beneficial to have the students type up an email to their professor asking to meet 
them in office hours to interview them or just to talk. This way, they students can ask questions 
while they are constructing the email and they are actually forced to apply the information from 
the articles and discussion.   
Suggest students interviewing the professor they are having the HARDEST time with. Although it 
is fun to interview that really cool, fun professor in your easiest class, you may be struggling in a 
different class because of the content, the class time, the teacher, etc. Interviewing the 
professor that you're struggling the most with is a great way to connect and get help. 
Share your personal stories! Tell them about your experiences with office hours leading to higher 
grades, better test scores, internships, TA positions, letters of recommendation, insights into 
other lessons, recommendations for other classes, etc. Using true stories to emphasize how 
important personal connections with professors are might encourage your students to take that 
scary first step and go to office hours. Examples: 
"I received a B in a class where I actually earned a B-. I was constantly in office hours working 
with my professor to understand the material and participated often when no one else in class 
would talk, so I'm convinced this is why I was boosted up a few points at the end of 
the semester." 
Also note that this doesn't always happen. Some students might get their hopes up and not have 
their professor help them out at the end of the semester, especially in core science classes. 
Reiterate that it is not always about the grade, that extra time they spend going to office hours 
led to a deeper understanding of the material.  
"An honors option led me to one of my honors thesis readers. Working with my professor to 
develop an extra project that would enhance the class helped me to develop a closer 
relationship with her than I otherwise would have. I might use this story to emphasize how there 
are multiple ways to get to know your professor even if you don't actually go to office hours, but 
that having personal relationships with them is key." 
"I had a teacher that I was able to go to for help and we got to know each other much better. 
Even though I am no longer in his class he has offered to write recommendations on my behalf 
and even invites me to events he puts together for current classes. He has become such a great 
resource- even a great friend!" 
"A lot of the students found the interview a professor assignment daunting, but really explain to 
them how useful it will be to them! Usually, going to office hours for the first time is the scariest 
but once they realize it's not so bad and professors are actually people, they will become a lot 
more comfortable." 
"I am now in a research lab and have a summer internship because of the professor I got to 
know during this assignment! Take advantage of it!"  
Many great relationships students establish with professors are often deeper than just 
academics. Whenever I hear about professors that others really love and have great 
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relationships with (and within my own experiences), students normally know more about the 
professor than just their academic background and interests. Since these professors often care 
about your personal lives, it's nice to reciprocate (because they are people, too!).  
Point out these relationships that are established can go beyond their four years at college. My 
friend who graduated in 2014 still stays in contact with one of her professors despite no longer 
being a student here.   
  
Questions for Professor Interview: 
How do they spend their time? Outside interests? 
Where do they live? Where are they from? 
What did they study in college?  
Do they have family around?  
What do they want to do next? What are their goals? (TIE to Life-long learners) 
What is their opinion on rate my professor?  
Do they advise a club? 
Why did they decide to come to JMU/ Harrisonburg/ Shenandoah Valley? 
What should I do while I'm here? (Shenandoah valley bucket list?) 
What are their research areas? What do they publish on? 
What are their service areas? 
What kind of students do they mentor?  
Why did they choose to become a professor?  
How is being a faculty member a lifestyle choice in addition to a career? 
What is a myth they would like to expunge about faculty members? 
What is their favorite part about teaching in higher education?  
  
Cool People Students Should Get to Know: 
Jared Diener (Honors Academic Adviser) 
Dr. Phil Frana (Associate Dean of Honors College and Associate Professor of Interdisciplinary 
Liberal Studies) 
Dr. Bradley Newcomer (Dean of Honors College and Professor of Physics) 
President Jonathon Alger 
Dr. Brian Charette (Special Assistant to the President for Strategic Planning & Engagement) 
Dr. Mark Warner (Senior Vice President of Student Affairs) 
Mr. Art Dean (Special Assistant to the President for Diversity)  
  
All of the above people are more than willing to make time for student meetings. Simply email 
them and give them multiple opportunities to meet.  
Students should be aware that every professor is different and thus every relationship they have 
with a professor will be unique. 
  
Resources: 
If you want to add some comic relief to your class, here are two very funny videos about how 
NOT to email professors: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSNc8F9tqzY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSNc8F9tqzY
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWts8LN5b2M  
This article provides your students with the proper email format when communicating with a 
professor and what each part should look like/include: 
https://medium.com/@lportwoodstacer/how-to-email-your-professor-without-being-annoying-
af-cf64ae0e4087#.kt7araczq 
Here is a humorous video that shows a professor's reaction when you use bad e-mail etiquette: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSNc8F9tqzY  
http://pleated-jeans.com/2013/05/03/18-college-professors-who-clearly-have-a-sense-of-
humor/ 
  
SAMPLE EMAIL TEMPLATE  

  

 
 

Passions, Dreams, Values 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWts8LN5b2M
https://medium.com/@lportwoodstacer/how-to-email-your-professor-without-being-annoying-af-cf64ae0e4087#.kt7araczq
https://medium.com/@lportwoodstacer/how-to-email-your-professor-without-being-annoying-af-cf64ae0e4087#.kt7araczq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSNc8F9tqzY
http://pleated-jeans.com/2013/05/03/18-college-professors-who-clearly-have-a-sense-of-humor/
http://pleated-jeans.com/2013/05/03/18-college-professors-who-clearly-have-a-sense-of-humor/
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Things to Mention/Remember for This Class: 
This is one of the activities in HON 100 in which student has the opportunity to learn about 
themselves. They realize which values are the most important to them. However, they also are 
forced to think about values that they don’t often think about or consider. This will force them to 
confront what they think they know about themselves. 
Students find this activity to be practical, interesting, and helpful. This activity reaches beyond 
the classroom. It is important that they're given ample time to really put in thought for this 
activity. This is an activity that can really help with future applications, projects, and essays 
because the more a student understands about themselves, the more they can share their views 
with others.  
Students also will find this activity to be practical in regards to choosing their goals for the next 
few years. Maybe they came into college thinking they wanted to be a doctor but actually don't 
realize that their values don't match that career path. This is also helpful to students who are still 
undecided about their major or are considering an independent study. 
Something observed throughout open discussions is to really wait for students to think and 
respond. Try not to ask question after questions to fill the silence. A pause can be good and 
students will eventually speak. It can be awkward but it is part of the learning experience. Thank 
students for sharing as they do so.   
A great way to determine the difference between an awkward pause and when students really 
have no answer is the 8 Second Rule. While you are waiting for students to answer, slowly and 
silently count down from eight. If you reach the end and no one has answered, you probably 
want to rephrase your questions, but it is rare for students to be able to tolerate silence for 
more than eight seconds. 
If you have students that do not want to share their specific values, try having them instead 
generally explain what is important to them and why. This way, if they are reluctant to share 
personal details, they can still meaningfully participate. 
Email some discussion questions to your students before class. If they read the questions and 
think about them, it could help in keeping the class discussion moving. Theoretically, they'll have 
formulated their thoughts beforehand and will spend less time in class pondering.  
Assign some kind of time limit to your students so they do not spend the entire class deep in 
thought about their "Never Valued" section and are not able to think about the rest of their 
values. For example, maybe say that by 10 minutes they should have two of their rows 
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completed. This can be a rather time-consuming activity, but it is more effective if the students 
do not think too hard, but instead make decisions about their cards that feel natural. 
It is especially important to emphasize that saying you "never" value something is not a bad 
thing, and it is also something that is not concrete! This is just an activity to really open yourself 
up and explore. Having ever-changing values can be a good thing!    
We described the categories as what you thing of in an average day. Things should go in the 
"never valued" category when it is a topic that doesn't cross your mind on a typical day, even 
though it still likely has value to you. This helped remove some of the stress that comes with that 
category.  
Along with taking a picture once they're done, encourage to return to this activity after a year or 
two to see how their values have changed over time. A student in my class mentioned how he 
did something similar. In middle school he wrote a letter to his high school self and when he read 
it so many years later it was interesting for him to see how he'd changed.  
You might want to start off with a TA sharing her/his top five values first just to set the tone 
because this class can be very personable, especially since everyone is sharing what's important 
to them. It might also be helpful to tell everyone to explain why they value something or why 
they don't value something.  
It may be beneficial to have students spread out when completing the card activity. Let them 
know it is okay to sit on the ground or sit in a different area if they feel they need more room. 
You can play music during the exercise so there is less of a silence. 
You can relate this topic to previous discussions about personalities. How do their values relate 
to their personality test results?   
  
Discussion Ideas: 
"What's important to you?" "What makes you tick?" "Explore your values." 
"What do you think has been influential in forming your values?" 
Stress to your students that there is a difference between passions, dreams, and values. 
"What are these differences? How can they be connected?" Have them make lists for each - 
"how do your values tie into their passions, and their passions into their dreams? Should they tie 
together? Why?" 
"Why do people value different things"? "Why is it important to respect those differences?" 
Going off of this, really emphasize when people are sharing, that there are going to be 
differences and that is okay. There is a correct and incorrect way to disagree with someone, an 
etiquette of respect when it comes to differences.   
Respect the values and perspectives of others, even if they may be different, is one of the major 
lessons I've been taught in my time at JMU. Try to drive this home to your students.  
Give an example of you/someone you know being resilient. 
"Who's responsibility is your happiness?" 
"can this fall on more than one person?"  "Can it change over time?"  
"What role does gratitude play in happiness?" 
"Who or what is responsible for your success?"  
"What is the difference between a nerdy person and a smart person (if there is one) and what 
impact do labels have (good and bad)?" 
"Which is ideal: separation of work and life, or unification of work and life, or other?" 
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"What do you think about the idea of a living and a life being separate?  What if you love the way 
you make a living?"  
"What is the difference between a workaholic and a hard worker (if there is one)?"  
"Does doing what you love as a job (get paid money) make you less passionate about it because 
of the pressure and internal/external motivation factors?" 
"What in this article do you disagree with?" 
"What in this article did they not include that you think is pertinent to the topic?" 
"How does the purpose of work vary based on gender, age, country's cultures...?" 
"What is the purpose of a job/work?" 
"What is your life purpose/ how do you find it?" (see step 2 in article) 
"How do you define a successful life?"  
is okay if everyone's definitions are different?  
Depending on how initiated your students are into introductory philosophy, you could discuss 
some of the classic insights of Aristotle, such as his discussion of virtues as habits.  
"Has success been defined differently in different time periods, cultures...?"  
"How do you think JMU has changed or will change your values?" 
This is the first time most of your students have lived on their own, so they may just not be 
discovering many of the things they truly care deeply about. If they seem interested and 
passionate, listen to them and make them feel heard.  
"Have you been able to take the time to think about what your dreams, passions, and values 
are?" 
"Do you have your dreams, passions, and values written down somewhere?" 
If yes, do you see them often? Do you think it would help to always be conscious of them?  
For this class, we made it our goal not to talk or ask any questions. We asked for everyone to 
bring at least 1 discussion question. We also wrote out 6 or 7 and gave them to the quieter 
people telling them privately that if there was a lull in the conversation, they were responsible 
for starting it by asking one of the questions. This also gave them more time to think about how 
they would answer their question. We noticed that when we asked people to write down an 
answer and then share, the quieter people looked much more comfortable.  
"How does the values exercise relate to your personality test?"  
Think about your past and present mentors. How do your values reflect theirs? This is a great 
way to tie in the faculty/mentor class with this one and make HON 100 seem more fluid. 
"How has your upbringing and family influenced your current values?" "Do you feel your values 
reflect those of your family?" "Can you think of different life situations that might make someone 
have different values?" "How might being in a different setting at JMU change these values?" 
"Do your values reflect those that are important to the career/field you wish to pursue?" 
"How did your values influence your choice to go to college?"  
"Are your values the same as they were one year ago today?"  
"Where/who do you get your values from?" Nature (biology) vs. Nurture (socialization) 
"Will these forces in your life shift or change over time?" "Have they already?"  
"Can you think of a specific situation that influenced your values?" 
Stress that “Never Valued” doesn’t mean that you never value that item. For instance, a lot of 
people often have patriotism down very far in their values or even in their never values column. 
That just means that it isn’t a value you think about often or really concerns your life. Never 
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Valued doesn’t mean that you are never patriotic, it is just not a value that greatly affects your 
life. 
Going off of this, it is important to note that someone who places "honesty" in a low column is 
not necessarily an untrustworthy individual. It means honesty does not shape one's motives as 
strongly as other ideas listed on the cards. 
Make sure this is understood- some people will see Faith or Patriotism in Never Valued and 
these can be places of conflict.  
One section listed the most valued items on the board, and then crossed out the most valued 
things that were also in someone's never valued column. Then we discussed why those people 
had such differing values and this developed an appropriate repertoire about the fact that 
"never" valuing honesty doesn't make an untrustworthy individual, etc. 
"Are your values things you see in yourself, or characteristics you see in those you admire?"  
Tie this activity to the Setting Goals topic.  
"How do your values align with your goals?" 
"Do you use your values to help you set goals?"   
BEFORE: 
Predict the #1 value in your life (before you see card options) 
Describe yourself in 1 word or 1 value.  
If there is time show the video "Everybody dies, but not everybody lives" by Price EA...this really 
motivated the students in our class! 
Encourage your students to not give up things they are passionate about just because they are 
busy either academically or socially. 
Encourage your students to share their passions and dreams with their new found college 
friends as many people may have similar passions, dreams, and values.  
  
Combine the Reading with the Value Cards Activity: 
Ask students to share where they placed money, fame, power, happiness, and fun/enjoyment 
and why they placed these cards where they did.  
These topics were some of the key points/ideas in the article and seeing how highly each of 
them are valued can lead to a discussion of whether or not students agreed with the article.  
Ask students what their dream job is at the beginning of class, then after the cards are sorted, 
have them analyze how well their dream jobs align with their "always valued" pile.  
If they don't align, will they be willing to change their values? Or will they have to change their 
career goals? Or will it really matter either way?  
Note that some students in the past have wondered if the card activity should reflect their 
actions or their theoretical values, if this is strictly about their values as students, etc. Be 
prepared to answer these questions. Also, you can tie in any questions they ask prior to the card 
exercise into the discussion about the card exercise.     
Does your job have to reflect your values and passions or can you fulfill these areas in your life in 
different ways? 
Have students share one or two from there "Always Valued" category. Have these always been 
important to you? Why or why not? How does these values affect your daily life?  
  
Possible Questions to Ask After Students Sort their Cards: 
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How does it feel knowing someone has the same values as you?  
Have you ever thought about your values in this way? Was it difficult to figure out which values 
mattered the most or were you able to easily put them into the different categories?  
How does it feel to know that someone has different values than you? 
 You can link this discussion to the talk about community. 
Some people might completely disagree with someone's top value. Monitor the discussion here, 
especially if it's about faith, patriotism, etc. being someone's least value and another person's 
most valued.  
Do you tend to surround yourself with people who have the same values as you, or do you notice 
differences in values in the people you hang out with? 
Do you feel as if you hold certain values merely due to the standards and expectations of 
society?  
Is it possible to cooperate with someone whose values are pretty opposite from yours? Your 
"always" are their "nevers" and vice versa. How do you deal with people like that?  
Do your Always Valued cards match up with how you are currently living your life? Do they 
match up with your future career? If not, think of a couple concrete strategies to address the 
discrepancy.  Or does this discrepancy bother you? 
To go along with the previous question, have the students reflect on their values, and ask 
whether they chose values that are actually important to them or values they feel should 
be important to them. This sparked a very interesting discussion.  
How does categorizing and prioritizing your values help you? 
 You can link this discussion to the talk about Know thyself.   
 Do your values reveal anything about the academic path you have chosen? 
Now that you are actively thinking about your values, do you think you may want to change your 
career path? Or, if you are Undeclared, does this help you come closer to declaring a certain 
major? 
Ask your students to look at their always valued cards.  Can they pick one card that is most 
valued?  Is it possible to value one thing over everything else?  Do you think that this may change 
depending on who you are with or even your mood/what is going on in your life?  
Ask your students to look at their never valued cards. Do they have any never valued cards? Do 
their never valued cards tell them something meaningful about themselves? 
It might be a good idea to set a rule that there must be at least one card in the "never valued" 
pile. This will challenge students to think critically about their values.  
 Do your values reflect your parents, friends, or family’s values? 
 Is there a value lower down that you want to work on getting higher up and possibly even into 
your always valued column? 
A lot of students will name one or two values they want to work harder at valuing during their 
college career. 
maybe even take it a step further and ask them how they plan on working on a certain value (ties 
back to the goal setting unit)  
If students have no cards in their never valued column, ask them if they had to place one card in 
the never valued column what would it be?  
Do you see a pattern in your values and if so is it making you question what you think your 
"path" is?  
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If that is too specific for the generality of the cards, do your cards represent the type of person 
you aspire to be?  
Do you think your family members would have similar values to you? How about your friends? 
It is not at all necessary or even important to have the same values as those around you. It just 
can be helpful to know your values and those of the people you interact and make decisions with 
to know where they are coming from and their perspective as it can differ from yours.  
Ask students how they went about choosing which card belonged in each column. 
When they had to choose their 5th card for the Always Valued column, how did they decide 
which stayed and which was placed somewhere else? 
Did they interpret the cards as things they valued in their personal life, or as things they wish to 
value in their lives?   
Ask students if they think they may have categorized these differently before attending 
college?  Has college changed their values? Which values do they think will never change, 
regardless of the setting they're in? 
Ask students if they think their values will be different after graduation? If so, why? (Yes, I know 
its a long way off!)  
What is a card that is not here that you wish you had?  
Where do those values come from? 
Would those values have been the same/ different 5 years ago? 
Were there any values important to you that you felt should be less important?  
Should values change?   
Everyone turn to their right and take a card from your neighbor's Always Valued pile. Why did 
you take that card?  
Have your students talk about whether their values had already changed since coming to college, 
or if they think their values will change significantly before they graduate. 
Have your students try to choose their five most valued cards from a past time in their lives (e.g. 
freshmen year of high school). 
This helps students to see their values not so concretely, but rather as fluid and able to be 
affected by their experiences and environment. It can be challenging to deter students from 
"defining themselves" with these cards, but rather just to think about what is most important to 
them at this point in time.   
Along the same lines, you can ask them if they see their values potentially changing in the future, 
how and why? Would this be natural, expected change or would their values change because of 
their job, environment, etc?  
Pair students who "Seldom/Never" value with another who "Always/often" values a particular 
card concept. This is a healthy way to get students accustomed to social discourse and may 
encourage respectful disagreement in future discussions, which is by no means a bad thing.  
Encourage students to keep a picture of these values stored somewhere so that they may 
stumble upon it again junior or senior year. This would allow them to reflect sometime down the 
road on how their values have changed through the course of college. 
One section's students said their values would not change during college so they're interested to 
see if they prove themselves wrong. 
Taking a picture can also help in the completion of the My Values Learning Portfolio  
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Make sure they understand that the point of the assignment isn't to see what other students put 
first. Someone can put your most valued card in their never valued category and it's simply 
meant to show we're all different and value different things.   
Encourage students to look back at these values at the end of the semester to see if they can 
change in that short amount of time.  
Students might not expect their values to change in such a short period but they will be 
surprised if you repeat this activity the last day of classes!    
Did any of the values you chose as "Always" surprise you, anything in the "Never"? 
What was the hardest value to place? Why do did you personally find it so difficult?  
How did you choose your values? Are they based on your current actions/lifestyle or on how you 
wish you could live? 
We were able to get a good amount of conversational mileage out of comparing certain values 
as internally versus externally motivated (for instance, this is the main difference between the 
definitions of legitimacy and authenticity on the cards). 
  
Post-Activity/End of Class:  
Remind students about the reading for next week and the My Values learning portfolio 
assignment that is coming up.  
Ask students how the Interview a Professor assignment it coming along and offer any advice to 
their questions. This also serves as a reminder to complete the assignment on time. 
Make sure students take a picture of their card choices so that they can refer back to them for 
the Portfolio assignment about their values. Tell students that it is okay if their values have 
changed between this assignment and doing the portfolio. The type of day we have and the 
environment we are in influences what we think is the most important value. 
Emphasize that the Learning Portfolio assignment aims to put their values into operation. In 
other words, they should look at how they can APPLY their values in their decision-making 
processes in life.  
If you have time during the last class, it might be fun to return to this activity and do it again. See 
if your students' values have changed in their time at school!  
  

Setting Goals 
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Beginning of Class: 
We started off with everyone saying what they wanted to be when they were in elementary 
school, middle school, and high school. This helped the TAs get to know students, and also 
showed how often our plans/ goals can change. Set a positive tone.  
Start off with a quick round of high's and low's. My TA partner and I did this each week, and our 
students really seemed to like it 
Another section used high's and low's but the students got tired of it after a while, so we would 
throw out a random question like "Who went to the game?" to spark a personal conversation 
that would warm everyone up to being sociable and talkative in class discussions. 
Another way you can change things up with the "Highs and Lows" is to pass around markers or 
colored pencils and have students draw their highs and lows on pieces of paper.   
To mix it up every once in a while, we like to do High, Low, Buffalo.  The buffalo is a random 
event that happened during the week that students want to share.  It helps you get to know the 
students better, plus you get to hear some really great stories!  
We always called it Nopest and Dopest, which got a fair few laughs - maybe it was just our class, 
but our students could talk for HOURS about what happened during their week.  We let them 
talk through that for as long as possible, often it helped our discussion. It also helped that my TA 
partner and I always went first for this activity. 
Another way that this check in can be done is the assignment of choosing one word to describe 
your week. This makes the students determine what about their week was most important to 
them, and it can also give the TAs a sense of what the students care about-while also letting the 
students discuss their week as they do in the "Highs and Lows" activity.   
Students most likely just completed the “Interview a Professor” assignment, so it is important to 
check in to see how this assignment went. 
This could possibly have been a student’s first time attending office hours or talking with a 
professor 1-on-1. 
Ask each student if the conversation flowed naturally or if they felt it was too structured of a 
conversation. 
Ask your students if they learned anything really interesting about their professor that no other 
student would know without having done this assignment. 
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Ask them if they plan to continue going back and if they now feel more comfortable to talk with 
other professors now. Encourage them to maintain these relationships over the course of their 
four years here 
For a lot of students, this is the first time they realize that college professors ARE people just like 
them. They have families and interests outside of the classroom. 
A fun question to start the class off is to ask students what their favorite part of the interview 
was. One TA had students describe professor's unexpected hobbies and fun facts about their 
professors. One student found out about a class he wanted to take in the future, and after 
describing it to the class had another student interested in taking it as well. The possibilities of 
what you'll discover here are endless.  
If you took HON 100, share what happened when you completed the "Interview a Professor" 
assignment.  
Talk about Study Abroad Opportunities- when? what credits? applications?   
Bring up the study abroad website and show them where they can apply (for some reason some 
students were unable to find it on their own)  
Talk about when the best times are to start looking, start applying, and where to seek help if 
they have questions.  
Discuss the value of study abroad, and perhaps share your own experiences if applicable.   
This is a very content heavy lesson, encourage them to take notes and ask questions more than 
normal (it might be beneficial to mention this the week before so that they can come prepared 
with materials/questions). 
Talk about positive/ negative experiences with their freshman adviser. That way he or she can 
not be an excuse for not planning out a plan.  
If they have a bad experience with their freshman adviser, remind them that most students get a 
new adviser later on or that they can go to another professor in their major/minor/program.    
Also let them know that they get an adviser for any additional major they have as well as any 
additional minor they have. 
Remind them that they can check to see who their adviser(s) are on MyMadison.  
Also remind them that they always have Jared as an adviser too since they are in Honors. He may 
not be able to help with major specific questions, but he can help point them in the right 
direction if they are completely lost.   
Bring scrap paper, writing goals helps them be achieved. 
Introduce your students to google "momentum" to help them write their goals and stay 
motivated. 
Have all students choose a goal to focus on and do a goal check in, a few weeks later.  
  
Discussion Questions from the Reading: 
What is the purpose of the Honors portfolio? 
Why do we write down goals/plans/four-year drafts? 
Why did they choose for us to read this? 
What is your opinion/ thoughts on a "stereotype threat"? 
Do you agree or disagree with the following quote? (Have students raise their hands for each 
and then call the quieter people out to get them out of their comfort zones. After that anyone 
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can respond) "You don't have to be a genius to get through school; you don't even have to be 
that interested. But zeroes are deadly." 
The reading talks about a self-defeating behavior "to save face." How do people perform to fit a 
label? 
These can be good or bad labels (smart, funny, serious, nice, daredevil...) 
Can you bring in outside knowledge to this like from psych classes?  
Talk about internal vs external motivations. 
Where do internal and external motivations come from? 
Which type of motivation do you most often act upon? 
Are there differences in the satisfaction of completing tasks motivated internally vs. externally?  
Which are goals? 
Which are goals set for you by parents/major requirements/ advisers?  
Do you agree with the reading? Do you journal or write down your goals?   
  
Discussion Ideas: 
Have every student in the class share a goal they have for the day or the week (something very 
short term). Students will often say things that others share like 'sleep' or 'do well on my physics 
exam' which sparks relationships and conversation.  
One section noticed their students did not have a good concept as to what constituted a long 
term, medium term, and short term goal; and it was helpful to define these as a group before 
starting to get examples or have them start thinking about goals to share.  
It may be beneficial to mention that large goals should be broken up into smaller goals or tasks 
so that it is not as overwhelming. 
Explain SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound) goals  
Note that the SMART acronym means different things to different people, I've been taught that 
A is attainable, and R is realistic before. A fun activity could be to have the group come up with 
their own SMART acronym, whether it's one we were expecting or not.  
Along with SMART goals, you can talk about other types of goals, including those that deviate 
from the format but can still be a valid type of goal. One that comes to mind is an Everest goal, 
which is a goal that is quite the stretch or reach, but can be something that motivates or inspires 
you to work towards it even if you might not be able to realistically reach it any time soon.  
Have students share goals that they've set in the past. Did they achieve them? If not, why? How 
did they change their goals based on obstacles? 
Start the conversation about goals by asking your students if they are regular goal setters. This 
can lead to an interesting conversation of student’s sharing the ways they set goals (if they do). 
Some students may even be willing to show you their weekly, monthly, or yearly goal setting 
strategies first hand! 
See if anyone has a unique way of setting goals or how they track goals.   
Stress that it is okay to not have a formal goal setting method because no matter what people 
have goals whether they are physically written down or just stored in a person’s mind.   
Have your students brainstorm new ways for setting goals: 
Pinterest is a way to set goals—you can have motivational quotes, exercise routines you would 
like to do, recipes you would like to try, ideas for your future house, etc.           
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This is a very indirect way to set goals, but technically if you pin something you really like you are 
probably going to work towards fulfilling that goal. 
Organize goals from short term to long term by creating a timeline. A poster board, a white 
board, a piece of yarn stretched across your wall can all be modalities for a timeline. They can 
physically erase the goal or remove the goal from their timeline when they accomplish it.   
Talk about trello, God's gift to goal setting (https://trello.com/) 
   Bullet journaling- A new 21st century way of journaling 
This type of journaling is a combination of a diary, to do list, and planner 
The journal usually consists of a daily, monthly, and yearly log (so basically short, medium and 
long-term goals)  
I choose to keep a running bullet journal in my computer where I can constantly update stuff 
when I feel like it. I can protect it with a password if need be as well.  
Divide students into those who tested as judgers or perceivers during the Myers-Briggs test and 
ask them to come up with what they would define as a "perfect" weekly To-Do list. (The judging 
group will probably take some time).  
Divide the students into those who like goal setting and those who dislike goal setting.  Have 
each group discuss why their view is more beneficial. This can help students open their eyes to 
different points of view.  
Have them set 3 goals for the week, 3 for the semester or the year, and 3 by their senior year 
(complete an honors thesis!!). Breaking it down like this may help them see the progression of 
setting goals from short term to more long term.  
Do you have your goals posted/written down somewhere? Do you see them often? Do you think 
about them often? 
Encourage students to keep their goals visible (i.e. in their planner, posted on a wall in their 
dorm room) to help them stick to these goals.  
  
Discussion Questions: 
How does the type of goal influence how they track it or if they do at all? 
For example, one section asked their students and many of them said that they write down a to-
do list of short term goals every day, but do not like to write down long-term goals because it 
feels too final and things may change. 
Encourage them to write their goals down anyways. 
They can store the long term goals somewhere they don't have to see it everyday so that it 
might not feel so final or overwhelming. 
It could be beneficial to see that they eventually did reach that goal or went above and beyond. 
When looking back on that goal, they might realize that it was not as big as they thought and it 
could encourage them to achieve more long term goals.  
Do they have ways of holding themselves accountable for meeting certain goals, particularly long 
term goals? 
Many students said that if they really want to hold themselves accountable for something they 
will tell their friends or parents about their goal. In doing this, someone else knows that they are 
working towards something and will "check up" on them in a way.  
Do they use technology to keep themselves accountable? 

https://trello.com/)
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For example, there are many apps that track your exercise, remind you when you haven't been 
exercising, and keep you connected with others trying to achieve the same goals. 
Share the apps you know, and hopefully your students will share some that you haven't heard 
of.   
A few of my students use Microsoft OneNote to record lectures/take notes. If you use it, bring 
that up. If not, ask your students if they use it.  
My Fitness Pal is a great app to keep track of food, exercise, and goals!  
There are apps where, if you don't do a certain thing you set your goal to, your little person or 
plant will die. Many students thought this app was really funny and helpful.  
Feel free to share ways that you keep yourself accountable to your goals. If you and your 
students use common strategies that can be a bonding moment. If they haven't heard of your 
strategies, then you just opened their mind to new possibilities! 
For example, do you give yourself certain "checkpoints" to see if you are headed in the right 
direction? Do you give yourself a "prize" once you achieve a larger goal?  
Do they have different types of goals? 
Most of them probably make academic goals and will soon be making health-related goals 
(freshman 15 is real and scary), but maybe some of them have social goals or goals to maintain 
morals?  
Emphasize the importance of mental health goals as well - mental health can often be put on the 
back burner during college, especially as classes become more difficult and schedules become 
hectic with campus involvement.  
Academic goals 
Try bringing up setting goals for learning outside of the classroom- this will help keep students 
from learning information just for a test.  
Extracurricular goals (clubs, organizations, sports)  
Health goals (eating, exercising, sleeping)  
A lot of this has to do with time management and staying on track with everyday responsibilities. 
Staying organized and keeping a planner can make a huge difference  
Some students will say that they have never/will never need to use a planner. Although not 
every college student needs to make use of a planner to stay organized and on top of deadlines, 
emphasize that this may change based on your level of campus involvement and class difficulty 
over the next few years.  
Many TAs shared how their goals have changed over time, which reinforced that you don't have 
to have the long-term goals set in stone or completely planned out yet because things change! 
This can be a hard concept for a lot of freshmen to grasp, especially in honors. 
This normalizes a lot of insecurities that they may have. It says, "Look, I'm a senior and I, too, do 
not have my stuff together. It's okay!"  
How do you reward yourself when you reach a goal (maybe a short- or medium-term goal)? 
How do you go about choosing new goals to set?   
It is important to set goals if you know they are going to change?  
Who sets goals now? Why? How (written on phone/paper? verbal? public/private?) 
Are goals good? (I played devil's advocate for this because I personally do not support goal 
making because it can keep you from reaching an even higher potential. This empowers them to 
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truly convince you and to think beyond what they have always been told. It also opens up good 
discussion) 
Which is truer: Shoot for the moon and you'll land among the stars. or Don't be so focused on 
shooting for the moon that you miss the flying comet that passes you. Or Don't sell yourself 
short by shooting for the moon when you could make it to mars. 
What is the balance between these?  
Have other people ever made goals for you? Who? Was it helpful? (Most of them will say that 
yes their parents have. Regardless of whether that was a good or bad experience, that has 
changed now because their parents aren't around to enforce them as much, so talk about that.) 
What is the difference between goals and expectations? What are the positives and negatives of 
the two?  
Do you have a good or bad experience with personal goal setting? 
Are your goals fueled by intrinsic or extrinsic motivating factors?  
If you are a to-do list person, does this count as setting goals? Or is this just an organization 
tool?  
Did you set goals for yourself at the beginning of the semester? If so, how have they progressed 
or changed over the last few weeks? 
Do you feel that you're in an appropriate environment to set and achieve goals? If not, why? 
Give students suggestions on how to facilitate goals (different campus resources, internet 
resources, etc)   
  
Things to Mention/Remember for This Class: 
Long term goals should be vaguer than short term goals. 
Writing down goals may not be for everyone. (Could link this to the discussion about different 
learning styles.) 
Remind students that really small goals are goals too- and that focusing on what they have 
already achieved that day/week is a much more positive way to go about their daily lives  
Remind students that they should have goals in their personal life as well as academic goals. 
While college is about furthering your education, you are also growing as a person.   
In addition, you can link this to the ideas about Education - it does not always happen in the 
classroom. Not all of your goals need to be career focused or schoolwork focused. 
It is perfectly alright to have goals that focus on taking time for self-care, exercise, maintaining 
relationships, only watching Netflix for to two hours instead of four, going to Carrier for that 
extra half hour every Monday, work on loving yourself, making time to read that book you keep 
meaning to, etc. 
The destination is important, but not as important as the journey! 
*Queue Miley Cyrus' The Climb  
Make sure they aren't getting too focused/overthinking the long term goals! They are only first 
years - it is so okay to still be figuring out majors and learning about yourself. 
Stress once again that goals can change, creating them is just a way to help focus your life.  
When setting goals, try to have goals that help you reach your larger goals.  For example, your 
short-term goal will help you to reach 'x', which will help you to reach 'y', and so forth and will 
ultimately help you to achieve your overall goal.   
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A lot of students expressed they didn't like setting goals because they shouldn't have to know 
exactly what their lives are going to look like in the next let's say five years. For some people 
planning their future and setting goals helps them stay focused on reaching those goals but 
other students said they don't like doing that because if they don't meet those goals they stress 
even more. 
Have a mindset of where they want to go so they don't end up not succeeding, you can set goals 
and still not know what exactly you will be doing in five years.   
Maybe they should set broad goals that they know are subject to change 
They could set small realistic goals they know they could reach within a few months or a year   
It may be helpful to briefly bring up or discuss how students deal with not achieving certain 
short-term goals such as a certain grade in a class, getting a certain job as an undergraduate, or 
obtaining an executive positive in a student organization on campus.   
EMPHASIZE OFFICE HOURS FOR HONORS ADVISING.  
You can point students to other resources as well, such as the Madison Advising Peers, especially 
because the Honors College should have a dedicated MAP on hand at Hillcrest.  
Emphasize that goals are not concrete. They can change and adapt to where you are and your 
current situation. So if things do not go the way you planned, do not worry! Many people think 
that doors close if they do not achieve their specific goals, but other doors to different 
opportunities will open as a consequence of not achieving some goals.  
Introducing and orienting goals in a positive and flexible way  
Also, it can be important to mention setting realistic goals, not "ideal world" goals. 
For example, I used to wish I worked out every day, but that goal was so unrealistic, I would just 
never go. Instead, I set a goal of working out every Wednesday. This is an example of setting a 
SMART goal because it was specific and realistic for me to achieve.   
Goals can then be built up. It is important to set smaller goals and use the feeling of achievement 
from successfully completing those goals to set bigger or more expansive goals that one would 
never be able to do in the beginning.   
  
“Our goals can only be reached through a vehicle of a plan, in which we must fervently believe, 
and upon which we must vigorously act. There is no other route to success.” ~ Pablo Picasso  
  
For Next Week: 
The students will be writing their "My Goals" section of the portfolio, so they can definitely use 
the discussion this class as a springboard for their chart. Make sure you emphasize that even 
though they will be submitting this as part of their portfolio, it is still subject to change. 
Sometimes the formality of this assignment can make them feel pressured to create "perfect" 
goals. 
Making goals that end with an "-ing." Focus more on the process than the product and 
emphasize life-long learning.  
Also, it is a good idea to introduce the Four Year Curriculum so that they can attempt some 
cohesion between their goals and their actual plan. Again, emphasize that this is a draft. 
The idea of planning out the rest of their college career might be scary to some students, so be 
sure to remind them this is just an idea and not set in stone. It may be helpful to show students 
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the JMU Course Catalog that lists Gen Ed classes and usually has some sort of timeline for Major 
classes. 
I expressed to my students how many times I have had to change the Curriculum Draft I made 
freshman year, but everything still worked out alright. It was actually helpful to have some sort 
of plan already made so that I had a starting point when I went to look for classes during 
enrollment.  It is also nice to have a plan when they go into an adviser's office. 
Have them try to work on their plan so you can help with it in future weeks. There are no lesson 
plans for the next few weeks so it is the perfect time to bring and ask questions!!! 
Ask what they want out of the class (this is also goal related because you can't just show up to 
classes and go through the motions, you must have an intentional motive. This could be to learn, 
distress, get credit hours, learn from people with experience, form relationships...) This is also 
important to do because the next 2 weeks don't have lesson plans so you can be flexible! 
It was helpful to take a poll (such as Doodle poll) of what the students wanted to really discuss/ 
go over for the next 2 weeks.   
  
Additional Resources/Links:  
To make everyone more relaxed, you could show them the trailer to the movie The Bucket 
List: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvdTpywTmQg  
Have them check out this very interactive website if they are interested in learning about bullet 
journaling: http://bulletjournal.com/get-started/ 
This is a great video to use https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibGnjSKLqTc   
Powerful video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVJJj9hshCM   
Resource for writing goals: https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newHTE_90.htm  
 

Dealing with Stress and Failure 
 

 
Beginning of Class:  
Roses (great thing this week), Buds (great thing to look forward to in the coming week), 
and Thorns (bad thing this week) at the beginning of class can be a great emotional check-in 
every week, but especially for this week's topic. If you are on a time crunch, our students really 
enjoyed our approach which was only having each student contribute one good thing about the 
week, that way, instead of dwelling on the negatives of the week all of the students can discuss 
more positive events (this seemed to make our students feel better). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvdTpywTmQg
http://bulletjournal.com/get-started/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibGnjSKLqTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVJJj9hshCM
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newHTE_90.htm
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At this point in the semester, you most likely know your students well and they probably talk 
fairly openly with you and each other. Make sure you listen to what they say and watch out for 
things such as claims of not having eaten all day or having pulled an all-nighter, etc. Try to make 
sure they understand that school does NOT take a priority over their health.  
It is also important to remind them that their academic success depends on their mental and 
physical health. It's rather difficult to pay attention in organic chemistry when you have only had 
three hours of sleep in the past three days.   
For this week, try putting on some calming background noise (i.e. classical music, waves crashing, 
etc.) or a calming image on the screen (http://bzfd.it/2h7S1lv) and allow your students to take a 
minute or two to just sit in silence and relax before starting class. 
Putting on Billy Joel's "Vienna" and making them listen to the lyrics may be a good relaxing way 
to start class and facilitate discussion. Link 
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZdiXvDU4P0  
Have the students think of a time they failed. Go around, starting with the TA's, and have 
everyone share a time they felt like they failed. Point out any similarities between these 
moments. Then have everyone shared how that moment of failure strengthened them. 
Did they work harder because of it? Did it help them find a different passion? Did it help them 
realize they have internal strength that they weren't aware they had before? Did they discover a 
great support system surrounding them?   
Remind your students that failure isn't the end of the world even though in the moment it may 
seem like it. Many students may be starting to get very overwhelmed with classes at this point in 
the semester and could use some encouragement.  
This is enrollment week. Either set aside time at the beginning to answer enrollment questions 
and/or let them vent about how nervous they are for enrollment or tell them that the last 5-10 
minutes of class will be left to discuss this. Also, feel free to let your students email/text you if 
you are comfortable so that you do not lose too much class time, but are still an available 
resource to them if they need it. 
Be sure to tell them to have their classes in their shopping cart ready to go, and to be on 
MyMadison at least a couple of minutes prior to their enrollment time to click enroll right when 
their enrollment time arrives. 
It is beneficial to pull up MyMadison up on the projector and show them exactly where to search 
for classes and how to add classes to their shopping cart. Also, show them where to look for 
their enrollment time and date. 
Remind them that the 24 hour lab in ECL is a reliable internet source, so if they are worried 
about ResNet crashing on them, send them there! 
Explain the "swap" feature to them. Many of them may want to switch sections that are 
currently closed and will be afraid they're going to lose a seat in their current section. 
Let them know that seats in classes are often opened over several days to give everyone a better 
chance. They will be very stressed about closed classes.  
If someone knows how to bake or can bring in food, I feel like this class of all classes would be a 
good one to bring food in. 
This can be as simple as just getting donuts or donut holes from Dunkin' Donuts. It will serve to 
lighten the mood and be a nice treat for surviving a tough week.  

http://bzfd.it/2h7S1lv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZdiXvDU4P0
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However, do not encourage stress eating, especially with sweets. This can lead to unhealthy 
practices which may negatively impact them in the long term. Mention the importance of taking 
care of yourself over everything else. Sometimes that may mean eating that cookie, and 
sometimes it may mean not eating the cookie.  
The class is more and more in the TAs' hands at this point of the semester. With that said, this 
might be a good week to hold class outside or even reserve a room in SSC or carrier to go to just 
to change things up a bit.  
We started this class by asking questions and just listening. "Who's tired?" "Raise your hand if 
you don't think you get enough sleep." "How can we fix that?" At that point, a lot of them just 
laughed and said "we can't," "it's college," or "we're supposed to be tired"... We just kept waiting 
and I said, "No, seriously how can we fix that?" and then we slowly started brainstorming and 
helping each other. 
A lot of times college students feel like they have to be tired and stressed to be a successful 
college student (especially honors students). It is almost something to brag about. This class is 
not supposed to imply that everyone is stressed or that you should be stressed if you are in 
college/ an honors student. At the same time, you want it to be a comfortable place for them to 
admit that they are stressed or tired so that they can change it. It's better to own up to problems 
and then implement changes to fix them than just ignoring or flaunting them.   
Make sure students understand that it is okay to honestly NOT be stressed. Just because their 
venture through freshman year isn't as stressful as others doesn't mean it isn't as valuable. I 
experienced a lot of first years who would say they were extremely stressed around classmates 
but really were fine when it came down to it.   
It is also important to emphasize that everyone has a unique and individual struggle that might 
not seem as stressful to another person, but respecting others for their lives and their stress is 
only fair.  
Because this is becoming a stressful part of the year, we had every student write down a 
funny/happy/cute Youtube video on a note card at the beginning of class.  We then watched 2 
and will continue to watch two at the beginning of each class for the rest of the semester!  Its a 
fun way to start class and get everyone laughing. 
Take a class field trip to the SSC counseling center/oasis for some de-stressing. 
Take a class field trip to the meditation room in Madison Union to help encourage mindfulness. 
The last option is to save 4 minutes at the end of class to play relaxing music and just close your 
eyes to clear your mind as a class, these 4 minutes could make a huge difference in someone's 
week.  
  
Discussion Ideas: 
There were lots of different options of things for people to read. Have everyone share something 
about the one that they watched/read.  
Remind students that success is not final and failure is not forever! 
You can link this lesson to the Life-long learning lesson (Life-long Learning), the growth mindset 
concept and many others.  
What is the purpose of failure? Can it actually be beneficial?  
Focus on constructive ways to deal with stress. 
This week occurs towards the end of the semester and students may really be feeling the stress. 

http://jmuhon100.pbworks.com/w/page/112226497/Life-long%20Learning
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Remember that in addition to academics, students are still trying to figure out how to function 
on their own in a new environment. They might be losing touch with high school friends that 
used to help them relieve stress, or may not be participating in extra-curricular stress-relieving 
activities that they did in high school. Developing new, constructive ways to deal with stress is 
very important.  
Discuss how you personally handle stress. Did your stress management strategies change when 
you came to college? If so, how?  
It is important for TAs to share with their class how they handle stress successfully. It can help to 
reassure students that they are not alone in feeling a certain way and managing stress is not 
impossible to do.     
It's good for them to hear from other students a little farther down the road of college than 
them. It shows them that we were once in their position and had similar struggles (and we do 
STILL struggle with stress and failure!)  
Did you have problematic coping strategies when you came to college? If so, how did they affect 
you? What have you done to address them and change to constructive coping strategies?  
Emphasize treating yourself! Many of our students said that not doing work stresses them out 
more than anything else. Reassure them that they can take 30 minutes in the hot tub at UREC 
and still finish their homework afterwards. Relaxing and getting work done are not mutually 
exclusive. 
 
Introduce students to the Oasis and the Studio. These are two great, and under-utilized 
resources students can use to relieve stress 
https://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr/services/self-care-services.shtml.   
Talk to your students about what is available to them at UREC.  
There are many great resources to use at UREC.  If you workout ever share with them what you 
do.   
Show them the website and how to sign up for classes. 
Tell them about the nice pool that UREC has that they can go to   
Discuss how exercise or yoga classes can help them de-stress, and the importance of fitting this 
in even during a busy schedule  
Bring up the weekly Madison Honors service project at the SPCA. Being a cat cuddler or dog 
walker can help students manage stress, and also comfort them if they are missing pets at 
home!  
Ask students what makes them happy? How can they have a good day? Encourage them to treat 
themselves because they are so amazing and are doing so much as they transition to college, 
work hard toward their future careers, walk around campus (no easy feat), stay up late to finish 
work, etc. Whatever they do encourage them to reward themselves because their bodies and 
minds both need it.  
Why are bad grades such a powerful influence on students? 
Unsatisfied dopamine reward system?  
Quantifiable measure of failure or inadequacy? 
Won't reach goals because of it? 
Where do you get your self-worth from? What is it contingent on? Grades? Opinions of others? 

https://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr/services/self-care-services.shtml
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There's no shame in any of the answers. Issues with self-worth and outside factors that affect it 
are something every single person deals with. 
Are there positives to a good amount of stress? Some people may work better under the right 
amount of pressure.  
Honors students tend to feel like they should always be taking more credits and doing more than 
everyone else. Although this is a great way to get involved and finish college early, this is a great 
week to remind your students that taking 12 credits doesn't mean you're an underachiever. You 
don't have to take 19 credits to be considered an honors student, not to mention, you'll learn 
more and get more out of your classes if you have more time to focus on each one.  Also, 
everyone has their own limits.  One person may be able to handle 19 easily whereas another 
person may do much better with 12 or 15 and just because you may not be able to handle a ton 
of credits doesn't mean you are any less smart or driven. 
It's more important to be hitting the goals within your major than to compare yourself to others 
in other majors (i.e. music majors are required to take 18+ credits a semester and that is difficult, 
but a biology major with 12 credits that are mostly lab is just as challenging). 
Share how many credits you are taking and how many credits you took in the semester you have 
enjoyed most so far! 
Note that having you or your TA partner share a story about an experience they had with failure 
during their time at JMU and how they learned from that is a great way to get students to open 
up and to realize nobody is perfect.  
Remember they see you as a role model, and likely don't understand how much you have dealt 
with up to this point. Remind them that they will make it through!  
Try having students name one thing they do to relieve stress and how much (on a scale of 1-10) 
that ACTUALLY works for them. If it doesn't, or even if it does, try having other students suggest 
something else they can try. This is a great way to get the students to connect, and also a way 
they can share ideas. Old study habits usually don't work in college, so old stress-relieving habits 
may not work either. Encourage them to try something else that one of their classmates uses. 
Students responded well to just "venting." It worked to have them see that everyone else is just 
as stressed, or stressing about the same things. 
Also, as a TA, it's important to show that you've been that stressed before and you know exactly 
where they're at, but that YOU MADE IT THROUGH. Looking back, although it's easier said than 
done, let them know that they don't always have to stress about the little things.   
In college, and especially among honors students, there is this mentality that you have to be just 
as miserable as everyone else or you aren't working hard enough. Make sure while your students 
are venting that it does not turn into a competition of who is the most stressed. 
Remind your students that, unlike it may have seemed in high school, JMU is not a competition 
to see who the best student is. 
Many of your students may feel pressured to be a perfect student because of the environment 
they experienced in high school. Remind them that JMU is about bettering and improving 
yourself as an individual and not simply a student. Doing poorly in one class does not reduce 
your worth as a person.  
What kept you grounded in high school? What did you do to relax? Do you do that here?  
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You can also talk about the ways that may have changed since entering college. Do the same 
things keep you grounded? Have you found something else or were you able to bring with you 
your ways of relaxing?  
Are there benefits to stress? What was the greatest source of stress you've experienced in your 
academic career so far?   
Stress does not have to be painted in only a negative light. There can be positive stressors, 
known as eustress, that bring out the best in you or challenge you in a way that helps you grow 
and better understand yourself. This a good opportunity to encourage students to continue to 
work hard and recognize when stress is negative and when it is positive. 
How greatly does long term goal setting and incremental (rather than all-in-the-last-minute) 
progress towards completing projects mitigate academic stress? 
What is the appropriate way to deal with black swans, or stressors that weren't foreseen or 
couldn't be anticipated? 
Let them know that the best way to overcome negative stress is to accept it and understand its 
presence! 
Some people rarely or never stress about things in life. Some people stress about almost 
everything. Everyone has a different level of stress in which they optimally perform. Let your 
students know that there is no 'perfect formula' or amount of stress to have.  
Meditation is a great tool for decreasing stress and optimizing performance. Being more mindful 
and understanding your current presence and state of being can provide for increased stability 
and focus in all areas of life! 
If students seem interested, bring up the apps that are available for guided meditation. It can 
help so much to even take a 5 min. break from studying to meditate and relax. 
Emphasize stepping back and asking yourself: is this going to affect me for the rest of my life? 
Will employers ask me about this specific test/project/assignment? We can always get so 
trapped thinking that one thing is going to ruin us, but looking at the bigger picture helps put 
things in perspective.  
Ask what their specific stressors are that are specific to this day and then that are common in 
their daily lives. If finances are brought up, you can mention that being a part-time student is a 
less expensive option and that if they brought in college credits from high school they will likely 
still be able to graduate on time. 
You can also point them to joblink.jmu.edu if they're looking for a job on campus.  
How can you keep failure in one are from crossing over into other aspects of your life? Are 
downward spirals of failure preventable?  
  
Things to Mention/Remember for this Class: 
At this point in the semester, your students will be preparing to enroll for the second time ever 
as college students. As we all know, the enrollment process can prove to be very stressful and 
difficult for many incoming freshmen, even with the benefit of enrolling as an Honors student. 
Use this week to help calm your students' fears and worries about enrollment, and about dealing 
with failure in their current classes and in the remainder of their college careers. Don't be afraid 
to reflect on your own failures, sharing what you learned from them and how they helped you 
grow as an individual (which serves as a great segue into the unit on Lifelong Learning in the 
upcoming weeks). Also be sure to encourage positive outlets for stress relief, as well as the 
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necessity of relieving stress in maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Following are some tips and 
testimonies for a successful and stress-free class on dealing with stress. 
During enrollment for the Spring 2017 courses, a lot of TAs got complaints about the slim 
pickings of honors GenEds. Reassure your students that the Honors College is definitely flexible 
and understanding about this kind of stuff and that if they need to figure out how to keep up 
with their honors courses they can easily meet with Jared! 
Our class struggled to talk about the different articles and videos that they were supposed to 
watch (only one) for this week. Most of the students were repeating what each other said and 
therefore I wondered if any of them actually read an article since there wasn't an assignment 
directly correlated to reading one of the articles. It might be more beneficial to select three or so 
readings they all read. Therefore, we decided to go around the room and ask each individual 
student how they de-stress. This was a much more effective way to get a conversation going 
about different ways to deal with stress. Maybe even write down the ways that students say 
they deal with stress on the whiteboard so that students can see how many different ways there 
are to deal with stress. 
We had our class break into smaller groups and assigned half the groups to list some stressors in 
their life and the other half list ways they de-stressed. Then we discussed the similarities and 
differences between the things the groups came up with and talked about the positive ways we 
de-stress. This is a good time to mention the resources on campus for students who feel overly 
stressed. 
I think it's important to talk about identity because some people find their identity in their grades 
or schoolwork. If this is the case then their world does fall apart if they get a bad grade. There 
are other things to find your identity through though, too, that are better or worse like drugs, 
friends, food, social media presence, sports team, God, popularity... 
We are teaching honors students. These kids are typically high achieving & often want to have it 
all figured out, with no room for error. I had to explain many times that everything will be fine 
and to just breathe. They can't give more than their all, and sometimes that results in failure- but 
that's okay. They may look at you like you have two heads, but having that reminder there that a 
bad grade or a bad day is not the end of their college careers. 
At this point, I found it helpful to talk about my own failure/bad day experience. It shows that 
someone can fail and still succeed overall. 
We had a student in our class contemplate leaving JMU. Our role in a situation like this is more 
important than we may realize. We're both peers and role models for them. Sometimes 
freshmen honors students have trouble transitioning because in high school, being an honors 
student just meant they tried a little harder than other students and got A's. At JMU it's more 
than that and this means more stress than they're used to. But we have to let students know the 
options they have and that JMU has a number of resources they can seek out before deciding to 
leave. (See Resources section) If a student does decide to leave, do not take it personally, that 
student is doing what he/she thinks is best for them at that time. Offer support and guidance but 
ultimately, the choice is the students. 
While the Oasis is a wonderful resource for students on campus to relax, you cannot take your 
class into the Oasis as a group. Simply walking as a class to SSC and showing them where it is (3rd 
floor inside the counseling center), however, was beneficial for many of our students. Be 
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respectful of the privacy of those who use the counseling center and do not take your class 
inside. Encourage them to go in and explore after class, NOT as an entire group. 
Mention the craft room as well!  
Emphasize that your health is more important than a grade will ever be.  If you are having issues 
with physical or mental health, don't let it get worse, or think it's not important enough to 
address.  We have wonderful resources on campus - take advantage of them so that you can be 
at your best. 
Encourage them to look and tie this all back with their goals. Does worrying over stress/ failure 
help them achieve their goals? (Sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn't) 
Personal favorite quote/prayer: God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; 
courage to change the things I can; and wisdom to know the difference. a.k.a. Don't worry about 
what you can't change. If you can change it, stop worrying about it and do something productive. 
Sometimes a big source of stress in their lives is being away from family/high school friends. 
Encourage them to use things such as FaceTime or Skype to reconnect with those people. 
Consider holding class in a different, more relaxing environment this week (Shenandoah multi-
purpose room is perfect) to encourage students to feel at ease. 
DO NOT ignore serious problems!! If one of your students seems to be having excessive issues 
with stress to the point that it is negatively impacting them, suggest they visit the counseling 
center or talk to a family member more openly about their issues. 
One class mentioned Pinterest and how great a resource it is for inspirational quotes/motivators. 
One of my personal favorites  
  

 
  
  
Notes about the Stress Survey for the Future: 
In the stress survey, students often don’t like how the answer options are strongly disagree to 
strongly agree. They would prefer if some of the answer choices were simply yes/no. There was 
a question regarding if a relative lived within 30 miles, but students didn't know how to answer 
that with agree or disagree, because some have family at 40, 50 or 60 miles.  
Also, perhaps a stress survey that actually gives results or has more of a purpose would be 
useful. The students answered questions, but there was no totaling of score at the end to 
suggest that someone is very stressed or not at all. They are simply answering questions that 
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they are unsure of what their answer will mean. For example: "I get at least 7 hours of sleep a 
day." If they typically get less sleep, would we assume they are stressed? A lot of people function 
very well off of six hours.   
if answers are not an option, have a class discussion about what everyone thinks the answers 
are!  If they think that their personal answers are actually causing stress or not.  
If we could have everyone take this survey before class, and give TA's access to a summed 
version of the results, it would be a very interesting conversation starter  
  
Activities: 
Donuts! Halloween candy on sale! Arts & craft fall project (look at Pinterest, but we did ghosts 
with lollipops and tissues) 

 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86HUcX8ZtAk 
End class 10-15 minutes early and do a Progressive Relaxation activity for the remainder of the 
time. This may be the only self-care activity that your students do for the day or even the week, 
so it is a great idea to take time from class to do a relaxing activity. The link above goes to a 
progressive relaxation video, where students are asked to relax and tense different body parts 
for 15 minutes. There are so many videos out there that provide great relaxation methods that 
can be done in the classroom, so try to find one that best fits your class! 
One section ended with a breathing exercise: close your eyes, shift to get comfortable, rest your 
hands on your lap however you find comfortable. Inhale for 4 seconds, hold for 7 seconds, 
exhale for 8 seconds, repeat.  
We played relaxing music from YouTube during our class and the students loved it  
One section tried a short meditation exercise.  It was a new experience for most of the students, 
and they seemed to be open to it and enjoy the change of pace, 
During our week where we discussed stress, we went into the Hillcrest lounge and took some 
time for everyone to just relax on the beanbags and on the floor.  We turned off the lights and 
turned on some music and just had everyone relax and clear their minds.  Everyone had been 
very stressed out this week so our students were very happy about taking some time to do 
nothing at all.  
  
On-Campus Resources for Stress Management: 
Madison Meditates  
https://info.jmu.edu/studentactivities/2014/07/23/madison-meditates-2/ 
Massage therapy 
https://www.jmu.edu/recreation/wellness/massage.shtml 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86HUcX8ZtAk
https://info.jmu.edu/studentactivities/2014/07/23/madison-meditates-2/
https://www.jmu.edu/recreation/wellness/massage.shtml
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The Oasis in SSC 
The Counseling Center in SSC 
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) in Blue Ridge Hall  
The Learning Centers and Tutoring (SSC)   
Meditation room in UREC 
Meditation Room in Madison Union  
UREC group fitness classes (Yoga)  
https://urecregister.jmu.edu  
Hot Tub and Recreational Pool at UREC 
Religious/Spiritual Organizations 
Cru  
Intervarsity 
CCM  
RUF 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
Agape  
OCF (Orthodox Christian Fellowship) 
JMJews  
MSA (Muslim Student Association) 
The Arboretum 
Take a walk around campus and go to an academic building you never have before i.e. not being 
a science major and walking into HHS or Bioscience. 
  
Homework for Next Week: 
In explaining the creative assignment for 'dealing with stress' due the following week, make sure 
to emphasize that we are looking for something creative as that is the topic of next week. Many 
students asked if they take a walk in nature to de-stress can they just simply take a picture of a 
tree; and while a nature walk is a great way to de-stress, we want students to show their creative 
side in this assignment. Try to make this assignment seem fun, and definitely suggest that they 
do something they really enjoy, not just what would be easiest. For example, one of our students 
loves baking and so his creative project was enjoyable for him, and something he could share 
with the class! Maybe suggest that students create a fun video of pictures they took during a 
nature walk that has some de-stressing background music. 
  
Some examples of what students did: 
Picture collages of family and friends 
Poetry 
Playing musical instrument 
Work out routine/ Playing a sport with explanation 
Why sleeping relaxes them  
Lyrics of a song that relaxes them 
 
 
 

https://urecregister.jmu.edu/
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Creativity and Innovation 
 

 
Beginning of Class Ideas: 
Think about reserving the Studio in the Counseling Center for your class this week.   
They have tons of art supplies to use and the room is very relaxing.   
We took our class and they absolutely loved it. It was a great way to relax from the week and 
tied creativity and stress relief together  
It may be nice to mention the Clubhouse in Madison Union as well, but you can't use this space 
unless you are using the materials for an organization 
Start this week with high/lows as this is a very exciting week for many students because 
Thanksgiving break starts at the end of the week and registration for the spring semester is over! 
Therefore, you will probably see a large change in your students high/lows this week. Many of 
them may not even have a low, which is very exciting! 
A start up/warm up exercise could be drawing a picture using only circles in one minute, then 
explain the picture to the class. 
SHOW THEM YOUR CREATIVITY! 
Leading by example is the best way to show them the importance of creative thinking . 
Ask them how they can be creative in their field of study (this may be easy for art majors, but 
may require thinking outside the box for other majors)  
Play devil's advocate, don't let them get pigeon holed into thinking the art majors are the only 
creative ones. Example: Mathematics to many is a very uncreative major, but argue the problem 
solving that math majors must do to come up with a solution is a very creative thought process.  
If you are in a major that is not traditionally known for its creativity, then it would be good for 
you open up with this so that their thinking is challenged. Similar to Mathematics, Computer 
Science requires a lot of creativity but I'm sure many would think that technical majors are not 
creative majors, but they are, it's just in a different way. It's important to start this dialog and get 
them thinking. 
Talk to them about Areas of Emphasis within the Honors College. Those classes are 
interdisciplinary and encourage creative and open thinking. 
For the time being, starting an area of emphasis in one area doesn't limit you to only taking 
classes in that specific area. The emphasis comes from the student, as they are able to take 
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classes from another area or discipline in order to link the time in the classroom across semester 
in a creative manner.  
Link the creativity discussion to last week by having the students share the creative 
representation of coping with stress that was due before class (if they are comfortable enough) 
Be patient- sharing creative projects like poetry can be hard to share with others!  
Some students were actually really thrilled to share with one another. For the most part, this was 
a project that talks about something that they actually ENJOY doing, so if you emphasize that 
point, they may be more willing to share.    
This gives you an opportunity to learn about and actually witness something the passions/talents 
your students possess 
This also gives you a really fun and engaging way to start class, as each student gets to discuss 
something that they care deeply about   
Two words: FINGER PAINT. Hands-on experiential learning is the best, let them release their 
inner child on this day! 
Three more words:  SHOW AND TELL, who doesn't love the good ol' first-grade tradition of show 
and tell?  
Two other words: PLAY DOUGH. Hands on, non-messy, extremely fun group activity! 
This is a great week to go see the art therapy room in the SSC   
Play THEATRE GAMES. Get them on their feet and moving and laughing!!  
  
Discussion Questions: 
What exactly is creativity? Can people learn to be creative?  
Ask students what their definition of creativity is. For larger classes, pair the students off into 
groups, so that they can brainstorm a definition of creativity together. It may be a good idea to 
ask students to share their majors before they give a definition because different majors will 
probably have different definitions of creativity. 
You can provide the definition of creativity, the use of the imagination or original ideas, and 
explain how it can be used in different context.  
Creativity, root word create, comes from the Latin term creatus which means to make or to bring 
forth.   
Emphasize that creativity is not necessarily limited to being artistically inclined. Discuss ways that 
you can be creative in all fields.  
Ask students what it means to be creative within their individual majors.  
 Can scientists (science majors) be creative? How?  
One section had multiple computer science majors as well as dance/music majors. It was 
interesting to hear the CS majors talk about being creative and creating things and then the 
music/dance majors comparing it to what they do!   
Can artists be logical? 
Creativity in the medical field is always a good example that people can relate to but may not 
necessarily think about beforehand. If a doctor doesn't know the answer to a problem, can they 
be creative to solve it? 
Is college killing your creativity? Is it different from the schooling you've experienced prior?  
If you are feeling this way, what can you do to counteract this?   
Talk about creativity vs. innovation 
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Is there a difference between the two?  
What comes to mind when you hear those words?   
Does creativity increase or decrease over time? Why or why not? 
Or does it evolve/ take another form?  
Are there particular times of the day you feel most creative? Times of the year?  
Is creativity an innate trait? Or is it formed by external forces shaping our mind early on? 
Going along with this, can someone learn to be creative?  
If you can learn to be more creative, how?  
Do you have to be creative to use creativity as an outlet (like drawing or writing)? 
Encourage them to try something creative. It doesn't have to be perfect and they don't have to 
show anyone! The goal of creativity is to think and relax, not necessarily make a masterpiece. 
Does creativity have to be a product or can it simply be a way of thinking/processing 
information?  
Can you foster creativity? 
Are there exercises to increase creative energy?  
Is there a specific time of day that you feel most creative?  
How does the Honors Thesis project encourage creativity?   
Is the current education system ruining creativity? Are things becoming too structured? 
Where is the middle ground between creativity and structure? 
Creative ways of being creative? 
Thinking outside the box and not simply creating a piece of art  
Do students go to the same place or activity to de-stress as they do to express creativity? 
For example, does a person who likes to de-stress by dancing, also use dance as a way to express 
their creativity?  
This type of question creates a link between last week's discuss topic and this weeks'. 
What happens if your field is a creative one?  Does the pressure to be creative kill some of the 
innate joy of creativity?  
How can you apply creativity in the real world? 
Why is it important to be creative?  
How does creativity look different in different countries? 
What are some of those creative college "life hacks"? (making things out of everyday items) You 
could even do this together as a class activity! Just google it! 
Activity: put pictures up and have people make memes of them. Best meme gets a piece of 
candy! 
Has google/internet increased or decreased our creativity?  
Do certain majors allow for more/less creativity? (We found it easier for people not in 
your major to think of ways that major can still be creative. Ex. pre-dentistry)  
What does creativity mean in your future career? 
Is creativity valuable to you? 
Is creativity valuable to your field? Think hard about this, art is not the only form of creativity 
there is. Now re-answer the question!  
Discuss how each students' major requires creativity and how it can be applied with internships 
and post-grad  
Was creativity something that was rewarded in your elementary, middle, and high schools? 
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Are your parents and family members creative? Did they encourage your creativity when you 
were growing up? Based on these two answers, Are you similar or different to them in this 
aspect? 
Outside of practical purposes (i.e. the product), does creativity offer internal, psychological 
benefits?  
  
Discussion Questions in Relation with the TED Talk Video  
This TED talk discusses how schools are killing creativity in students. Do your students agree with 
this? 
We had an interesting discussion between public and private schools and the differences in how 
the school approached creativity 
Have students share their specific experiences. 
One student mentioned she felt the killing of creativity was not only in the maths and sciences, 
but included the arts as well.   
Did their school even offer the obvious classes to foster creativity such as art and music? Some 
schools, especially in low-income counties, cut the "unnecessary" classes due to budgetary 
reasons.   
Do students agree that schools shun the classical arts (theater, dance, paint)? If so, how should 
this be changed? 
Did some schools actually foster creativity? If so, how? 
In one class students began discussing educational policy, and how that relates to creativity (i.e. 
No Child Left Behind, standardized testing)  
This is a great topic for discussion because it is easy for students to recall their own personal 
experiences with standardized testing    
How did students react to a lack of creativity in school?  Did they even notice it was missing?  
If you have any future teachers in the class, ask them how they felt about the video. Is there any 
methods they plan on using to bring creativity in the classroom or do they disagree with the 
video? 
The video goes as far to say that creativity is as important as literacy 
What do your students think of this statement? 
Do they believe that reading skills and creative skills are equally important?  
It was really interesting to see how students' interactions with the worldwide "hierarchy of 
subjects" 
We asked the students how other people react when they tell their major  
Then we discussed how most people generally seem to react more positively to 
science/business/engineering majors, while a lot of the music or dance majors are often 
responded to with statements like "Oh, do you have a second major?" or "What would you do 
with that?" 
This led to an interesting discussion on how our society (and most societies) value some subjects 
and jobs over others, or that often we can view music and art as "less useful" than math and 
language  
You can also tie this into how prevalent creative media is in our lives, how often we consume it 
and take it for granted, yet we don't give credit to those that actually produce it. This is an 
interesting thing to further discuss, as you can talk about the value of creativity in society.  
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Things to Mention/Remember for this Class:  
Bring in a table long piece of paper for students to doodle on while discussing creativity! This is 
especially helpful if your class is quiet, doodling while discussing takes some of the pressure off 
of quiet students and helps focus ideas. 
You can also print out coloring sheets or bring in blank sheets of paper.  
Mention how doodling on your notes in class or making them more fun to read helps you retain 
the information better because your mind is active (there is science backing this I swear). This 
includes drawing boxes around things, suns, squiggle lines, ribbons, whatever you can draw to 
emphasize information. 
Encourage your students to express creativity through projects that allow some autonomy. 
Give examples of ways in which you have been creative for a "boring" assignment. If you still 
have it, perhaps show them or talk about it briefly. 
Emphasize this point: Nothing beats the feeling of going beyond what was expected and creating 
something of your own. 
You can tie this in with the faculty discussion because professors love when a student becomes 
really passionate about an assignment/topic.  
You can slightly (briefly) bring up the honors capstone and how you can go the creative route 
since most people think that it is restricted to research or essay based.  I say briefly because the 
idea of the capstone really freaks them out right now, but you can still put the idea in their mind! 
And just because you're not an art or music major doesn't mean you can't go the creative route. 
Science, Math, and English majors can get creative too!  
Talk to some of your upperclassmen Honors friends to get a sense of what people are actually 
doing for their Thesis projects. If someone is doing a creative project (especially in a math or 
science field) share the idea with your students! That way you can show proof of creativity in 
every field.   
This is a great chance to relate how the Honors curriculum can enhance and promote creativity 
within your college experience  
Discussion-based courses instead of regular lectures 
Open-ended projects or papers instead of direct and concrete instructions 
Study abroad opportunities (creative way of learning) 
Creativity Area of Emphasis  
Encourage them to try creative attempts at school assignments. They may get shut down by 
their professors, but it's worth trying and they could even end up learning more about 
themselves by doing so.   
Try doing this project yourself- it doesn't take a lot of time, and that way you can be the first to 
share if students at first seem unwilling.   
Honors students are the least likely of students to believe that they are creative. Try to break 
down that barrier by having coloring pages out, or playing a word game. Anything works!   
Honor whatever creative activity they were able to accomplish. 
Several of our students struggled with this and talked about how stressful it was to color, but 
they still did it. 
Our kids talked about coloring stressing them out too!! Go back to the stress and failure section 
and remind them to let go of those ideas of failure and imperfection!  
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Remind students that creativity comes in all forms.  There is no wrong way to be creative! 
Thinking outside the box and looking at things in a different way are important characteristics of 
college and Honors students!   
Finally, discuss the learning portfolio assignment, and encourage students to be as creative as 
possible with this assignment. 
This may be the last class before Fall Break. You may want to take a few minutes to discuss with 
your students their thoughts on going home. Warn them that it may be awkward and feel weird 
to go back. They've changed, maybe their hometown has changed, maybe it hasn't. All of these 
can lead to strange experiences. Also mention that it's okay to not be excited to go home. 
Everybody has their own unique home situation, and we have a good opportunity to allow none 
of them to feel alone in their feelings.  

  
Resources: 
JMU Counseling Self Care Services: https://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr/services/self-care-
services.shtml 
These include the Oasis and the Studio which are housed in the Counseling Center.  
Apps that boost creativity: http://www.creativebloq.com/features/5-free-apps-that-can-boost-
your-creativity 
Awesome TED Talks: https://www.ted.com/playlists/11/the_creative_spark   
Encourage students to visit the artWorks gallery and New Image gallery at 131 Grace st. I 
sometimes go there when I need to de-stress or entertain my mind with something other than 
school work. The New Image gallery has exhibits that frequently change and are not what one 
would typically consider "art." The galleries consists of many different ideas, backgrounds and 
statements being presented through unconventional media. 
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts always has an array of creative things to see.  There are 
plays, dance concerts, music concerts, and less conventional areas like photography and 
costume displays.  
Even just walking around Duke Hall is visually interesting! There are lots of cool student pieces 
on display! 
Mad4U hosts art nights every Saturday night in the club house from 7:30 to 10:30. 
Mad4U also hosts Open Mic Night every Tuesday in TDU from 7:00 to 11:00. This is a great way 
for students to showcase their creativity in a non-judgmental atmosphere. 
This video about creativity in schools is expertly presented in a very creative way. It is very 
informative and engaging!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqTTojTija8   

https://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr/services/self-care-services.shtml
https://www.jmu.edu/counselingctr/services/self-care-services.shtml
http://www.creativebloq.com/features/5-free-apps-that-can-boost-your-creativity
http://www.creativebloq.com/features/5-free-apps-that-can-boost-your-creativity
https://www.ted.com/playlists/11/the_creative_spark
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dqTTojTija8
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Something that A LOT of students don't know about but is so cool is the X Labs! They 
offer free pop up classes for things like glass blowing, drones, ans robotics. All you have to do is 
register! http://jmuxlabs.org/pop-up-classes/  
The world's most creative countries: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/10/most-creative-
countries-in-the-world/   
 

Life-long Learning 
 

 
Things to Mention/Remember for This Class 
 Encourage your students that learning never ends! Its always funny to show a clip about 
grandparents "Skyping" or using new technology during this time 
Bring in personal anecdotes - for example, I just started playing violin because why not! If you 
want to do something, you can, there's nothing stopping you.  
I know we don't want to talk about that other school down the road, but students at UVA are 
called first-years, second-years, and so on because Thomas Jefferson believed that learning was 
lifelong and that it never stopped, even after graduating from college and moving on to other 
things.   
Remind your students that their brains always have the capacity to learn from different 
situations.   
Relate this to Growth Mindset and Neuroplasticity.   
Learning is what makes us animals. The appreciation and pursuit of learning is what makes us 
human. 
Everyone just went home and maybe saw family. Maybe ask them to ask their parents/other 
generational family how they are still learning. Grandparent-aged people give great perspectives 
on this too.  
This is the week after Thanksgiving. For many students, this could be the first time they went 
home since first coming to college. Leaving the second time is sometimes even harder than the 
first. Be sensitive to that and maybe ask about that? Talk enough so that they can tell many of 
them feel the same way and they are not alone in their shocked/ excited/ homesick/ frustrated 
feelings. Make sure it's clear that there is not one right or wrong way to feel.  It is also helpful to 
share your experiences with them! 
How have things at home changed? 
How have things in your town changed? (Construction?) 

http://jmuxlabs.org/pop-up-classes/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/10/most-creative-countries-in-the-world/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/10/most-creative-countries-in-the-world/
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has the family dynamic changed? (Parents consider them adults, etc)  
Funny stories? 
Political tension? (This class period fell the week after the presidential election) 
If this gets too heated (like it may have been at Thanksgiving dinner) try to switch the topic. 
Speaking of Thanksgiving break, it really helped our class to stay connected over break. One way 
we did this was have everyone send a photo to our Groupme of their Thanksgiving meal, if they 
wanted. We talked about our favorite foods the week before break, so this was just a fun way to 
get to know each other a little better. This also made the transition back into our class super 
easy.  
Thanksgiving break may be the first time that all of their friends from high school are back from 
school at the same time. Ask about how the dynamics of their friend groups have changed, 
whether that was because they just grew apart from not seeing those friends daily (like they did 
in high school) or they changed since coming to college. 
Share your own experiences from your first break back home during your first semester 
Many students said similar things happened to their friend groups, which was reassuring to 
others in the class  
Some students may have experienced changes in their family life or home (i.e. parents changing 
their bedroom around) so be aware of this! 
It is easy for the students to feel overwhelmed or bummed about being back at school. To avoid 
dwelling on this, we had our students only focus on the positives by having everyone answer 
three questions (they don't have to be these exact three, but just fun questions to help start 
a discussion): 
Favorite part about break 
Why you're excited to be back  
Favorite Thanksgiving dish (or food over break)  
Students, especially honors, tend to only take classes and participate in things that would look 
good on their resume. Try encouraging them to do things that would be interesting to them or 
'just for fun.' This led to a conversation about how the things that are included in the lifelong 
learning category are things we would want to learn about 'for fun'  
Part of life-long learning is thinking about how much you learn outside of formal educational 
settings. I know I've learned more outside the classroom than I've learned sitting and listening to 
a lecture.  
Remember to include how Honors both promotes and supports life-long learning through many 
different avenues 
This would be a great time to talk about Honors Study Abroad programs, which are life-changing 
learning experiences  
Also talk about the different Area of Emphasis' available in Honors! These are great opportunities 
to tailor your honors experience to your passions, not just your major. Science majors can take 
culture and creativity classes, history majors can take leadership classes, etc. The opportunities 
are endless!  
At the end of class: Ask students for feedback about the semester. Is there anything they were 
expecting the class to cover that wasn't? You can use this information to shape the last class. Our 
students asked to repeat the Values activity. Also was a confidence boost that student's felt my 
TA partner and I were good sources of information and motivation.   
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Do a class giving, it's a great way to get rid of extra food mom sent you back to school with and 
fun bonding for the class as the rediscover their family at JMU. 
Be aware, if you have students bring in food you will probably get a lot of vending machine food 
or things they could pick up at POD. Most students won't go to Walmart just to get real food so 
make muffins or something home-made if you are off campus! 
It is fun to write letters of thanks to dining service employees and go deliver them as a group. 
It is also great to discuss what at JMU you are thankful for.  
  
Activities   
Start class with a very broad 5 minute writing prompt: "What if?"  
Don't give the students any more instructions besides this prompt and see what they come up 
with in their writing 
This type of prompt may lead to writing about future learning or careers, but also may go in a 
completely different direction  
One section gave students 3 minutes to write and then shared. Some responses were creative 
and some were deep. Thank everyone for sharing.  
This being the week after Thanksgiving break, doing a debrief about what the students did, if 
anything felt different, etc. was a great way to start off class. 
Compare and contrast their activities over break with what they used to do before college. Is it 
still the same as before or has their routine or activities changed? Do they still interact with the 
same people or do they have new friends from JMU that they spend time with? 
This week we decided to try having everyone write down their name on an index card, begin to 
doodle, and throughout the class passed the index cards around. We all added to the doodles of 
the previous person. Not only did this lighten the mood and get people engaged, but it also 
helped boost conversation and filled in any possible long lapses of silence.    
After discussion has died down, have the class write down 5 ways they may still be growing in 
their life in 10 years. 
They could write down where they see themselves, things they would like to have accomplished, 
new hobbies or interests they hope to have obtained or be involved in. 
I asked them to share and no one wanted to, so I shared a few off of my list first in hopes they 
would appreciate my openness, which they did.   
People discussed the careers they wanted, where they wanted to live, what they wanted to learn 
or be learning (new languages, musical instruments etc.), organizations they wanted to be 
involved in and more. It was really cool for everyone to hear about everyone else's different 
plans.   
Ask students to think of a person they know of or is close to them that exemplifies what a 
growth-minded individual is. Then go around the room and have each person share about each 
individual they selected.  
Some students may already be stressed about finals coming up, so you may need to 
begin helping them prepare for finals.  Refer back to the week about dealing with stress.  
Give them suggestions and tips for studying, some of which can come from being a student at 
JMU for some time, such as low-key study spots most people don't know about, coffee shops 
downtown, or even just taking advantage of the quieter sections in the libraries.  
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Pass around note cards and ask every student to draw something (if they couldn't think of 
anything, we suggested drawing something that represented their Thanksgiving break). After 
that, we had one TA praise their effort and the other praise their talent. If done lightheartedly, it 
can be a good way to actually show how teachers/parents/coaches, etc. reinforce either fixed or 
growth mindsets without trying to.  
Bring a whiteboard marker to class 
Create a diagram on the board with Growth Mindset on one side and Fixed Mindset on the other 
side 
Have students come up to the board one at a time and write down one aspect of at least one of 
the types of mindsets 
**If you have a class that you think is not doing the readings, this can be a great way to test 
them and make them understand that the readings are important for this class as it is a 
discussion based class. 
Examples of conditions for both mindsets: 
Growth Mindset- thrive on challenges, sees failure as a heartening springboard for growth, 
individuals who want to stretch themselves, want to learn 
Fixed Mindset- believes that our character, intelligence and creative ability don’t change, like to 
stay on the safe side of things, want to succeed in order to seem smart, tend judge and evaluate 
others  
N.B.: Neither the growth or fixed mindset is better than the other. Both are required to be a 
successful student. The most important element is learning when to implement each mindset.  
Writing activity: Have students think about their lives after graduation. 
Where do they see themselves and what do they think they will be doing after college? 
How will learning still be incorporated in their everyday lives?    
If you want to help them out with a coming learning portfolio, and give them a chance to think 
more about their future careers, give them maybe half the class to work on their resumes and 
Linkedin portfolios while having you there as a resource  
  
Easy Ways to Incorporate Learning for Enjoyment Daily:   
There are many great resources for learning besides a four-year college. Community colleges 
have adult education classes on all sorts of topics. Some examples are beekeeping and making 
your own bio-fuels. 
YouTube is another great source for free lessons. MIT has a number of their lectures on 
YouTube. 
Ted Talks are a great way to learn about new topics on a deep but manageable level.  
Just googling "how to..." can provide a plethora of online courses, guided lesson plans, etc. It's 
always fun to find something new to try in your spare time!  
Having deep conversations with friends or relatives. Grandparents can give perspectives on past 
events. Maybe your parents know someone who works in a field you might be interested in. 
Building your community builds your knowledge base! Interacting with many different people 
means you are exposed to many different perspectives and information. 
Reading in their spare time is a great way to always continue learning. 
Newspapers, magazines, journal entries, blogs, etc... are also becoming more popular today. 
They're interesting because you get to see perspectives different from your own. If they already 
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read the news, encourage them to check a variety of sources, a particularly outlet may be well 
written and informative, but gathering a variety of viewpoints on certain events and issues can 
not only be helpful to forming your personal viewpoint, but also understanding others'. 
Reading fiction is also a great way for people to learn new things. People with social anxiety learn 
how to talk to others by reading how different characters interact. It can be very therapeutic for 
freshmen, especially since the majority of them have never lived with someone else in their 
room before.   
The Dukes Book Club is an easygoing book club that reads one book a month from varying 
genres :)  
You can also recommend books to each other in class. Another fun way to make the class more 
personal.  
Netflix isn't only for procrastinating, there are lots of documentaries that are educational.  
Examples: 
Jiro Dreams of Sushi (INCREDIBLE- most famous sushi chef in the world) 
For Grace (if you're hungry- high level cooking) 
Into the Abyss (v intense/eye opening- inside the justice system) 
Ballet 422 (if you're into the arts-ballet in NYC) 
Biggie and Tupac (classic-greatest rap legends) 
Brooklyn Castle (feel good movie- inner city New York HS students playing competitive chess) 
Dear Zachary (if you need a good cry- the story of a man and his child 
Hoop Dreams (all time favorite of mine- inner city Chicago and basketball dreams) 
The Mask You Live In/Miss Representation: both deal with gender issues and equality in society! 
Cowspiracy and Forks Over Knives: Both are great documentaries that expand on the benefits of 
the Whole Food Plant Based diet, as well as elucidating some of unknown and interesting things 
about animal agriculture. 
There are also the classics, such as Blackfish, Supersize Me, and Food Inc. Waiting for 
Superman is also a really interesting (a good display on how some documentaries can be 
misleading) 
Take a chance on an elective class or a GenEd if you need extra credits. You might find out you 
have a secret passion for kickboxing or two-dimensional drawing! JMU has a lot of interesting 
courses for one credit (there is way you can search for them on MyMadison) 
It may be worth it to show students where they can find these and the course descriptions in the 
catalog. In addition, there are sometimes classes offered in a discipline for students not in the 
major, such as Music for the non-music major or Ceramics for non-art majors. Professors will 
also sometimes let you take a course even if you don't meet the requirement by just asking 
them. I've done this before a Psychology course and my friends that took the class have even 
gone on to TA the course afterwards despite not being Psychology majors. This ties back into the 
faculty and mentors lesson. 
Brain game apps like Lumosity are a great way to stimulate your brain!  
Learning or studying a new language can drastically increase the connections in your brain, 
encourage students to study abroad, study a language in college or in their free time; 
bilingualism is more achievable than people realize, but even just introductory knowledge of 
another language challenges the mind in a positive way and increases awareness of other 
cultures. 
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Similarly, traveling and service are fun ways to learn experientially. It is really easy sometimes to 
fall into the false belief that textbooks and lectures are the only real ways of learning. There are 
many learning experiences that are far removed from academia, that can sometimes be the 
most profound. So, encourage your class not only to be engaged students but also engaged 
citizens/people.  
The concept of life-long learning is a crucial part of being an honors student and is one of the 
things that sets them apart!  
Explain/talk about different ways you and your TA partner have or plan to continue to learn 
throughout college/after graduation or ways you are already going beyond what your classes are 
teaching you all. It is important to give examples and show them instead of just explaining that it 
is important. Even if you don't have any concrete examples from your life discussing what you 
are interested in pursuing in the future outside of college is a form of an example.  
Drawing on your personal experience legitimizes any theoretical discussion. It can prove to these 
students that their feelings are validated, that we might have had similar experiences. It can 
normalize any foreign feelings for them. 
Volunteering regularly is a great way to increase experiential learning. Some volunteer positions 
require you to learn new skills or apply skills you have in new ways. Other positions allow you to 
meet and interact with people that you otherwise might not meet, and allow you to increase 
your knowledge about the world.   
If your students are deeply passionate about their major, suggest some non-school sources that 
they can get information from.  
Duolingo/Language learning apps. They are great resources to learn a language by practicing for 
a few minutes every day. It's also a great tool to keep up a language over the summer or during 
breaks. 
Just talk to people and truly LISTEN! You can learn a lot about a person and their passions if you 
are willing to let them share. You may even learn about a new hobby you want to get involved 
in! 
"A mind stretched by a new experience can never go back to its old dimensions" -Oliver Wendell 
Holmes.  
  
Discussion Questions: 
What does "life-long learning" mean to them? Does it refer to things purely educational or does 
it simply learning in a different way?   
One class has a lot of people that will actually be going into the education field.  If you know 
anything about the education field you can share that with them and talk to them about how 
they will have to keep taking classes and educate themselves on the latest teaching strategies 
and stuff like that.  
You can also talk about how no matter what field you are in you will probably have to do some 
sort of professional development; however, you can still continue to be a life-long learner in 
things other than the field you are in to broaden your horizons and be an informed and 
knowledgeable person! 
How have you seen life-long learning in effect here at JMU?  
In general, what is learning - can it have different meanings?    
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Relating back to the purpose of college, are we supposed to learn what we need to know and 
simply apply it later? 
If not, how do we keep learning when we begin our careers?   
Learning doesn't have to be limited to the classroom. Think about what you choose to do with 
your free time or want to do if you had free time. What passions do you have and how might you 
structure your learning around them? For example, if you love hiking, you could take classes on 
plant identification or utilize the UREC adventure trips.  
How can you build your community to promote lifelong learning?  
How does the honors college foster life-long learning?  
For you, is college the end-all-be-all for your education? Your last step? Just a stepping stone for 
grad school/med school/law school? Or is it a stepping off point for learning the rest of your 
life?  
Do you value the GenEd program? Is it an important part of your education or do you think it is 
just a waste of time and money?  
What can you learn from GenEd classes that might not be applicable to your major classes or 
career goals but can be helpful in life? 
Have each TA share how a GenEd class related to one of their major classes, or vice versa. 
Similarly, you can also share experiences where maybe a GenEd didn't seem to help very much, 
but then add a positive spin to it.  
Are learning and knowledge defined by nature or nurture? Could it be a combination? 
Our class really agreed that learning and knowledge comes from both nature and nurture 
Ask your students to provide examples to go along with their belief  
How does luck play a role in your future compared to grit/hard work? 
Is "too smart" a thing? (This can transition into having an ego. Become ego-less through service! 
Start now by visiting SSC!) 
How does learning in the classroom differ from learning outside of the classroom? 
Is there a certain way you learn best (interactive, listening, watching, etc)?  How can you 
incorporate that into your life-long learning?  
What is something you have learned in the last week (because you weren't in a school 
classroom!)?  
You can connect this to last week's lesson by asking "how does learning connect to failure?" 
In college we can get tired of class, we want to go out in the "real world" and DO the stuff we are 
learning. Ask, "Is this the real world?" "How can we stay motivated to learn while we are here 
and not working yet?" "How can we get connected to pour out as much as we are getting poured 
into?" (Service Learning) 
Alternative Break Programs at JMU pride themselves on Community Service Learning. If students 
are passionate about learning and service suggest looking into a weekend, Thanksgiving, January 
or Spring alternative break.   
What are ways to spread knowledge for those who aren't people-people? (make videos/websites 
if you don't want to play with kids or talk to strangers. Everyone has different talents!)  
You can connect this to faculty by getting the students to ask their professors how they are life 
long learners.  
How do you plan on continuing to learn after you finish your four years at JMU?   
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A lot of the students said that lifelong learning applied mostly to growing from their experiences. 
Try to open that up by asking if they had all the time in the world to learn something, what 
would it be? The answers ranged from sewing to Portuguese to snowboarding. A follow-up 
question to that was then, is lifelong learning only applicable to skills and not to topics like the 
classes that you are taking now? The students didn't really seem to think that the classes they 
are taking now could be expanded into future learning.   
Do you have a fixed or growth mindset? Reflect on your life and come up with an example of 
when you have exhibited that mindset. 
How do you think your opinions about fixed vs growth mindset has changed since when you first 
came to college?  
Is a fixed or growth mindset better? Are they both necessary?  
Do you think knowledge is earned or automatically set from the day you were born? 
See if they can relate this to the Grit TED Talk video from earlier in the semester.  
Perhaps the idea of a growth mindset should be moved to around when we talk about Stress and 
Failure. The concept of a growth mindset lead to our class discussing how many of their schools 
labeled students as "gifted and talented" early on. They talked about how this enforces that 
intelligence is fixed and the negative consequences that can follow. 
We also had an interesting conversation about the role privilege has in being labeled as "gifted 
and talented" and having the support others students might not. 
It could be useful to discuss who their education is for. Obviously, it's so they can make money or 
feel fulfilled or something else for themselves. But who else do they want to benefit from their 
education? This could be a conversation that starts during the second week when discussing the 
purpose of college and then carries through to when discussing life beyond college (not just 
after, but beyond college even while they're in college).  
Can you think of an example of a movie or TV show where characters have fixed or growth 
mindsets?  
Can you think of a specific time in your life where you had either a fixed or growth mindset?   
Do you think honors students, in particular, are more prone to fixed or growth mindsets? 
Have you experienced more talent praise or effort praise in your life? (either in school or at 
home) 
How do you define success in a classroom? Passing a class? Learning something new?  
How can you engage a class that is not as challenging to you to still get the maximum value out 
of it?  
  
Additional Videos and Resources: 
A video they always show us in the College of 
Education: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiiEeMN7vbQ 
This is all about the Growth Mindset!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_ZmM7zPLyI This video goes into how school is not 
everything- Education & Learning are. It is a great perspective.   
Larry Crown with Julia Roberts and Tom Hanks.  
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3445739/. 
http://examinedexistence.com/the-difference-between-fluid-intelligence-and-crystallized-
intelligence/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiiEeMN7vbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_ZmM7zPLyI
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3445739/
http://examinedexistence.com/the-difference-between-fluid-intelligence-and-crystallized-intelligence/
http://examinedexistence.com/the-difference-between-fluid-intelligence-and-crystallized-intelligence/
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http://www.jmu.edu/catalog/16/courses/abbreviations.shtml   
 http://ed.ted.com/featured/qrZmOV7R 
all about the differences between fixed vs. growth mindsets  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU  
this video gives a good idea of the difference between fixed vs growth mindsets 
However, your class may find its explanation of fixed mindset a little harsh   
https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_that_you_can_improve 
Video about growth mindset and how adjusting our  mindset about learning can lead to vast 
improvements 
warning: the video has a great message, but our students were fixated on how slowly the 
presenter spoke, maybe give them a heads up and ask them to focus on the message.    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aItZKnWL_R4  
this video is about 5 minutes and sums up growth mindset and its benefits very well  
Carol Dweck's book Mindset has an introductory chapter that discusses the basic principles of 
growth and fixed mindsets and clearly defines them. This would be very informative for them to 
give them a very well done and well thought out explanation of the two, along with research 
evidence regarding the differences between the two mindsets and their resulting consequences 
(positive and negative). 
http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/video/Soar  
This is a super cute video that demonstrates growth mindset.  It is meant for a younger 
audience, but our class really liked it!  
This Growth Mindset playbook by TrainUgly has so much! http://trainugly.com/mindset/  
It has a PDF "Mindset Check Up" where students can see what mindset they 
are https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxqb2huc29ua
W50cm9wc3ljaHxneDo2NjQzYTEzNDBiYzIzMGQ0  
As well as short video clips and other activity ideas  
 

http://www.jmu.edu/catalog/16/courses/abbreviations.shtml
http://ed.ted.com/featured/qrZmOV7R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU
https://www.ted.com/talks/carol_dweck_the_power_of_believing_that_you_can_improve
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aItZKnWL_R4
http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/video/Soar
http://trainugly.com/mindset/
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxqb2huc29uaW50cm9wc3ljaHxneDo2NjQzYTEzNDBiYzIzMGQ0
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxqb2huc29uaW50cm9wc3ljaHxneDo2NjQzYTEzNDBiYzIzMGQ0
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Honors Learning Portfolio 
 
Intro 
The honors learning portfolio is an opportunity for students to pull together all of their individual 
assignments from the semester. In the future, we hope that the students can contribute to the 
formal portfolio all along the way. 
This portfolio reflects all the work we have done in the HON 100 class throughout the semester. 
Ideally, they can add to this each semester they're at JMU and incorporate new things from their 
classes, and by the end of their senior year they have this complete portfolio of all they've 
accomplished since they were freshmen.  
If they so choose, the learning portfolio can be exported into another format of their liking, 
thereby increasing its importance and versatility.  
  
Purpose 
Actively reflect on your college experience. 
Evaluate aspects of your experience. 
Promote and recognize change in yourself and your goals. 
Identify relationships between curricular and co-curricular involvement. 
Incorporate learning across experiences and different academic endeavors.  
Communicate the integration of learning to various audiences. 
Use it in the future for employers and others who want to learn a little more about you. 
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Reflect on how you've changed and grown throughout your college experience. 
  
Advice for the Students as they Complete this Assignment 
Students should synthesize their longer entries and an adapt them to create a portfolio 
appropriate for an online medium and one that is better suited for others to quickly learn about 
them. 
Often times, the style of the learning portfolio isn't suited for a personal website or a LinkedIn. 
Ask students pull out the important information from their original entries and edit them. 
Stress that these assignments are a spring board for the future. While they might not copy and 
paste their "About Me" to LinkedIn/Resume/Website, now they have these pieces to start from.   
In class activities to keep in mind for the Learning Portfolio Assignment 
Personality test  
They should be able to send themselves a link with their results from this test.  Make sure you 
have them do this or at least take a screenshot of it so that they have their answers when they 
do the portfolio assignment.  If they do not do either of these they will have to take the test 
again when they are doing their assignment!   
Values activity  
Make sure that your students write down (or take a picture of) what was in their most valued 
category. 
Be confident in what you've already accomplished, you've come a long way to get here and have 
a lot to show for it. At the same time, don't worry about this portfolio being perfect! You're still 
early in your college career and will have plenty of time to gain more experience and sharpen 
your self-presentation.  
Emphasize returning back to it throughout college to reflect on how they've changed. 
This can be done either on a semester by semester basis, or yearly in the Fall or Spring. If done in 
the Spring, it would coincide with the annual Honors review and make for a way to reflect on the 
academic year as opposed to a calendar year.  
Express to your students the significance of the portfolio and what Honors is attempting to 
provide them with through the portfolio 
Down the road, your students will be glad they worked on the portfolio their Freshman year and 
don't have to scramble during their Junior year to try to create a decent resume. The portfolio is 
an excellent foundation for many endeavors your students may be involved in years from now.   
  
Advice for TAs on the Presentation of this Assignment 
Emphasize that some pieces of information in this learning portfolio will change over the course 
of the next 4 years. For example, every student’s curriculum draft is going to change no matter 
how hard they try to follow it. Also, college is a time of learning about yourself and breaking free 
from your parents. Therefore, many students may see a change in their values and goals 
throughout the four years as they get to know themselves better. Change is seen as a good thing 
in this assignment. They are meant to grow, that's the goal- this allows them to track it.  
It's a visual representation of self - key words, phrases, pictures. Encourage them to be creative! 
Be creative! Students can use this Portfolio to reflect themselves and help them to stand out to 
future employers. Emphasize they shouldn't feel pigeon-holed into doing it a certain way.  They 
are more than welcome to include images, videos, music...whatever they can think of! 
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Stress to them that this is not a huge time commitment. It's barely 30 minutes of work each 
week on something that can really help them down the road. 
Your students may not understand why they have to do this now and may see it as sort of a 
burden, but it will be helpful to have this later on in their college careers when they are applying 
to internships and other jobs.  Make them aware of this and encourage them to do their best on 
these assignments. 
You can do this by sharing your own personal experience regarding internship or job applications 
where having something like a Learning Portfolio was useful or would have been useful.  
If you are a TA that has not completed this assignment (since it was just introduced in the Fall of 
2016) it could be helpful for you to complete the tasks along with your freshman. 
This can help you since you can share in their experience with them. 
You could also give helpful tips in what to write about or how to format their submissions  
Even if you have not done so, you can stress to your students that you wished you had done so, 
that you wish you had the opportunity to do so. 
Which could lead into you talking about how you are/will apply it when looking for jobs/grad 
schools so they will take it more seriously and acknowledge its use. 
Be sure to remind them of due dates every week!! Let's be honest, HON 100 is far from a first-
semester Freshman's top priority and it's easy to forget about small, online assignments. Remind 
them of due dates regularly to ensure that they stay up to date with the portfolio. 
This is especially important as Learning Portfolio assignments are usually due Thursday at 
midnight and students in classes on Monday/Tues, etc. might easily forget the deadline.   
Create a GroupMe for your class and send updates the Wednesday before learning portfolio 
assignments are due.  
Suggestion for next year: Would we be able to have everything due on the same day of the 
week?  
Encourage students to avoid waiting until the last minute to do their assignment, especially since 
if they put in the time and effort early in the semester, it will be easier to edit their Portfolio into 
one big cohesive piece in the end.   
Emphasize the process of constructing the portfolio piece by piece and how they all come 
together to produce a well-rounded presentation of yourself as the final product.   
Encourage students early on in the semester to write down all of the club activities or volunteer 
work they are involved in. Also tell them that it will be easier to write and reflect about an 
experience such as a volunteer trip or major club activity right after you do it.  
Make sure the students know that you fully support the importance of this assignment.  If 
they think that you don't support it, they will think its a waste of time (which it definitely isn't!!)   
There will be students who think that this project is a waste of time. We encountered issues 
where they were angry that they had to complete it and very frustrated. If you encounter a 
student(s) that feel this way, ask to meet with them one-on-one to talk about it. They might just 
need help organizing their thoughts in one or more of the sections. This is also an opportunity to 
check in and see if they have any other concerns about Honors or college life in general. If they 
persist in not wanting to complete it, gently suggest that they talk to Jared. This is not a 
disciplinary measure. What they have to say (constructively) might be useful feedback for Jared 
and the Honors 100 course. 
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Briefly introduce the idea of the whole project at the beginning of the semester, not to stress the 
student out but just to show them the big picture with each assignment. Hopefully, they will take 
the smaller assignments more seriously along the way because they know they're building up to 
something.  
Encourage students to view each assignment as a chance for self-reflection and a nice study 
break to ground themselves in the real world.   
Encourage the students to take just a little bit of time to look back on the earlier pieces of the 
portfolio and edit them if they feel the need to at the end of the semester.  
  
What's the Long View?  
Encourage this as a tool for the students' entire career, not just another assignment and not only 
useful for the four years they are in college.  
Ideally, they will continue to add their work over the course of their college career. 
They can continue to add and refine pieces like the resume and LinkedIn long beyond college.  
On the other hand, this could be the basis of their Linkedin profile, especially the summary 
section.  
Portfolios can be a necessity or welcomed addition to intern and job applications. 
Unique way to showcase the work they have done to future employers    
Students can look back on their Portfolio from their first year in college to see their growth, and 
how they may have changed since coming to college  
Tell them about different online portfolios and how they can transform/change/adapt the 
learning portfolio to adhere to their personal goals. 
Even if they do not use the portfolio directly, it is a great way to store all of your most important 
assignments/reflections which can help with writing a resume later on.  
It will be a resource for them to look back on when constructing their resumes, curriculum vitae, 
letters of intent, and course schedules each year going forward. 
It will help to have a document that unifies you as a whole individual in different ways through 
the different sections. With consistent updating, it will be a tool for many years to come. 
Portfolios can be and are commonly utilized after college, in careers and personal affairs. 
Accomplishments, ideas, and personal growth do not stop after graduation. Adding to a portfolio 
is a great habit to have beyond college.  
 Even if students dislike the medium (Canvas), stress that the idea is to create a habit of a 
portfolio of who they are and the work they will accomplish throughout their life. They can 
(eventually) house the portfolio on any medium they wish.   
Give them a few examples of what the portfolio could lead to. DigiComm 
(https://www.jmu.edu/digicomm/index.shtml) has a ton of resources on portfolios, including a 
web builder comparison chart and a portfolio gallery. You can also show students your own 
website, if you have one. As a senior applying to grad school, I showed the class my website and 
shared with them how it affected my application process. They said this gave the portfolio more 
purpose and gave them more motivation to work on it. 
  
Future Suggested Changes to the Portfolio Curriculum  
 

https://www.jmu.edu/digicomm/index.shtml)
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The goal in the future could be making each student get up and present their PowerPoint. Right 
now, we're unsure that students have the time (or that there is enough time in class) to prepare 
presentations. 
It may have more of an impact if it was a larger part of classroom lessons. How does the 
assignment tie in with the lesson? 
TAs should emphasize its importance. Draw on your own experience - having done it, being able 
to refer to it in the future, not having done it. 
Should we continue this sophomore year?  
It could be helpful to continue this as an Honors assignment because the true value of it might 
not be clear until the end of junior year/senior year to young freshman/sophomores  
It could be difficult to remember experiences they've had or different opinions and mindsets 
they've had at certain times throughout college. Adapting their original freshman year portfolio 
to meet their needs as juniors or seniors may be overwhelming or even not helpful. 
Perhaps not adapting the original portfolio but creating a new one, with the option of porting 
over sections from the previous portfolio if it is still relevant. Whether or not they choose to 
bring over old content, it allows them the opportunity to look back at their previous portfolio 
and reflect on it, with changes being made as necessary. 
Show them an example of what it could be: http://toriklier.weebly.com/ 
Emphasize the part about it showing potential employers who you are.  
Format should be a set of PowerPoint slides 
Canvas portfolio is too limited 
Making a website on Weebly or other site could be more beneficial than using the portfolio  
Have students decide the most applicable way to format their portfolio based on their 
major/future career  
Put the entire assignment in the notes section, and summarize on the actual slide 
They should submit it an hour before it is due in class. Having multiple deadlines a week can 
confuse students who might not have mastered the art of time management and keeping track 
of all their assignments. Some students have found the different deadlines confusing.  
Find ways to continually emphasize the portfolio throughout the student's JMU career. 
Showcase student portfolios to advertise the Honor's College. 
Maybe choose specific examples to put on the website.  
Have the students create one unique sections of the portfolio. It can be about whatever they 
want and whatever they think will benefit them most. This will make the assignment more 
personal.  
Do a run through with the TA's at the beginning of the semester and show us what the portfolio 
looks like/ how it functions on canvas so that we can answer questions more efficiently in class. 
Send out emailsor reminders through the honors college canvas site to update portfolios in 
future (maybe once or twice a semester)  
Have students created a website of their portfolio during their senior year 
Integrate the portfolio into each honors class.  
  
Helpful Links 
Here is a link from JMU's CAP office about the importance of a portfolio and things to consider 
about 

http://toriklier.weebly.com/
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it: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B17BQypvJzxaN0RpdjY3UHRpeDlGX1pZaEVzVGI2dTVvUkpB/
view 
Here is another link from JMU CAP office about how to prepare resumes and portfolios in a 
professional manner 
:https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B17BQypvJzxaOTdHOWFzVmtZc3RUTlJpVS1DVGxUNWdnYVVn
/view 
Example portfolios of your fellow JMU students: https://www.jmu.edu/digicomm/portfolio-
gallery.shtml  
Go to the digicomm center! They exist to help students build websites and use other online 
media tools.  
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